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Preface

This is a history of a region and its people during a period of profound
change. It seeks to describe and analyse the impact of Turco-Egyptian
colonial rule (1821-85) on the Northern Sudan with particular reference to
the peasants and traders among the Ja'aliyyin people of the Shendi region.
It will also to some extent be concerned with other groups such as the
Shayqiyya and the Danagla, who were both neighbours of and settlers
among the Ja'aliyyin, and with whom the latter both cooperated and
competed at home or in the diaspora.

According to the 1956 census, this region (roughly between I6V20 and
18° latitude in the Nile Valley, i.e. between the Sixth Cataract and the
Atbara River) contained about 300,000 people, including the population
of Shendi town (11,031). By the early 1980s the population of the town
had grown to around 20,000. Emigration from the rural areas is wide-
spread and tends to keep the population growth in these areas down. The
region's population figures from the early nineteenth century can only be
guessed at, but it seems reasonable to assume a population figure of
40,000 to 50,000.

This book is a revised and concentrated version of my doctoral disser-
tation 'From King to Kashif. Shendi in the Nineteenth Century', at the
Faculty of Arts, University of Bergen, 1983.1 have profited from the critical
comments offered by the evaluation committee, consisting of Dr O. K.
Grimnes, Oslo, Dr J. L. Spaulding, New Jersey and East Lansing, and Dr
R. S. O'Fahey, Bergen.

The present study is not a tribal history; the Ja'ali nomads for example are
largely left out, and no attempt has been made to include all aspects of Ja'all
society. It is mainly concerned with the transformation of agriculture and
trade during the Turkiyya, as the period of the Turco-Egyptian occupation
is called.

The reasons for concentrating on the Ja'aliyyin are simple and obvious:
their history has not yet been studied, they constitute a convenient entity for
research, their society and economy resemble those of the northern riverain
peoples in general, and their fate under Turco-Egyptian rule has had
profound consequences for modern Sudanese history. However, since the
Ja'aliyyin cannot be studied in isolation from their rulers and neighbours,
and since numerous Ja'aliyyin emigrated to other parts of the Sudan in this

ix



Preface

period, the present study has a much wider geographical and historical
perspective than just the Shendi region.

The Ja'aliyyin referred to above constitute one part of a greater so-called
Ja'aliyyln Group, to whom most of the Arabic-speaking northern riverain
tribes belong and who trace their desent back to an Arab of * Abbasid origin
by the name of Ibrahim Ja'al. They number today nearly 10 per cent of the
total Sudanese population, and can be found all over the country as
merchants, farmers, military men, public officials, holymen, and teachers.
The first really big wave of emigration from the north took place during the
Turkiyya and the aim of this book is also to uncover the factors of
emigration by examining political, economic, and social change at the local
level. This perspective will also enable us to throw new light on how the
colonial regime sowed the seeds of the Mahdist Revolution. Hence the title
of the book.
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Abbreviations

w. walad (pi. awldd), son, son of
b. ibn (pi. abnd', banuri), son, son of
bt. bint (pi. banat), daughter, daughter of

Weights and measures

The following tables list the measures encountered in the text. However, as
these often varied from district to district, the figures must be regarded as
approximate, and relating to the Northern Sudan only.

Measures of length
dhirff 58 cm
'ad 3-4 dhirff = 174-232 cm
qa$aba 3.55m (Egyptian measure), reduced to 3m in the Sudan
habl 8 'ud = 13.92-18.56

Square measures
Traditionally square measures were used to measure land in the rain-fed
savanna areas only, conducted by a professional stone-thrower.
jad'a 64 'ud x 64 "ud = 12,401-22,406m2, of which the last figure is the

most common, that is 5VA faddan.

Egyptian square measures
The size of the faddan was decreased in the nineteenth century until it
arrived at:
faddan 24 qirdf2 = 3331/3 qa$aba2 = 4,200.79m2

In the Sudan the official size of the faddan after 1857 was fixed at 400 square
qa$aba, and the qa$aba was reduced to 3m which gave a faddan of 3,600m2.
(Chelu (1891), 108; Hartmann (1863), 220 and Anhange, 26).
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List of weights and measures

Measures of capacity
The following measures give average size as there was much local variation.
ardabb 180 litres
wayba 40 litres
murabba* 20 litres
midd 5 litres

Measures of weight
waqiyya 12 dirham = 1.32 ounces = 37.44 g
rafl 12 waqiyya = 449.28 g
uqqa or wuqqa 400 dirham = 1.248 kg
qanfar 100 rafl = 44.928 kg
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Introduction

GENERAL BACKGROUND

The Shendi region lies between the more fertile savanna to the south and
the desert to the north, and receives an annual rainfall of about 100-50 mm.
It is part of the semi-desert Sahelian borderland of the Sudanic Belt
extending all the way across Africa south of the Sahara. Permanent
cultivation is possible therefore only on the banks of the Nile, but whenever
the rainy season (June-September) is good, cultivation of grain is possible
in the inland depressions and watercourses (wddi), of which there are many
on both sides of the Nile. The surrounding steppes are the homeland of the
nomads who herd cattle, sheep, goats and camels, and engage in wddi
cultivation.

The area under study, also called the Shendi Reach, lay within the
heartlands of the ancient Cushitic civilizations and formed the core of the
kingdom of Meroe. The remains of the city of Meroe, which flourished
between 500 BC and 300 AD, including pyramids, palaces, temples, baths and
huge mounds of iron-slag, can be seen not far from present-day Shendi. In
the fourth century, Meroe succumbed to attacks from Axum, and by the
end of the sixth century the successor kingdoms of Nobatia and Makuria
(Dongola) in the north and Alodia (Ar. 'Aiwa) on the Blue Nile, had
adopted Christianity.

In the seventh century the Arabs occupied Egypt, but made no sustained
effort to conquer Nubia. However, Arabs and Islam penetrated slowly up
the Nile and across the desert from the Red Sea and in 1323 the first Muslim
king ascended the throne of Dongola. Further south Alodia was wiped out
by the semi-Arabised and semi-Muslim forces of the Funj and the
'Abdallab, which resulted in the establishment of the Funj sultanate of
Sinnar in 1504. This kingdom was to dominate the Nile Valley, with its
several principalities and nomadic tribes, until the submission of the last
Funj sultan to Ismail Pasha in June 1821.l

During the political, cultural and religious upheavals in the fourteenth
and fifteenth centuries, new constellations appeared on the scene along the
Nile; those were the so-called Arabised Nubians. The most important was
the Ja'aliyyln Confederation or Group, who claimed descent from the uncle
of the Prophet, al-fAbbas, and were thus regarded as 'Abbasids in the

1
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Introduction

Sudan. In this process of cultural and ideological reorientation the Funj
discovered that they in fact were descended from the Umayyads. Arabs
undoubtedly emigrated to the Sudan and married into Nubian families,
but they were of diverse tribal origin and too few in number to change
the ethnic character of the riverain Nubians. Thus the adoption of Arab
pedigrees and the Arab language must be seen within a socio-cultural
and political context. Closer to the Egyptian border the Nubian language
is still predominant and the people generally do not claim Arab
ancestry.2

The ecology of the Shendi region and most of the Nubian Nile Valley in
general and the available technology have limited the range of economic
adaptations to basically two: irrigation agriculture and animal husbandry.
There was considerable overlapping between the two sectors, particularly
among the peasants who also kept some animals. Cattle provided vital
motive power for the water wheels (sdqiya). There were also additional
occupations such as fishing, smithing, craft production, camel-driving, and
the highly attractive profession of trading.

The scarce and unequal distribution of resources must have forced people
to search continuously for other ways of making a living, such as long
distance trading and the ancient Lower Nubian preference for household
service in Egyptian cities. It also led to competition and rivalries between
peasants and nomads which disturbed the normal relations of cooperation
and economic exchange. Nomads such as the Shukriyya, the Batahin, and
the Bishariyym were aware of the vulnerability of the peasants and were
often involved in raiding the riverain peasants and stealing their cattle which
were needed for irrigation.3

The Ja'ali towns of Shendi, al-Matamma and al-Damir housed institu-
tions and activities which distinguished them from the villages and the
camps. Although many urban inhabitants were engaged in cultivation and
herding, the characteristic feature of towns was the presence of professional
traders, brokers and craftsmen, men of religion and law, the political elite
with their followers, servants, slaves, officials and soldiers.

Long distance caravans crossed their land or followed the Nile, and
prolonged halts at places like Shendi created much activity. The kings and
chiefs encouraged caravans to come and offer their goods in exchange for
local products, favourable treatment and protection. Muslim pilgrims from
the increasingly Islamised Sudanic Belt used the same routes. Thus an
ambition to travel as traders or Muslim teachers or holy men, fakis (Ar.
faqlh, Sud. pi. fuqard', class. Ar. pl.fuqahd'), took the Ja'aliyyin and others
from the Northern Sudan to foreign lands, Kordofan, Dar Fur, Wadai and
further west, or to the Upper Blue Nile and Ethiopia and to Egypt. Once a
network of kinsmen had been established, it became easier for subsequent
generations to travel abroad. The motives for travelling and migration
were, of course, many. In a man's lifetime a need for extra income could
arise on several occasions, and a few years of trading in the diaspora could
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solve such temporary crises. Thus the causes and motives of emigration
make up a complex picture.

The migration of the Ja'aliyyin has brought, and still brings, Islam, the
Arabic language and Northern Sudanese culture to the remotest areas of
what is today the Democratic Republic of the Sudan, and even beyond.
Islam gained a firm footing among the Ja'aliyyln Group and famous Quran
schools (Sud. Ar. khalwa) attracted students from both near and far.
Among the Ja'aliyyin proper, with whom this study is mostly concerned, the
town of al-Damir, established by the family of the Majadhlb, had a
particular reputation as a seat of learning and sanctity.4

Fakis were (and are) highly respected among Sudanese Muslims, and
those believed to have possessed the gift of performing miracles (Ar.
kardma) were regarded as saints {wall, pi. awliyd') and domes (qubba) were
erected over their graves. Qubbas of Ja'all saints can be seen both along the
Nile and in the diaspora, regularly visited by people in distress in search of
saintly intervention.

THE SOCIO-POLITICAL CONTEXT

\ye are concerned here with agriculture and trade and the changing political
circumstances under which these sectors had to operate. The socio-political
structure of the Ja'aliyyln proper on the eve of the Turkiyya was char-
acterised by a hierarchy of slaves, commoners (peasants and nomads),
merchants, nobles and the king. Cutting across this vertical structure were
horizontal ties of family, kinship, and religious brotherhoods. Each tribal
section had their notable families and for generations the dominant section
(the Sa'dab) also provided the royal family.

The village communities were made up of peasant households. Differ-
ences between households in terms of wealth, status and power were
reflected in the unequal distribution of land, water-wheels, animals and
slaves. Those who were well off aspired to the position of village chief, while
the more affluent were either engaged in trade or belonged to the nobility,
who did not engage in manual labour on their farms or estates but were
preoccupied with tribal politics, administration and war.

The private estates of the nobles, including that of the king, were either
inherited through the family line or granted to them as private demesne by a
superior lord such as the sultan of Sinnar, depending on the official status of
the land holder. Part of the king's demesne consisted of the kursl (or
tdqiyya) lands which apparently followed the office rather than the person.
The estates were cultivated by slaves or by local peasants (as part of their
corvee duties or under a free tedddn contract) or leased to religious families.
The notables were also heads of provinces, districts and villages with the
duty of keeping law and order, supervising market places and caravans,
collecting dues and taxes, and encouraging new settlers in their territories.

The kingdom of Shendi, though basically a tribal chiefdom, mashaykha,
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can also be viewed as a district within the northern province of the Funj
sultanate. Thus the Ja'ali king was both a tribal chief by right of inheritance
and a centrally appointed governor based on loyalty to and marriage ties
with his superior lord, and expressed in the payment of tribute. A tribally
and administratively defined territory was known as a ddr, 'homeland'.
Thus the kingdom of Shendi comprised the ddr of the Ja'aliyyln or at least a
major part of it. The Funj sultanate consisted of numerous tributary ddrs
along the Nile and in the savannas.

The Funj sultanate of Sinnar has been defined as a feudal state and many
features would seem to point in that direction. The tribal unit, the ddr, and
ultimately the state may be seen, however, as the supreme landlords rather
than any individual persons. Both private (along the Main Nile) and
common possession and use of land (in the savannas) could be found. By
right of birth and membership in a tribal unit, the producers obtained access
to land and pastures and remained in possession of the means of production.
The surplus extracted from them can therefore be regarded as a form of
precapitalist rent or tax/rent which does not necessarily require feudal
relations. This was so because theoretically the peasants used land belong-
ing to the ddr or the state rather than belonging privately to any feudal lord,
except in the case when peasants farmed the private estates of noblemen.
Therefore the surplus was extracted directly by the state, sometimes by both
local and central tax-collectors, and less frequently indirectly by way of
feudal rent. The peasants were to some extent unfree, not because of
serfdom, but because a part of their labour belonged by right to the state.5

The principle of the ddr applied also, of course, to the savannas, where
the land, both pastures and cultivated plots, belonged to the nomadic group
in common. Peasants and others from outside who obtained permission to
clear a field and cultivate it, paid annual rent to the tribal shaykh, but did
not obtain ownership of the fields.

Along the Nile land was scarce and the village land was divided among
the cultivating families, who became recognised as joint owners and who
pooled resources and labour and shared out the produce according to input.
Membership in a family and a village entailed rights to a share in the
produce of the allotted land. However, it is possible to indicate a slow
movement from shares in the produce to shares in the fields themselves
prior to the Turkiyya, to the extent that land could sometimes be sold,
mortgaged, bequeathed, given as bridewealth, and established as pious
foundations. Vacant land could be granted by the sultan or the local king to
favourites as private farms against the customary dues and taxes. Landed
grants to holy men (fakis) were in most cases exempt from taxation.

From early on the people along the Nile have engaged in trade and crafts
as a means of supplementing household incomes as well as full-time
occupations. Most people found time and opportunity for such activities
only in the slack seasons, but gradually an increasing number embarked
upon a full-time career in trade, in regional centres such as Shendi or
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outside their homeland, in the diaspora, leaving cultivation to the elders,
the womenfolk and slaves. The spectacular growth of Shendi and al-
Matamma at the end of the eighteenth century is a reflection of this
development. Thus it became more common for peasant families to have
one or more members in trade and in the caravan traffic as camel drivers for
shorter or longer periods. In spite of the great differences in outward
appearance and ideological orientation, there were many ties that bound
the agrarian and commercial sectors to each other outside the realm of pure
business. The growth of merchant capital drew heavily upon the agricultural
sector and soon turned into a dominant force through commodity circula-
tion and more so through the system of moneylending, credit and crop
mortgages.

Historical studies on the nineteenth century, few though they are, have
tended to concentrate on the political and administrative elite and the issue
of slave trade, probably because the relevant sources are more accessible
than those on social and economic conditions. However, with the increasing
focus on indigenous documentary sources, a new dimension has been
introduced. Encouraged by this development and the availability of rele-
vant documents, including my own findings in 1980 and 1984, an attempt has
been made here to utilise such sources, together with other material, in
order to explore a new field, namely local economic history during the
Turkiyya. One example of what local Arabic documentation can yield is the
outline of a merchant's career and business interests.

The period under discussion will hopefully attract a wider audience than
those interested in the Sudan per se, as it represents an early case of colonial
rule of a part of Sub-Saharan Africa by a foreign power. The description
and analysis of the subsequent political and socio-economic changes in a
locally defined area should have comparative interest.

For the Sudan the period was the most decisive in its modern history,
even more so than the Condominium period (1899-1956), which in many
ways may be regarded as a successor state. Thus the Condominium is known
as al-Turkiyya al-thaniya, 'the second Turkiyya'. The legacy of the Turkiyya
reached far beyond the fall of Khartoum in January 1885.



The Jaali Kingdom of Shendi and its
destruction

The Ja'aliyyln Group claim to descend from al-? Abbas, the uncle of the
Prophet, through one Ibrahim Ja'al or Ju'al. Leaving aside the Ja'all tribes
of the White Nile and Kordofan, whose names are derived from the root
y.ra.\, 'to gather', or 'collect', and the Danagla of Dongola, who should
perhaps not be rated among the Ja'aliyyln at all, we are left with five major
riverain Ja'all tribes. The Shayqiyya (roughly between KurtI and Hosh
al-Juruf), the Mana§Ir (Hosh al-Juruf to Hawlla Island), the Rubafab
(Hawlla to 'Ushayr Island), the MIrafab (from 'Ushayr to the Atbara
River), and the Ja'aliyyln proper (from Atbara to the Sixth Cataract).
Although informants may today admit that their Arab ancestors married
Nubian women, the genealogical tree of the Ja'aliyyln is a 'deliberate
attempt to ignore the Nubian sub-stratum that the Arab immigrants had
submerged'.1

Interpretations of the meaning of Ibrahim's nickname Ja'al or Ju'al may
throw some light on this question. The most common interpretation is that it
stems from;/./., 'to make'. Ibrahim is said to have 'made' or incorporated
people hit by famine into his own people by giving them food, shelter and
protection.2 Another and less well-known tradition links his nickname to
the colour of his skin. It is said that he was very black and that his
grandmother used to call him 'Ju'al', a black beetle.3 There are, further-
more, many traditions relating to the early relationship between the Arabs
and the Nubians, but a study of how the Nubians became Arabs lies beyond
the scope of this study.4

At the beginning of the sixteenth century, when the Funj were consolidat-
ing their newly founded kingdom (Sinnar) on the Blue Nile, there are
indications that a tribe by the name of Ja'al was living below the Sixth
Cataract, ruled by a king whose Arabic nickname was Abu 'Aqrab, literally
'father of a scorpion'. His authority reached far into the Bayuda Desert, but
he was at the same time subordinate to the Funj king, who sent orders to
him to convey the traveller David Reubeni to the borders of Dongola in
1523.5

Some traditions maintain that the Ja'aliyyln lived in Kordofan when the
riverain Nubian kingdoms disintegrated, upon which they moved in and as
it were took over the political institutions of the Nubians. It may, therefore,
well be that the kingdom of Shendi antedates the appearance of the
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Ja'aliyyln and Islam. According to the same traditions, the first Ja'ali king
was Sa'd Abu Dabbus, 'father of a mace', who ruled towards the end of the
sixteenth century. He is said to have inherited the right to the kingship from
his maternal grandfather, 'Adlan, king of the Nubians, but had to take it by
forcej hence his nickname, from one ?Abd al-Dafim.6

Safd Abu Dabbus founded the Sa'dab dynasty which apparently exer-
cised a continuous authority over the Ja'aliyyin until the latter half of the
eighteenth century. The Sa'dab rulers were subordinate to the Funj king
through his governor of the northern province, the king of Qarri, a
relationship which is reflected both in their titles and tributary obligations.
They were normally titled arbdb (pi. arabib), or sometimes amir (pi.
umard'), meaning chief, commander or simply nobleman.7 Towards the
end of the eighteenth century, when the Funj were weakened, the rulers of
Shendi took the title of makk (pi. mukuk) i.e. king, and became more
reluctant to pay tribute.8 However the Ja'aliyyin were unable to unite since
the internecine struggles between their overlords split them into two
opposing groups headed by the Sa'dab and the Nimrab (the Awlad Nimr or
the sons of Nimr) respectively.

In 1762 the Funj sultan was deposed by his vizier Muhammad Abu
Likaylik of the Hamaj people, who put a puppet ruler on the throne. This
event inaugurated the final decline of the sultanate.9 The 'Abdallab king of
Qarri opposed the Hamaj viziers, as did also sections of the Ja'aliyyln, but
the the Sa'dab were apparently divided over the issue. In the 1770s and
1780s, a Sa'dabi, Sa'd w. Idris II, was fighting in Kordofan on the side of the
Hamaj vizier at the same time as his nephew Idris III w.-al-Fahl was ruling
the Ja'aliyyin of Shendi. His mother, Bruce's 'Sittina', had a prominent
position in Shendi in 1772. At the time Bruce noted that the people of
Shendi expressed much fear and consternation at the thought of the return
of the Sa'dab and Hamaj forces from Kordofan.10

Sometime around 1780, a branch of the NifTab, the Awlad Nimr, came
to power.11 They took advantage of the weak Idris III w. al-Fahl, who was
subsequently killed by the Kawahla, and the absence in Kordofan of the
other Sa'dabI leader, Sa'd w. Idris II, and obtained the support of the
f Abdallab through a marriage alliance. Thus Muhammad w. Nimr al-Kablr
broke away from the Sa'dab demanding the makk-ship for himself, and
married a royal woman from the 'Abdallab around 1780. She bore him a
son, who was to be the famous makk Nimr.12 A land charter issued by
Muhammad w. Nimr in Shendi in 1794 implies that he was in full control of
the place.13 It can therefore be assumed that when Sa'd and his son Musa'd
returned from Kordofan they were compelled to settle in al-Matamma, a
Sa'dabi stronghold.

Makk Safd died around 1800 and his death was followed by clashes
between Musa'd and Muhammad w. Nimr which entailed the intervention
of the Hamaj, the patrons of the Sa'dab. The right-hand man and brother of
the Hamaj vizier, eAdlan, was sent north with a force to Wad Ban al-Naqa.
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There he wrote to Muhammad promising him the makk-ship if he would
come to negotiate. This took place in the year 1800 (towards the end of 1214
H or the beginning of 1215 H) and is laconically referred to in a contempo-
rary document, which states that it (the document) was written (a short
time) after the coming of 'Adlan to Shendi and the seizure of Muhammad
w. Nimr.14 The Nimrab were captured by surprise; apparently only the
young Nimr and his uncle Safd were able to escape. Another son of
Muhammad, Idris, was ransomed by his mother for 300 waqiyyas (ounces)
of gold.15 Before he returned to Sinnar with his prisoners for their execu-
tion, 'Adlan appointed Musa'd as king of the Ja'aliyyln at Shendi. In the
meantime Nimr took refuge with the Batahin and friendly Ja'aliyyin such as
the Niff ab and the Nafa'ab at Abu Dilayq oasis in the Butana. There Nimr
also gained the support of the Batahin nomads and in 1216/1801-2, when
the Hamaj were engaged in Kordofan, he and his party launched a major
attack on Shendi.16 The Sa'dab were forced on the defensive, but as in
earlier conflicts, the Majadhlb of al-Damir intervened to bring about a
peaceful settlement. The kingdom was divided, so that Musa'd received
al-Matamma and the west bank and Nimr was to rule Shendi and the east
bank. This was the political situation when the Turco-Egyptians arrived in
1821.

The actual territory over which the Ja'all makk exercised effective
authority cannot be accurately determined. In Brace's day, the official
boundary in the south between the territory of the Shendi and that of Qarri
was at Hajar al-fAsal or Hajar al-Sarrarik. This was confirmed by Burck-
hardt forty-two years later and by subsequent sources, including informants
in Shendi in 1980. In the north (downstream) Shendi's authority bordered
de jure on the Atbara River, but al-Damir had long since asserted its
independence when Burckhardt passed through in 1814. After a march of
nine hours from al-Damir, he came to Hamaya village, which 'forms at
present the northern territory of Shendy'.17 In the same area, he passed
through the area of the Mukabrab, a section of the Ja'aliyyin, who were also
independent, living partly upon the produce of their fields and partly upon
robbery. Travellers unaccompanied by one or more of the Fakys from
Damar, are sure of being stripped by them.'18

On the opposite bank of the Nile across from al-Damir was the territory of
Dar Ja'al, probably with the Masallamab as the core population. Its last
village upstream was ?Aliab (west) and the first village of Dar Shendi was
Halawiyya.19 After the split between the Sa'dab and the Nimrab, the Masall-
amab paid tribute to makk Nimr or to makk Musa'd according to circum-
stances, but preferably to the first. In addition, there were also other minor
tributary makks established in such villages as Kabushiyya and Makniyya.20

The administration of the kingdom was, at least under makk Nimr, a
family enterprise with the ultimate authority in the king's hands,

The government of Shendy is much to be preferred to that of Berber, the full
authority of the Mek is not thwarted by the influence of powerful families,
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which in these countries leads only to insecurity, nor has he adopted the
system of rapacity which makes Berber so justly dreaded by strangers. His
absolute power is owing to the diversity of the Arab tribes inhabiting Shendy
none of which is strong enough to cope with his own family and its numerous
branches.21

Members of the royal family were appointed governors of sub-districts and
villages; thus the village of Jibayl was administered by a relative of the
makk.22 The makk himself and the numerous arabib had landed estates in
various places along the Nile and on islands, which enabled them to enjoy a
lifestyle suitable for a nobility in the service of the Funj sultan. In spite of
the numerous courtiers, whose names appear upon official documents and
charters, a central bureaucracy hardly existed in Shendi.

I did not hear of any subordinate offices in the government of Shendy, and the
Mek seems to unite all branches of authority in his own person; his relatives
are the governors of villages; and his court consists of half a dozen police
officers, a writer, an Imam, a treasurer and a bodyguard formed principally of
slaves.23

The makk disposed of few firearms, but the strength of the kingdom
rested primarily on its cavalry, 'which decides the fate of all battles he [the
king] had to fight with his enemies'.24 From Shendi itself, the king could
raise from 200 to 300 horsemen. The townsmen preferred stallions, while
Ja'ali nomads rode mares.

The authority of the king did not stretch far from the Nile; the nomads of
the Butana and the Bayucja semi-deserts, except the Ja'ali nomads, paid
their tribute directly to the governor of the northern Funj province, the
' AbdallabI king (mdnjit) of Qarri. The king of Shendi was not allowed to tax
caravans going from Sinnar to Egypt, as most of the commodities probably
belonged to the Funj sultan; towards other caravans he acquired a freer
hand.

The riverain principalities and ddrs such as Shendi and Berber constituted
the district level of the pyramid of authority which had its apex at Sinnar.
The political hierarchy from the sultan via the provincial mdnjils to the local
makks and shaykhs was cemented through marriage alliances, whereby
royal and noble women were transferred downwards in exchange for gifts,
tribute, allegiance and political support. There were often several claimants
to the thrones and this enabled the overlords to exact rich gifts and promises
of loyalty and subordination before the candidate was chosen. The danger
of being deposed and replaced by a more cooperative candidate was
apparently not an empty threat, as is shown by a well-documented case from
Berber.25

With the rise to power of Muhammad 'All Pasha in the first decade of the
nineteenth century, Egypt's relations with the Sudan changed decisively.
The Ottoman Turks who had ruled Egypt from 1517 had been eager to
maintain commercial links with Sinnar and Dar Fur and only occasionally
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was the actual occupation of the sources of gold, slaves, ivory, feathers and
camels seriously contemplated.26 Muhammad 'All, vastly ambitious, did
not hesitate to make such plans and to send spies to the area. For him,
state-building and industrialisation at home and expansion abroad, were
two integrated aspects of the same process towards making Egypt an
independent and strong state on an equal footing with Europe. During his
campaigns in the Hijaz in Arabia, Shendi had become a vital supplier of
camels, but insecurity along the Nile caused much damage to the regular
traffic to Egypt. The same applied to the darb al-arba'in or 'Forty Days
Road' to Dar Fur which was closed for several years. Great disorder had
interrupted the inland trade, according to English,

His Highness the Viceroy, in consequence, determined as the most effectual
means of putting an end to these disorders, to subject those countries to his
dominion. Four thousand troops were accordingly put under the command of
Ismael Pasha, the youngest son of the Viceroy, with orders to conquer all the
provinces of the Nile, from the second cataract to Sennaar inclusive.27

The army was set in motion in the autumn of 1820. The Mamluks fled
further south and it was only the Shayqiyya who offered any serious
resistance.28 The two leading kings of the Shayqiyya, Shawish (Shush) and
$ubayr, were brave warriors who could muster some 6,000 armed men, but
still they lost in two bloody battles. The ears were cut off those who were or
appeared to be dead and sent to Cairo. It is said that Muhammad 'All paid
50 piastres for each pair of ears, but in a letter to his son, Ismail Pasha, he
makes it clear that this affair had alienated the Shayqiyya. It had been his
son's duty to spread justice in order to gain the affection and trust of the
people.29 After heavy losses, $ubayr surrendered but Shawish fled to the
vicinity of Shendi, ravaging the country as he went.

From Dar al-Shayqiyya the Turkish army crossed overland to Berber
whose ruler, makk Na§r al-DIn, surrendered. It is said that he had already
been in contact with Muhammad 'All, hoping for support in his rivalries
with the other MIrafabI makk, 'All w. Tumsah, who resided on the west
bank. The background to this division was that in 1818 Nimr and Musa'd
had united and invaded Berber and put Tumsah on the throne while Na§r
al-DIn was on pilgrimage.30 The latter fled to Egypt and is said to have
returned with the invading army in 1820, but that has not been confirmed.
The eye-witnesses, English and Cailliaud, say that he made his submission
on the arrival of Isma'Il Pasha. According to Caillaud it took place
immediately, but English says that it happened several days afterwards,
even after the submission of makk Nimr, a delay which was due to illness.31

Isma'il Pasha rested some time in Berber while he waited for the
submission of makk Nimr. He had earlier sent a merchant as a messenger to
Shendi, and he now returned with letters from the king and with messages
from certain religious leaders and merchants of that area.32 On 12 March
1821, a son of makk Nimr arrived in Berber with valuable presents
announcing the submission of Shendi. Isma'il Pasha thereupon sent one
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diwdn efendi (a title rather than a name) to Shendi to arrange the terms of
peace with the makk. He was also to assure the Shayqiyya there of the
general amnesty offered to them if they surrendered.33 On his way to
Shendi he met Nimr and together they arrived in Berber on 22 March: The
makk of Shendi was accompanied by a considerable suite, and two most
beautiful horses, intended as presents to the Pasha. On being introduced to
his Excellence, he kissed his hand, and pressed it to his forehead, and told
him that he had come to surrender himself and his country to his favour and
protection.'34 He arrived in a kind of sedan chair {palanquin), says
Cailliaud, carried by two camels. His robe consisted of two large shirts and
an overcoat covered his shoulders. On his head he wore the traditional
pointed cap, the tdqiyya. English, a firm believer in the campaign, thought
that Nimr was graciously received, whereas Cailliaud observed that he was
coolly received by Isma'il who offered his guest neither coffee nor a pipe.
Three days later he left for Shendi after having promised to provide Isma'Il
with camels.35

In the meantime Muhammad 'All urged his son to move on and complete
the campaign. It was therefore decided to strike camp and move to Shendi,
where they encamped on the west bank on 9 May 1821. The Ja'aliyyln had
apparently accepted Nimr's submission without protest. There were no
signs of 'Abdallab, Funj or Hamaj resistance as yet, but the Shayqiyya were
nervous and threatened resistance. After a while, however, Shawish offered
his submission and entered into the service of the occupiers, an alliance
which many people of the Turkish Sudan came to fear and to hate. Makk
Nimr, whose house, noted English, was built of no better materials than
those of his people, differing only in size, presented Isma'il Pasha with
several hundred camels upon his arrival. In spite of the apparently disci-
plined atmosphere, a dangerous incident occurred when four soldiers were
killed in a village, probably after trying to confiscate durra (sorghum) from
the peasants, thus triggering off a major raid on the Ja'all villages, which
was only brought to an end after Nimr's intercession.36

Isma'il Pasha decided it was unwise to leave Nimr and Musa'd behind
when he moved south, so he ordered the two kings to accompany him.
When Linant de Bellefonds came to Shendi in November 1821, they were
still in Sinnar, but on his way there, Linant met both returning home in the
beginning of December.37

Isma'il Pasha spent more than a year in the south, looking for gold in the
Fazughll area. In the meantime Kordofan was conquered by an army under
the command of the Viceroy's son-in-law, Muhammad Bey the Daftardar.
Along the Nile the Turks, as the invaders were called, started to introduce
the new taxation system. Linant noted that the inhabitants of Shendi found
themselves obliged to sell their belongings in order to pay the large tax
demands. Rumours of revolts were often heard in Shendi also after the
return of makk Nimr. The latter, however, is reported to have assured the
Turks that he was not contemplating fighting them, as in his opinion,
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Muhammad 'All would only send a larger army against him and he would be
ruined.38

However, tension was increasing among the peasants; violence and, in
despair, emigration spread as the armed tax-collectors travelled around to
acquaint the people with the new taxes and to collect them. A desperate
move could be expected at any moment. On his way northwards in the
autumn of 1822 ($afar 1238/October-November 1822), Ismail Pasha could
not fail to notice the early effects of his economic policy. When he reached
Shendi in his boat, he disembarked and demanded to see the makk. At the
following meeting he is said to have asked Nimr and the other chiefs for
tribute to the value of about 100,000 dollars in cattle, slaves and in cash.
When Nimr explained to him his inability to comply with his demands, the
Pasha struck him across the face with a pipe. Traditions say that Nimr
wanted to kill Ismail on the spot, particularly after an insulting remark
about his daughter, but makk Musa'd who was also present, managed to
calm him down, talking to him in the language of the Bishariyyln, Tu
Bedawie.39

Later that same day Ismail and his men were invited to spend the night
ashore (17 $afar 1238/3 November 1822). Covered by darkness, the people
started to gather durra stalks which they stacked around Ismail's lodgings.
When the work was completed, the dry stalks were set alight and Ismail and
his men were burned to death.40

News of the burning of the Pasha spread like wildfire; revolts immediately
broke out along the Nile, the invaders were hunted down and killed as far
south as Wad MadanI, which, however, did not fall, and as far north as
Atbara, where the province governor, Mahu Bey, had a difficult time
defending Berber against the furious Ja'aliyyin. The Daftardar hurried from
Kordofan to the Nile with orders to bring the rebels to justice. After an
initial period of violent repression along the Nile, a meeting was arranged in
al-Matamma between the Daftardar and some Ja'ali notables (Nimr and
Musa'd had retreated into the Butana). The talks were, however, interrup-
ted by a sudden assault on the Daftardar, who was nearly killed in the
incident. From that moment the Turks showed no mercy in dealing with the
Ja'aliyyln. After burning parts of al-Matamma they crossed over to Shendi
which was thoroughly looted and burned. Moving into the countryside, the
Turks went as far as al-Damir where the mosque was burned before they
turned south, inflicting harsh punishments everywhere.41

Apparently at first no serious effort was made to hunt down makk Nimr,
but when rumours reached the Daftardar that Nimr was about to return to
Shendi, he decided to march into the Butana. Battle was joined at al-Na§ub
in Shawwal 1238/June-July 1823 which Nimr lost. However, whereas makk
Musa'd was subsequently killed by the Turks, makk Nimr and his family and
followers escaped and made their way to the Ethiopian borderlands where
they established a kind of buffer state on the Setit River. From this
stronghold, largely outside the reach of the Turks, they harassed the Turks
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and offered shelter and protection to refugee Ja'aliyyln of all categories
until the 1860s.

The punitive expeditions of the Daftardar, who was still encamped on the
west bank downstream from al-Matamma in the winter 1823-̂ 4, dealt a
heavy blow to the Ja'aliyyin, both materially and culturally and through the
decimation of the population. Thousands must have lost their lives, many
escaped and emigrated more or less for good, some were enslaved and
branded and sent to Egypt. Although many of the latter found their way
back, after being released by Muhammad 'All, some stayed on in Cairo and
their descendants were seen in Hosh al-Jamus in Cairo by Shuqayr in about
1900.42 For those who stayed behind in Dar al-JafaliyyIn, as well as for those
who escaped or emigrated, colonial rule had begun with a grim baptism.
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Turkiyya

Contemporary descriptions of Shendi prior to the Turkiyya survive only for
the years 1772, 1814, and 1821-2, but together they offer a vivid picture of
the town and the market.1 Earlier travellers except perhaps David Reubeni
in 1523, seem to have crossed the Nile further south, usually at QarrI where
there was a quarantine station on the west bank.2 De Maillet's reports from
1692 onwards, as well as the accounts left by Poncet, Krump, Brevedent
and other missionaries, doctors or ambassadors travelling around 1700 all
show that the caravans left the Nile in the Manfalut/Aysut region in Egypt.3

After passing along the valley of al-Wah (Ar. 'the oasis'), they reached the
oasis of Sallma, where the Dar Fur caravan turned south-west and the
Sinnar caravan turned south-east and reached the Nile at Mushu. The
caravans then passed by (Old) Dongola on the east bank. At al-Dabba,
Ambuqol or Kurti they left the Nile again and crossed the Bayucja to
Dirayra opposite Wad Ban al-Naqa. Following the Nile on the west bank,
they then crossed at QarrI near the Sixth Cataract.4

Qarri was the seat of the ' Abdallab mdnjil or governor of the northern
Funj province. Caravans from Egypt had to pay customs there, usually in
luxury items and in cash. Those who were not jalldba (sing, jalldb or
jalldbl), itinerant or caravan traders, of the king of Sinnar, were thoroughly
searched.5

About seventy years later, Bruce noted that there had been a second
crossing point at Dirayra in Dar al-Jafaliyym, but the insecurity of the area
had made it unattractive. Bruce on his way north from Sinnar had been
advised to cross at Qarri and not to take the less frequented route through
Shendi and Berber, where only Heaven could be relied upon for pro-
tection.6

The origins and early history of the town of Shendi is unknown. Since it is
believed to be the burial place of the first Sa'dabi king, it could well have
existed in the sixteenth century. Urbanisation has a long history in the
Sudan, connected with both administration and commerce. In the context
of the Nile Valley, Shendi and its sister-town al-Matamma are located in a
relatively fertile and well-populated area. Shendi could therefore have
grown out of an earlier village; in fact, Shendi retained many 'village'
features. However, its geographical position as a meeting-point of cara-
vans, at least during more peaceful periods, as well as its function as the
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seat of a local king, were factors which turned the town into a major trading
centre.

For the same reasons, shifts in political power or changes in regional and
international caravan networks decided the fate of many potentially pros-
perous towns. Qarri, for instance, was built to function as a political centre
as well as a customs station and ferry crossing. Apparently it had little trade
of its own, although it competed with Shendi as a caravan entrepot. The
surrounding countryside was poor. In the mid eighteenth century for both
political and commercial reasons the ?Abdallab deserted Qarri in favour of
Halfayat al-Muluk, near present-day Khartoum North.7 When Bruce
visited the place in 1772, Qarri consisted of some 140 houses and served
only as the main crossing of the area, whereas Half ay a, the new capital, had
grown into a small town of 300 houses, and was famous for the production of
cotton cloth.8 Halfayat al-Muluk retained its primacy until the arrival of the
Turks, but Qarri decayed and was only a heap of ruins in 1821.9 The growth
and decline of urban centres thus intimately depended on a subtle combin-
ation of socio-economic and political factors. That was also, of course, true
for the Turkiyya.

The population structure of towns like Shendi, the varieties of occu-
pations and the types of commodities exchanged there, indicate that such
markets served local as well as regional needs. This situation may be
contrasted with market towns further west, such as Kobbei in Dar Fur and
Nimro in Wadai. There the political centres were physically separate from
the commercial centres and the latter were largely populated by pro-
fessional traders of foreign origin, mainly jallaba from the Nile.10 Thus
Kobbei market was mainly of interest to the king and the ruling elite, as
both the prices and the types of goods offered there worked to exclude the
local peasants and nomads. Shendi and al-Matamma recruited local traders
to the internationally-oriented occupation of jallaba, many of whom
operated in Kobbei.

THE TOWN AND THE MARKET

In 1772 Shendi was a large village or a small town consisting of about 250
houses,

which are not all built continuous, some of the best being separate, and that of
Sittina's [the royal palace] is half a mile from the town. There are two or three
tolerable houses, but the rest of them are miserable hovels, built of clay and
reeds.
The caravans from Sennaar, Egypt, Suakem and Kordofan, all were in use
[sic] to rendezvous here, especially since the Arabs have cut off the road by
Dongola and the desert of Bahiouda.

Bruce assures us that Shendi was once a town of great renown. At the time
of his visit the market was not a scene of great abundance, yet the prices
were lower and the quality better than in Sinnar. Fuel, however, in the form
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of wood was much dearer and the people used to burn camel dung. The
miserable appearance of Shendi was attributed to political disintegration
and the reduction of regular large-scale caravan traffic between Sinnar and
Ethiopia in the south and Egypt in the north.11

The problem remains, however, to find out when the decline started, how
long it lasted, and which routes and towns were most affected. In the same
decade and particularly after Dar Fur gained control of Kordofan in about
1785, al-Ubayyi<j became an important commercial centre in that province.
This development may well be connected with the times of trouble in the
Nile Valley when commodities began to be transported directly between
Dongola and Egypt via the Wadi al-Milk thus bypassing Shendi.12

Whenever the Bayuda was made unsafe by the Hassaniyya and Shayqiyya,
the Cairo-Sinnar-Ethiopia caravans had to pass along the Nile, after
crossing the Nubian Desert in the east from Upper Egypt to Abu Hamad
north of Berber. However, although a peaceful Bayucja enabled par-
ticularly the sultan's caravans to cross directly between Kurti and Dirayra/
Qarrl, as we have seen, a more easterly route from Tanqasi through the
Wadi Abu Dom and the Jilif Mountains to al-Matamma and Shendi was also
in use as it was shorter and provided more water on the way.13 Finally
unruly elements among the Ja'aliyyln themselves often scared away cara-
vans from Shendi, probably a reflection of the recurrent political impotence
of their king and the waning superior authority of the Funj sultanate.

With the decline of Sinnar's control over the northern districts, private
merchants took the opportunity to break into the royal monopoly and take
their own caravans to the most profitable markets. At the same time there
was an influx of merchants from Egypt and Sawakin. The Ja'aliyyln,
Danagla (pi. of Dongolawi) and the Shayqiyya were quick to take advan-
tage of the new trends, establishing commercial links with Kordofan, Dar
Fur, Egypt and the Red Sea Coast. Many of them settled in the trading
diasporas both to trade and cultivate. Thus the negative effect on security of
declining central control was largely balanced by the growth of independent
free trade, and this may account for the remarkable growth of Shendi
between 1772 and 1814.

By 1814 the picture of Shendi in decay had changed completely. The
caravan route through the Nubian desert controlled by the? Ababda and the
Bishariyyln camel nomads, had become the major route, also because of the
presence since 1811 of the Mamluks in Dongola. In Berber the village of
Ankhira (also known as al-Mukhayrif)14 had replaced Qoz as the principal
place. As in Shendi and other market towns, the caravans preferred to enter
Ankhira at night to evade public and official notice. It was also customary
among the jalldba to establish themselves in the houses of important people
to gain their protection.15 The village of Qoz al-Suq was still there; the other
two important villages were Qoz al-Funj and Ha§§a. The name of Berber
applied only to Ankhira. As for al-Damir further south it had grown into a
town of some 500 houses. Shendi, however, was the largest in the Eastern
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Sudanic Belt, next only to Kobbei and Sinnar. It consisted of several
quarters, divided from each other by public places or markets, and had
altogether from 800 to 1,000 houses. The style of the houses was similar to
Berber, but there were more larger buildings and fewer ruins. Wide
courtyards and high walls were signs of distinction.16

Burckhardt (p. 258) says that the market was held in a wide open space
between the two principal quarters of the town. There were three rows, one
behind the other, of small shops built of mud in the shape of niches, about
six feet long by four feet deep and covered by mats. These were occupied by
the more opulent merchants, who carried their goods to their respective
shops in the morning, and back to their houses in the evening, since the
shops had no locks. The smaller merchants sat upon the ground, under a
kind of shed (Ar. rakubd).

These impressions were confirmed about seven and eight years later, when
we learn that Shendi was located about half a mile from the river, that its
circumference amounted to 3,500 metres, and that it consisted of about 8 to
900 houses, built of brick and clay, and with a population of 5,000 to 7,000.
The residence of the king was larger than average and whitewashed. The
houses had small holes in the walls for light and fresh air and water basins
were located in the courtyards. Some of the spacious houses were located
side by side of courtyards of up to 300 square feet, which served to store the
merchandise and keep the caravan camels. Broad and airy streets intersected
the town. The immediate environs were sandy and not fit for cultivation.17

An important factor in the economic development of Shendi was the
growth of al-Matamma on the opposite bank of the Nile. It was described
for the first time in 1821 when, according to English, it had a slightly bigger
population than Shendi, 6,000 as against 5,000. There were three market
places where people exchanged dollars and durra for what they needed. Its
development into a town is unclear, but it was apparently connected with its
function as a natural crossing station on the Nile as well as its function as a
royal seat from the eighteenth century. Its geographical position and
commercial potential not only encouraged wealthy merchants to settle
there, it also 'exported' jalldba to other towns and regions.18

Apart from their political rivalry, there seems to have been little actual
commercial struggle between the sister towns. It is therefore tempting to
assume that they complemented each other in regional and international
trade, largely servicing different regions, caravans and customers. A French
merchant wrote:

Al-Matamma, a town noted for its commerce with the interior, has flourished
at all times. It is the seat of a chief of the Ja'aliyyln whose paramount shaykh
resided at Shendi on the right bank of the river four miles from al-Matamma,
where the caravans from Dar Fur, Kordofan and Abysinia brought their
produce for barter. Gum, ivory, tamarind, slaves, find their outlet at
al-Matamma.... Sawakin, a port on the Red Sea, carried on a brisk
commerce with Shendi and al-Matamma.19
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Shendi seems to have developed and consolidated its cosmopolitan
character in the years leading up to the arrival of the Turks:

We [Finati] came in the evening to Shendi [Nov. 1821], the capital of the most
powerful and populous among the native princes of these parts, called the
Melek Nimmer, whose rule extended over a considerable tract on this [the
east bank] of the river, and embraced a population amounting to at least
20,000,... our stay, which, as there are more of the comforts and con-
veniences of life in the town, than in any other that we had met with on this
side of Egypt, was prolonged to about fifteen or twenty days, and was spent
not unpleasantly. The cause of there appearing to be something more of
civilization and luxury here than lower down, seems to be that it is the
principal place of halting and rendezvous for the great caravans, whether
connected with the Red Sea by Suakim, or with Kordofan and Darfur, and the
Negro countries, the merchants generally resting themselves, and even
trafficking here, which rendered it (at least before the invasion) a place of
comparative opulence.20

TRADE AND THE MARKET

Two basic adaptations characterised Dar al-Ja'aliyyln, agriculture and
pastoralism, with an emphasis on the first. This pattern was also to some
extent reflected in the composition of the population of Shendi and their
part-time or indirect engagement in agriculture and animal husbandry. The
environs of Shendi, except a narrow strip along the Nile, were sandy and
deforested. This meant that the inhabitants were in daily need of food
supplies from the primary producers of the rural areas. Thibaut noted that,
The people from the surrounding countryside used to bring their produce:
grain, cotton, liquid butter, cord and cotton piece goods woven locally.'21 In
contrast to the peasants, the nomads had a more transitory interest in the
market, as the selling of live animals and meat was against their customs.
Still, hundreds of camels, horses and cows could be offered for sale on a big
market day. The nomads more commonly offered milk, hides, ropes, bags,
butter, wild animals, feathers and leather goods in exchange for commodi-
ties such as grain, clothes and spices. The camel owners could in addition
earn an income by hiring out their camels to the jalldba and by acting as
guides and camel-drivers.

It may be assumed that a large proportion of Shendi's inhabitants gained
their livelihood from market related activities. It was the market which
tempted both Ja'aliyyin and foreigners to settle there. Thus the market
place came to create its own norms of behaviour and idioms of communi-
cation, often in conflict with traditional cultural norms. Among the foreign-
ers, the Danagla were the most numerous. They occupied a whole quarter
of the town, 'but their nation is less esteemed than any other'.22 They seem
to have exercised a monopoly over the brokerage business in Shendi. In
Berber the Danagla specialised in dates and tobacco, while their wives and
slaves made the best buza (marlssa beer made of fermented durra). Visitors
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(Jalldba) and residents of the same ethnic or geographical origin arid/or
religious affiliation used to live and work together, both in the town quarters
and in the market.

Fundamental to Shendi market were the artisans and craftsmen who fre-
quented it. Crafts were fairly well developed to satisfy local as well as
regional and international demands. Blacksmiths, locksmiths, silversmiths,
tanners, dyers, potters and makers of palm leaf mats and baskets, shoe-
makers and carpenters operated in the market, where they manufactured
their goods and offered them for sale. The fact that their number increased,
notably on the big weekly market days of Friday and Saturday, illustrates
two important aspects of the craft industries. First, the craftsmen were to a
large extent villagers and nomads who did not live in Shendi but combined
their skills with primary production in the countryside. Secondly, the rural
market for craft products was limited both because of limited purchasing
power and because household production sought to be as self-sufficient as
possible, thus limiting the market for professional full-time craftsmen.

If a house is to be built, the owner, his relatives, and slaves, with a few labour-
ers, execute the masonry, and the carpenter is only called in to lay the roof and
make the doors. Like the Bedouins of the desert, these Arabs are their own
artizans upon all ordinary occasions. There are no [professional] weavers in
Shendi, but all the women and grown up children, and many of them men, are
seen with a distaff constantly in their hands, spinning cotton yarn, which they
sell to the people of Berber.... Cotton is cultivated in the neighbourhood.23

The institution of work-parties (nafir or faza"a) mobilised neighbours and
relatives in both towns, villages and camps for construction purposes and in
connection with labour-intensive agricultural tasks. Such social and
economic factors did not encourage a rapid development towards pro-
fessionalisation. Even in the field of commerce, the average trader was also
often involved in the production of the goods he offered for sale. Seen from
another angle, a peasant or a nomad had to acquire a whole set of 'sub-
skills', which at intervals could become their major occupations. This meant
not only making tools, utensils, and other necessities, but also marketing
them in a market such as Shendi. Burckhardt observed that 'the country
people bring to the market mats, baskets, ox hides, and other skins, coarse
pottery, camel saddles, wooden dishes, and other articles of their own
manufacture, etc. About a dozen shoemakers, or rather sandal makers,
from the country work for these two days in the market, and will make a pair
of sandals in an hour's notice.'24 Furthermore, leather sacks were sold for
the transportation of baggage and merchandise, and baskets for durra, gum
arabic and salt. The blacksmiths repaired from the rural areas to Shendi
only on the big market days, where they made and sold two-edged knives
which were (and are) carried above the elbow. Various wild products were
also bought to Shendi by the rural population, such as ostrich feathers, cro-
codile flesh and skin, some fish, hippopotamus skin, wild donkeys, wild
goats, honey, wood, giraffe skin^ etc.
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The largest number of rural visitors to Shendi were peasants and nomads
who came there in order to supplement their household consumption.
Some, like the Ja'all cattle nomads of the Atbara River, might have
travelled for three to four days to reach Shendi, but most visitors of these
categories came from districts closer to the town.25 On the main market
days several thousand people used to visit Shendi, in striking contrast to the
daily markets directed towards satisfying the day-to-day requirements of
the residents. The economic ties between town and village were also largely
dependent upon the small-scale traders who bought farm produce in the
villages and brought it to Shendi to be exchanged for goods or cash
according to the preferences of the villagers. As the population of Shendi
grew, the supply of food became more difficult, until it became a royal
concern. By the second decade of the nineteenth century, if not before, the
makk of Shendi hired merchants to import durra from the rainland areas of
the Blue Nile.26 It was primarily the caravan traffic that made the heaviest
demands on the local market's capacity to supply food.

The daily markets offered less in terms both of the quantity and types of
goods. The butchers sold beef and camel meat which were provided daily,
and pieces of roasted fat were sold to the nomads in the neighbouring shops.
Every morning nomad girls brought fresh and sour milk to the market to be
exchanged for durra> three measures of milk for one measure of durra. They
also sold boiled chickpeas and turmus (lupine) for breakfast. Retail dealers
sold Sinnar tobacco, pipes, natron from Dar Fur and salt from the Buwayda
hamlets downstream from Shendi. Other traders exposed for sale dried
bdmiyd (okra), red pepper, onions, and mulukhiyya (Jew's mallow). The
most frequented shops were apparently those of the grocer and the druggist
where one could buy cloves, pepper, cardamoms, and tamarind. Other
articles were sandalwood from India, fenugreek from Egypt, various kinds
of gum, shishm from Dar Fur, a small black grain used as eye medicine,
antimony, cinnamon used against fever and dysentery, and so on. Some
articles were destined for markets further away, only passing through
Shendi, while articles like salt, cotton yarn and cloth, horses, camels, mats,
bags, hides and whips were export products of Shendi area itself.27

A colourful and heterogeneous body of entrepreneurs, middlemen,
brokers, craftsmen and caravan jalldba were active in their respective niches
of commerce. Wholesale transactions in connection with the coming and
leaving of caravans and other big business tended to become conducted
through brokers and in private locations outside the busy market place.28

SHENDI AS AN ENTREPOT

The complex structure of Shendi's market may largely be attributed to its
function as an entrepot in regional and international trade, through which
its domestic economy came into contact with the outside world. Al-
Matamma and al-Damir were also visited by great caravans, but they could
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not function as the final stations or first starting point on the same scale as
did Shendi. When en route, the caravans passed the villages along the Nile
and the nomadic camps in the deserts. Ja'all traders and camel-drivers
would hurry home to visit their families and friends and bring money and
presents.29 Whenever a caravan halted, the people of the neighbourhood
would come and offer their produce and manufactures in exchange for
medicines, spices, utensils and so on. Occasionally, the caravans would be
raided and robbed by local groups. For this reason they tended to be armed
and to form large caravans. The caravan leader, khabir, was responsible for
the safety of the caravan, both in terms of fighting off robbers as well as
finding the waterholes throughout the deserts. If not actually related to the
local nomads, he at least had to be on good terms with them to obtain safe
passage through their domains. The route across the Nubian desert was in
the hands of the 'Ababda camel nomads who could provide camels and
khabirs for the whole way between Shendi and Egypt. Their rivals, the
Bishariyyln camel nomads, controlled the route between Berber and
Sawakin.

The exports mentioned above which Shendi could offer do not by
themselves explain the growth and prosperity of the town. Here the
contribution of the long-distance caravan traffic was decisive, and par-
ticularly the fact that Shendi became the point where so many caravans
stopped and exchanged their commodities before returning. This meant
that many customers, brokers and merchants were waiting to exchange
their commodities with the next caravan going in another direction.
Hundreds of pack animals needed forage every day, equipment had to be
renewed, including sacks, ropes and bags. Whenever a caravan did not find
customers for its commodities, it would have to wait for the arrival of other
caravans in Shendi. Sometimes it could take weeks before the jalldba from
Egypt were able to find buyers for all their imports or find profitable articles
for their home markets. On such occasions they could decide to move on to
Sinnar, where Egyptian and Red Sea goods would be more popular and
fetch a better price. On the other hand, when the market of Berber was
active, caravans might stop and return northwards from there, without
risking the journey south to Shendi.

Some of the Shendi merchants possessed substantial wealth, but it is
unclear to what extent they engaged in wholesale business. The Danagla
brokers mediated big transactions but were generally not in a position to
buy quantities of commodities for resale later. They associated with the
merchants, discussing the prospects of the arrival of the next caravan, how
many slaves it would bring and what it would buy.30 The king himself was
also active in the market through his agents, having the right of pre-emption
as well as the right to offer his own commodities to the jalldba before the
others could enter into serious business. Each caravan was also obliged to
pay a market due to the king and bring him precious gifts. No wonder he
regarded the merchants as his friends.31
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When a caravan finally arrived, the royal agents, merchants and brokers
flocked to its quarters. Bargaining, which would be conducted by barter or
money exchange, was prolonged because of the lack of fixed prices. Little or
no long-term credit was extended on such occasions since there was always
the risk of debt evasion. In 1772 Bruce had to pay the debts of a co-traveller
who was arrested for such evasion in both Shendi and Berber.32

THE COMMODITIES

Caravans from the four main directions traded in Shendi, from Egypt via
Berber (earlier also via Dongola), from Sawakin via Berber or Qoz Rajab,
from Ethiopia and Sinnar, and from Dar Fur and Kordofan. Smaller
caravans also came from Dongola, the Atbara and the Butana.

The principal articles imported from Egypt are the Sembil [sunbul, i.e.
spikenard, Spica celtica] and Mehleb [mahlab, an aromatic weed], both of
which are in great request, and usually sold together, the loads of which are
called Zamele (oJLl^) [zdmila, lit. 'a camel-load']. Every respectable
merchant coming from Egypt brings with him two Zameles. The Zamele is
easily disposed of, in whole sale, to the Sennaar merchants [in Shendi], who
give in exchange dollars, Dammour [dammur, cotton cloth] and slaves . . .
These drugs are here at least 250 per cent dearer than in Cairo. The Egyptians
sometimes push on as far as Sennaar, if they cannot find a ready sale for their
Zamele at Shendy.33

Pieces of takkiyya (pi. takdki, strips of cotton cloth) from Egypt were
bought principally by the Kordofan merchants. White cotton stuffs were
bought especially for the great people in Sinnar. Beads of various colours,
material and qualities were imported from Egypt and used as currencies
everywhere, each district having its own particular favourites. The rish
beads from Surat in India via Sawakin were bought exclusively by the
Kordofan merchants, as they were in demand as far west as Dar Fur and
Wadai. Cheaper beads made of wood were bought by the poor people. A
variety of glass beads were also imported from Venice and Jerusalem.34

Other articles from Egypt were soap, sugar, linen, sheepskins, coral, paper,
and old copper.

According to Burckhardt, smaller caravans set out from Egypt once or
twice a month. They stopped to trade frequently, however, so that Egyptian
goods could only be found in any quantity in Shendi after the arrival of the
big caravans. The departure from Daraw of the major caravan had become
irregular however, going south one year and returning the next. This
caravan consisted of 300 to 400 men and several hundred camels. On its
return, it was joined by 'many Sennaar traders, chiefly agents of the King of
Sennaar and his vizier, who are the principal merchants of that place'.35

Caravans from Sinnar arrived in Shendi every six weeks or two months;
and when they brought durra, their loaded camels numbered between 500
and 600, but normally the number was around a hundred. Durra was also
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gum arabic, ropes
EGYPTVIA
BERBER

sunbul] Za
mahlabj
soap, sugar, coarse blue cambric, white
cotton stuffs, red borders, blue striped
cotton cloth, linen, sheepskins, beads,
coral, paper, pewter, old copper, yellow
brass wire, razors, files, dollars,
looking-glasses, fenugreek, thimbles,
scissors, needles, nails, sword blades,
antimony, tar, silver trinkets, small bells,
marcasite

slaves, tamarind, gum
arabic, natron, white
nutmeg, leather, ropes
and sacks, water skins,
wooden dishes,
feathers,
dhufur

DAR FUR/KORDOFAN
VIA ALJJBAYYID
ANDBARA

Indian agate, beads (nsh),
paper, old copper,
marcasite, sunbul,
mafylab, antimony,
spices (cloves),
hardware, dammur,
linen, Indian cotton, silk
and cloth dresses, coffee
beans, muslin, sandal
wood (as far as
Bagirmi), dates

SHENDI

beads {fish), Indian goods,
cambric muslin, sandal wood,
dhufur (musk)

SAWAKIN

gold, leather sacks, nabqa,
ropes, slaves (Ethiopian),
musk, tobacco, horses

sandals, coffe beans,
dammur, gold, ebony
handles, hippopotamus
hides, whips, rhinous horn,
ivory, gum, tabacco,
slaves, camels, durra,
water-flasks, shields, fruit
oinabqa, musk, honey

SINNAR AND
ETHIOPIA

zamila, white cotton stuffs, soap,
marcasite, sugar, every article of
Egyptian and Sawakin markets, _
slaves from Kordofan and Dar Fur,
dhufur, dates, salt

The flow of commodities to and from Shendi in 1814

brought from Abu Haraz, north of Sinnar. On the arrival of such a caravan,
the price of durra often fell from a dollar for twelve measures to a dollar for
twenty measures. After camels and durra, the main import from the south,
probably largely from Half ay at al-Muluk, was dammur which served both
as a medium of exchange and as a material for tob (Ar. thawb) dresses. Gold
was another important article. It came from the BanI Shanqul area near
Ras al-FIl, where it was exchanged for salt from Shendi. In Shendi it was
bought almost exclusively by Sawakin merchants, probably for export to
India. One waqiyya (ounce) was worth 12 dollars in Sinnar, 16 dollars in
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Shendi, and 20 in Sawakin. Ivory from Sinnar was bought by the Egyptian
merchants. The demand for camels in Egypt, largely because of the Arabian
campaigns, led the merchants to bring Spanish dollars to Shendi to buy
camels more easily.36

Slaves constituted .the principal imports from Kordofan. In 1814 the
Shilluk had interrupted the trade route between Sinnar and Kordofan, so
that Sinnar merchants were obliged to obtain slaves in the Shendi market.
They were also cheaper than slaves from the south of Sinnar or from
Ethiopia. Burckhardt considered that most of the slaves came from Dar Fur
via Kobbei and al-Ubayyid and not from the southern regions of Kord-
ofan.37 Caravans from Sawakin led by the Hadariba merchants, whose roots
went back to Hadramawt in South Yemen, constituted the most substantial
and regular commercial connection. Some of them also visited Sinnar and
Kordofan. They supplied Shendi with Indian goods and in return took
slaves, horses and gold. Those who went as far as Sinnar, returned also with
tobacco.

Not only did slave caravans pass through Shendi, but a large number,
estimated at about 5,000, were annually sold in the market or the adjoining
private houses. Most of the slaves sold were below the age of fifteen. Those
below the age of ten or eleven years were called khumdsi('five-span'), those
above eleven and below fourteen and fifteen were called suddsl('six-span'),
and the grownup belonged to the category of bdligh ('mature'). A male
suddsl with the marks of smallpox was worth 15 or 16 dollars; a male
khumdsiwas 12; a female 15 dollars; a male bdligh seldom sold for more
than 8 to 10 dollars.38

Of these slaves, about 2,500 were bought by the merchants from
Sawakin, 1,500 by the Egyptian merchants, while the remainder went to
Dongola and to the nomads east of Shendi. The institution of slavery was
also widespread among the Ja'aliyyln, slaves being employed in the houses
and fields and in the herding of animals.

THE TRADERS
The commercial network within which Shendi played such a vital role
covered a huge area; direct contacts stretched from the Red Sea to Dar Fur
and from Egypt to Ethiopia; indirect contacts stretched from Spain to the
Indian Ocean and west to Lake Chad. In addition there were the pilgrim
routes that also passed through Shendi and thus contributed to its trading
activities and cosmopolitan character. Consequently the ethnic composition
of the merchant community was very diverse. But the use of Arabic as a
lingua franca and a common if rudimentary knowledge of Islamic commer-
cial law provided a common basis for communication and transaction.
Burckhardt saw no trader from countries to the west of Bagirmi. The
Egyptians were the most numerous foreign merchants visiting Shendi. The
Hadariba merchants from Sawakin were also frequent visitors. A few
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merchants from Yanbu* in Arabia occasionally came with the Egyptian or
Sawakin caravans. The odd Turkish merchant found his way to Shendi.
However, the majority of the merchants frequenting Shendi or staying
there, were naturally of Sudanese origin.

Although Upper Egyptian jalldba probably had been the dominant
element in the Sinnar-Egypt trade in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, being joined by Syrians and North Africans, Sudanese jalldba
took an increasing part in the eighteenth century, at first as royal mer-
chants.39 They were of Nubian, Arabised Nubian and camel nomad origin.
The latter were required to provide camels, guides and safety. According
to De Maillet's reports from 1692 onwards, merchants from Ethiopia did
not visit Cairo directly. Rather they sold their goods to the people of Nubia,
the 'Barbarins', who then took them to Cairo. Every year a caravan left
Sinnar for the journey to Cairo, bringing gold dust, ivory, ebony, civet,
ambergris, ostrich feathers, various gums, and numerous other commodi-
ties. The caravan also used to bring 2-3000 black slaves, each one being
worth on the average 200 pounds. The lack of decent clothes and the
miserable appearance of the jalldba contrasted profoundly with the riches
they carried with them. He says also that the Nubian caravan arrived in
Egypt twice a year. It departed from 'Gary', which may be Qarri but is more
probably Mushu since it was located to the north of Dongola, where the
merchants from Sinnar, and those from Gondar, the capital of Ethiopia,
and many others from various parts of Africa, used to come together before
they plunged into the desert.40

The market orientation of the Ja'aliyyln on the eve of the Turkiyya was
thus the result of a long history of contacts with the outside world reinforced
by the relatively limited agricultural resources along the Nile. The search
for means to supplement their peasant economy led many into trade and to
temporary or permanent emigration. Nubians have for centuries found
jobs as servants in Egyptian towns. In the market towns throughout Sinnar
and Dar Fur, the number of riverain jalldba grew in proportion to the size of
the respective markets. Towards the end of the eighteenth century, the
main market town of Dar Fur, Kobbei, was populated mainly by foreign
traders, who operated in Egypt and the Nile Valley. They were Egyptians,
Tunisians, Tripolitanians; others came from the Nile Valley and Kordofan,
all of them being known as indefatigable in commerce.41 Browne attributed
the migration of the riverain people (the nds al-bahr) to political instability
at home. In Dar Fur the riverain jalldba were the main force in opening and
travelling the direct route between Dar Fur and Egypt, darb al-arba'in, or
the 'Forty Days Road'. The Dar Fur jalldba were in fact the most
creditworthy in Cairo, many of them were closely associated with royal
trade.42 The sultans of Wadai and Dar Fur employed riverain jalldba in their
external trade, which meant that the latter enjoyed particular prestige,
privileges and protection in those areas. A Dongolawl had been the
principal agent of the Par Fur sultan in Wadai before he fled to Egypt.
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Browne also mentioned a village, Hillat Hasan, inhabited by Danagla and
under the headship of a former khabir.43 (In Chapter 6 the career of a
khabir family, a branch of which moved back to the Nile, will be examined.)

The precise ethnic origin of the Sudanese jalldba frequenting the various
markets is not always clear in the sources. However, two tendencies in the
formation of networks have been noted. First, there was a tendency by
ethnic groups to spread to several markets which were bound together by
trade routes. Secondly, 'sector specialisation' dominated, which meant that
commodities changed hands several times before reaching their final
markets. We learn from Burckhardt that the Kordofan jalldba who fre-
quented Kobbei were different from those who went to Shendi; the
Egyptians who visited only Shendi were different from those who went all
the way to Sinnar; and the same was true for the Sawakin merchants. The
nature of this 'difference' is not clear, but can be connected with both place
and tribal origin, as well as with capital, commodity specialisation and
commercial contacts.

Trade by way of sectors can be illustrated by the slave trade between Dar
Fartlt, south of Dar Fur, and Egypt via the Nile Valley. (Generally, slaves
from Dar Fur were exported on the Forty Days Road.) Slaves from that
area were obtained either through barter by the jalldba or through slave-
raids organised by the Dar Fur sultan.44 In Kobbei they were sold to Dar
Fur or Kordofan traders who brought them to al-Ubayyid where they were
purchased by other Kordofan merchants (of riverain origin) who took them
to Shendi. There they were bought either by Egyptians or 'Ababda who
then took them to Egypt.

PROFITABILITY, CAPITAL AND CREDIT

Despite or rather because of the great risks involved in crossing the deserts
and passing through unsafe districts, the possibility of huge profits was
always there for those who were lucky enough to arrive safely with their
merchandise. The increase in the price of a commodity from one market to
another arose from a basic price/distance/hardship ratio. An additional
factor was the principle of unequal exchange whereby the buyers were
unaware of the price of the commodities in their place of origin as well as of
the value in foreign markets of the commodities they exchanged for the
imports. The supply and demand factor was also vital as a price regulating
mechanism. Thus the price/distance/hardship ratio defined the final profit
rate but had less influence on the price level. If the jalldba were dissatisfied
with the prices offered for their commodities in one market, they could
move on to another where they knew or hoped that the prices would be
better. Price regulation by local authorities was more concerned with local
commodities than with imported or transit goods.

The cost of hiring camels, buying export articles and equipping a caravan
made heavy demands upon the capital and profit of the jalldba. Often loans,
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credit and partnerships were contracted in order to get a trading enterprise
off the ground. To equip a caravan in Cairo was three times more expensive
than to equip it in Berber for the return journey, mainly because in the
latter place camels were much cheaper. Heavy duties were exacted in Egypt
on the caravans from the south and Muhammad 'All's monopoly policy, by
fixing prices in Cairo, had already started to affect the profit rate in the
Sudan trade. In addition came all the presents, bribes, and dues as well as
material losses on the road.45

Commodities from Egypt were sold in Shendi at double or triple their
original cost in Cairo or Daraw. The same applied to Sudanese goods in
Cairo. It was therefore most profitable for a merchant to take commodities
in both directions, thus making a profit twice. The reason that camels were
bought for dollars in Shendi was that the Egyptian jalldba did not have time
to wait to exchange other commodities for camels. Thus coins were
continuously imported, mainly to speed up and simplify trade.

The jalldba who traded from Egypt to Shendi disposed of relatively large
sums of money, but generally the stock of any single merchant did not
exceed 1,500 dollars. The capital needed to buy the export commodities was
usually borrowed at a high rate of interest or the commodities were
obtained on credit and through various forms of partnership arrangements.
The people of Daraw appear to have specialised in the Sudan trade. Daraw
families operated as corporate groups; they pledged their property and
borrowed jointly in order to trade. The boys were trained from an early age
and made the journey twice a year.

It could not have been easy for outside observers to calculate the capital
and wealth of the merchants they happened to encounter. Figures should
therefore be regarded as approximate. It was also unwise and dangerous to
expose one's wealth, thus attracting the attention of local chiefs as well as
robbers. If one was surprised by illness and death when travelling, it could
mean ruin and misery to family members and creditors. In the first decade
of the nineteenth century a merchant left Egypt with about twenty loaded
camels. He died in Shendi and his property fell prey to the makk, 'and no
one has since made a similar attempt'.46

The Sinnar merchants who operated in Shendi appear to have been
better off than the Egyptians. It was not uncommon to see a merchant with
ten camel loads of dammur and a whole gang of slaves. A Sinnar merchant
had once bought the entire stock of an Egyptian caravan, consisting of thirty
camels; perhaps he was a royal agent.47

The most substantial merchants who frequented Shendi were the Hada-
riba merchants of Sawakin, also called the Artega.48 There were always
some in Shendi and the arrival of their caravan was looked forward to with
excitement. They were the most assiduous purchasers of goods from the
Sinnar and Kordofan merchants. Those who went to Sinnar to buy tobacco
for sale in the Yemen were the most popular and enjoyed more credit in
Sinnar than any others. This was attributed by Burckhardt to the fact that
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they were the richest and most numerous, and because they belonged to the
best families in Sawakin and were not peasants like those from Egypt or
blacks like those from Kordofan. Their popularity with the makk of Shendi
was based on the fine presents they gave him, and the Egyptian jalldba
regarded them with growing jealousy.

The jalldba who operated from Kordofan to Shendi disposed of modest
capital, even those who engaged in slave trade. Among those who operated
within the market permanently, there were apparently large differences in
capital and access to credit. The Danagla had out-manoeuvred the Jafa-
liyyin in the brokerage business, but seemingly made little profit out of it.
Small stocks also characterised those traders who made a living as middle-
men between Shendi and the local villages and nomad camps. The latter,
however, were to become effective agents of monetisation and market
integration. By converting some of the capital accumulated in the market
sector into rural credit, they had found a very strong method to tie ever
larger segments of the traditional sector to the market forces.

A characteristic feature of the merchant class of Shendi was the low
degree of specialisation; even the most prosperous merchant would also
trade in articles of little value. The wealth of a merchant could therefore
hardly be deduced from his appearance and the kind of commodities he
exposed for sale. The merchants of Shendi were known to lead a modest
life, even those who, according to Linant de Beliefonds, possessed incredi-
ble riches and had agents in Dar Fur, Kordofan, Sinnar and Egypt.49 This
modesty in housing, clothing and consumption was in line with the Islamic
norms that gained a footing in urban and bourgeois communities with the
growth of commerce. It also served to mislead the tax-hungry authorities.

MODES OF EXCHANGE

It lies outside the scope of this study to examine exchange in its various
forms throughout the sultanate of Sinnar.50 Generally speaking, in the
Shendi market commodities changed hands either by barter or via medium
of exchange, there being no clear distinction as to where barter ended and
another mode of exchange took over. Media of exchange ranged from
commodity currencies like units of durra or cloth, to beads, gold and various
coins of foreign origin.

Barter is believed to be a simple and primitive form of exchange, an
institution typical of traditional economies which need little sophistication.
This was not the case in the riverain economy. The formal difference
between barter and exchange via commodity or monetary units does not lie
in the degree of complexity involved but rather in the wider economic scope

, which a medium of exchange allows for. An economic system characterised
by barter and calculation in kind may be said to be oriented towards
consumption and the satisfaction of needs.51 A medium of exchange may
ensure a higher rate of exchange, it makes it easier to calculate the relative
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exchange value of commodities, but it may also allow transactional barriers
to crumble to the advantage of professional middlemen and enable the
political authorities to better control and tax market activities.

Shendi on the eve of the Turkiyya had reached a transitional stage in
which barter dominated in the sectors of foodstuffs and other daily
necessities, and where various units of exchange dominated the more profit
and luxury-oriented transactions. Locally made units of exchange such as
the miniature hoe-like iron pieces of Kordofan and Dar Fur, the fyash-
shasha, did not circulate in Shendi.52 However, gold lumps and rings were
brought to Shendi from Sinnar and were in circulation. The most important
coin was the silver Spanish Charles IV dollar (with four columns) and to a
lesser extent the Charles III dollar. The Charles IV dollar had higher value
than the Charles III, which tempted one Shendi blacksmith to forgery by
adding the extra column to the three columns of the latter.53 The nature of
the export/import trade led to a concentration of dollars in the hands of the
makk, the notables and the big merchants, who apparently reserved them
for large transactions rather than for the daily business.

In spite of the restricted circulation of dollars among the commoners,
most accepted their function as media of exchange, means of payment,
storage of wealth and standard of value. However, the dollar did not
become an all-purpose money in a capitalist sense. Its use was largely
restricted to the sphere of camels, horses and slaves. In al-Matamma it was
the only medium that could buy wheat.54 After the occupation the people
were not ready to accept Turkish and Egyptian coins. Even after the official
rate of the piastre and the para in relation to the dollar had been fixed
(about 13-15 piastres to a dollar), scepticism was widespread. This reluc-
tance came more from doubts about the content of precious metals than
from a general aversion against coins. The more sophisticated merchants,
when in doubt, could resort to heating coins to check if the gold or silver
content was acceptable.55 By 1822 and before the revolt of the Ja'aliyyin
some piastres and paras had started to circulate, but when rumours of
military resistance against the Turks were heard, the imported

money of Cairo was brought to us with 'increased urgency' to be exchanged
for dollars, at almost any loss, though the currency of the former had been
fixed by the most positive edicts, and the relative value of the two sorts of coin
fully established. Hence we inferred that this precaution could only be in
contemplation of some sudden change and convulsion.56

In Shendi the most important media of exchange were dammur and durra.
Together with dollars, they constituted the common currencies from Berber
to Sinnar.

every thing of minor value has its price fixed in Dhourra, which is measured by
Selgas ( UJU* ) [salqa], or handfuls. Eighteen Selgas make one Moud [midd],
or measure: one Selga is as much as can [be] heaped upon the flat extended
hand of a full-grown man. It may easily be conceived that disputes frequently
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arise between buyers and sellers from the unequal size of their hands; in such a
case a third person is usually called in to measure the Dhourra: ten Mouds are
now given for one dollar. If a considerable quantity of Dhourra is to be
measured out, the contents of a wooden bowl, or other vessel, is previously
ascertained in handfuls, and this vessel is then used.57

The other unit of exchange, dammur, was used mainly for shirts, and then
called tob or tob dammur. Two tobs equalled one dollar.

The Tob Dammour is divided into two Ferde Dammour; the Ferde ( * •>> )
\farda] makes a long napkin, used by the slaves to wrap around their waists.
The Ferde contains two Fittige, ( 3ULI* ) \fitqa] which serves for nothing else
than a currency; thus I remember to have bought some tobacco with a Fittige.
Dhourra is generally the most acceptable medium, as sellers will not always
take the Dammour at the real market price, which, moreover, varies on the
arrival of every caravan from the south. Slaves, camels, horses, or any other
articles of large amount, are paid for in dollars, or Tob Dammour; but the
broker takes his commission in Dhourra, which he readily converts into
dollars.58

The media of exchange mentioned here had clearly acquired the function
of standards of value ('fictitious currency'). The durra paid as commission
also shows that it could function as a means of payment as well. Similar
functions were given to certain popular and suitable imported items such as
beads, antimony, cotton cloth, shawls, hardware, spices or pieces of soap.
Various regions adopted particular types of bead which thus created
'bead-currency zones'. Travellers and merchants would always take care to
bring an assortment of such small items which could easily be exchanged for
foodstuffs in the villages and camps, where the women would barter 'almost
everything' for antimony, beads, perfumes and utensils.59

Contemporary documentary evidence from peasant communities outside
Shendi shows how land was becoming evaluated in, and exchanged for, tob
dammur between the 1770s and 1820.60 A market in land was developing
and a locally-made and controlled medium of exchange was used to
facilitate this process. Access to dammur was fairly equally distributed, at
least in moderate quantities, as it could be produced in the households. The
mechanisms whereby some were able to buy more land and others were
compelled to sell, were fully developed before the Turkiyya, even if the
ethos of the time found it hard to accept the spread of market forces into the
fields.

The commercial life of Shendi created an urban and cosmopolitan society
which in many ways differed from the neighbouring villages. The people
were on average better off there and were able to leave cultivation and
herding to others. However, at least the Ja'aliyyln living there kept their
close ties with the countryside, both for social and economic reasons. The
Ja'ali peasants, on the other hand, were not excluded from the sphere of
marketing and trade, but sought deliberately to supplement farm incomes
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either by offering to exchange farm produce or craft products, or to act as
part-time middlemen and camel-drivers. The production of dammur could
easily launch an ambitious peasant into the sector of commerce in the slack
season. The lucky ones were able to put slaves to work on their farms which
enabled them to spend more time trading. The strong market orientation of
the Ja'aliyyln thus seems to have a long history.61

To choose Shendi as the gate into Ja'ali economy and history, may look
strange, but it is justifiable on several grounds. For outsiders it was and is
the best place to encounter and observe the broadest spectre of economic
activities and capital formation among the Ja'aliyyin. The available sources
from this period on the Ja'aliyyln, as the analysis above shows, are also
highly in favour of Shendi. One may, of course, discuss what role Shendi
and the other market centres played for the rural population whose
concerns were first of all to eke out a living from their farms and flocks.
Economically, Shendi was characterised by the formation of merchant
capital based on commodity exchange, which gradually spread its influence
into the rural areas. The villagers defined their social relations with other
community members first of all in a family and neighbourhood context.
However, on a broader scale, ideas about the common culture, religion and
ethnic background facilitated movements and interactions outside the
family network and area of origin. These links to the outside world
incorporated marketing operations in such places as Shendi. Most Ja'aliyyin
did not have to extend their fields of interaction beyond Shendi, but
long-distance jalldba and emigrants were already incorporating even larger
areas into the so-called Ja'all diaspora, which in this context may represent
the broadest field of orientation and interaction. Shendi was therefore also a
gate out into the diaspora. Ja'all society was not composed of inward
looking, isolated or 'primitive' communities. Their many outside contacts,
their open country, their life-giving river and fertile but narrow river banks,
their religious history (Pharaonic, Christian and Islamic) contributed to a
culture that is both firmly rooted in the Nile Valley and yet open to external
economic and cultural impulses.

Economic life in Shendi was not only a result of the caravan traffic but was
also a reflection of production and prosperity in the countryside. The
present analysis of Shendi will also serve therefore as a yardstick by which to
measure economic change during the following period.

In Ja'ali society and in their economy, the traders had started to establish
themselves as a practical link, for better or worse, between the rural and
urban communities on the eve of the Turkiyya. These new relations enabled
them to convert merchant capital into rural credit and land ownership. A
form of patron-client relationship, based on credit and indebtedness, could
therefore easily develop between a merchant and a peasant who was not
himself able to make it in trade. Thus, while the merchant's position was
envied and sought after, he was at the same time scorned and despised as a
usurer, whose reward in the life hereafter could only be Hell.62 Years of
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famine, for instance, could lead to starvation for many and immense riches
for the few, as in the case of the 1813 famine in Berber: The most wealthy
man of Berber, next to the Mek, was pointed out to me [Burckhardt], with
the observation that he possessed about two thousand dollars, which he
gained last year, during the famine, by happening to have a full-stocked
granary.'63
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administration

The imposition of foreign rule set in motion profound changes throughout
Sudanese societies and cultures. Before it came to an end it had brought
under a single administration for the first time a vast area and numerous
ethnic groups, languages and religions. The ddrs of the Nile Valley and the
savannas had been used to the often loose overlordship of the Funj and the
f Abdallab. The Turks, however, introduced a quite new concept of govern-
ment, derived from the Ottoman system of administration. They had come
to rule as colonisers, to command obedience, to regulate the affairs of
everyone at every level, and claimed a natural right to extract a surplus for
the Egyptian treasury.

The term Turk' is used here in the colloquial Sudanese sense, as a label
for all whom they considered to be connected with the hakiima or
'government'. This is, of course, misleading as an ethnic label, as is also the
term Turco-Egyptian', so often used by historians.1 The foreign rulers
consisted of a variety of ethnic elements, such as Greeks, Kurds, Albanians,
ethnic Turks, Egyptians, Circassians (some of whom were or had been
Mamluks i.e. slaves) and others. Turkish rather than Arabic was their
language, and although the Viceroy in Cairo liked to think of the Sudan as
Egypt's own possession, the Sudanese saw their new masters as representa-
tives of the Ottoman empire as well as of the great Pasha in Cairo.2 In one
sense the term 'Ottoman' would therefore provide a better description of
the rulers. Towards the middle of the period, more Arabic-speaking
Egyptians were sent to the Sudan as provincial governors, and in the last
years a number of Europeans arrived to take up leading positions, the most
famous of whom was, of course, General Gordon.

There are reasons to believe that had the Sudanese been able to unite and
mobilise, the invaders would have found it much more difficult, perhaps
impossible, to subdue them. The political disintegration had reached a stage
where the Turks could easily deal with one group at a time. Some jalldba
may well have welcomed the new order, since they anticipated better
trading conditions with Egypt. The actual conquest mainly affected the
Sudanese elites in the first instance; it was only when the Turks began to
implement their administrative and taxation policies that the lives of the
ordinary people were fundamentally disturbed. The initial resistance of the
Shayqiyya was the resistance of a military elite facing the loss of its
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hard-won political dominance in the Middle Nile region, of being forced
to give up raiding their neighbours and reverting to the work of culti-
vation, previously left to their slaves.3 Similarly, the nomads rose against
their new overlords when they finally understood their political objec-
tives. They had always been the most independent and self-governing
groups under the umbrella of Sinnar, and managed to retain some of
their distance from the government also under the new order. Only the
'Ababda camel nomads, living partly in Upper Egypt, but with sections
in the south towards Berber and Shendi, collaborated loyally with the
Turks from the beginning. They became the backbone of the postal
service between Khartoum and Cairo and were given the right to guide
and tax the caravans which crossed the Nubian desert along the Kurusku-
Abu Hamad-Berber route. 'As the Sudan was a novel unit of govern-
ment which did not fit conveniently into the traditional Ottoman pattern
of rule, Muhammad 'All met this situation not by inventing a new
administrative vocabulary but by giving new values to existing ranks,
grades and administrative territories.'4

The administrative structure was necessarily fluid in the beginning in
order to cope with an unfamiliar environment and the economic priorities
and private ambitions of the new rulers. In those days the Sudan was far
away from Cairo and the officers posted there seldom went there volunta-
rily. Many saw their service in the Sudan as a form of compulsory exile,
which was made endurable only by the hope of making a quick private
fortune. Thus the task of creating a lasting administrative structure under
the close supervision of Cairo was not an easy one.

It was the alleged riches of the Sudan that had motivated the conquest.
However, the establishment of an elaborate administrative system shows
that the Turks had long-term plans of exploitation which went beyond
the search for gold and the capture of slaves towards an emphasis on
taxation and the export of agricultural and natural products. Thus the
raison d'etre of the Turkish administration was to 'activate' the resources
of the Sudan, ostensibly for the benefit of the Sudanese, but in practice
for the benefit of the Egyptian treasury. The Sudanese, on the other
hand, saw the Turkish administration and development efforts as instru-
ments of oppression and injustice, and alien to most of their traditional
religious, moral and cultural concepts. This picture of the government
was underlined by its military character with regard to both personnel
and methods.5 Some local chiefs were confirmed in their offices, as at
Berber, al-Matamma and Shendi, but their functions and powers were
greatly curtailed, and their incorporation into the administration did not
modify the general character of the new political order. From now on the
real rulers were the Turkish central, provincial and district military
governors. There are cases where military and civil authority were separ-
ated in an administrative area, as it could happen for instance in Berber
Province, but they were exceptions.
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THE FOUNDATION OF THE PROVINCE OF BERBER AND THE
J A ' A L I Y Y I N

As Isma'il Pasha moved up the Nile Valley, 1820-1, he posited district
governors, kdshifs, at major centres. The eight districts (Turk./Ar. kdshi-
flik, later Ar. qism) between the Second and Fourth Cataract were grouped
together to form the Province {ma'muriyya) of Dongola. The first governor
(ma'mur) was f Abidin Bey kdshif, who in April 1821 took up residence at
al-'Urdi or New Dongola.6 The districts between the Fourth Cataract and
the Nile Confluence were formally united into the Province of Berber and
the Ja'aliyyln with the appointment of Mahu Bey Urfali, a Kurd, as the first
province governor. He established himself in Berber in January 1822.

Mahu Bey, a cavalry officer, was originally sent to the Sudan to take
command of al-Halfaya District, just north of the Nile Confluence. Ibrahim
Pasha al-Wali, the brother of Isma'Il Pasha, who had reached Sinnar with
his troops later in 1821, argued that al-Halfaya was arid and close to Sinnar,
which meant that it could be administered by a small number of soldiers, for
example some seventy to eighty cavalry, whereas districts like Rubatab,
Berber, and Shendi represented larger and more populated areas, and
needed to be governed by an energetic and powerful man.7

On his arrival in January, Mahu Bey set about organising the new
province, appointing new subordinate officers, like the kdshif whom he sent
to Shendi to replace the first kdshifthere. He sent a force under Ahmad Bey
to al-Halfaya to suppress unrest there. In February, he encamped with his
troops at Shendi, under strict orders from Muhammad f All to put an end to
the opposition of the nomads both among the Ja'aliyyin, the Hassaniyya
and the Bishariyyin. Before leaving Shendi on 3 March, he had two Ham-
madabi chiefs executed in Shendi, after leading a campaign against them.8

His task of pacifying the area and guaranteeing its security was given first
priority. When his appointment to the governorship was confirmed in the
autumn of 1821, he made it clear that in order to do this he needed the
reinforcement of Magharba (North African) cavalry, which was given pro-
vided he supplied the camels necessary for their transport. Another major
task was to facilitate the transport of slaves, both on the river and over land
to Egypt.9

Berber Province bordered Dongola Province at or around the Fourth
Cataract; WadI Qamar, Hosh al-Juruf and Berti Island have been men-
tioned in the sources as marking the boundary. In the south the province
included the district of Halfaya and bordered on the Nile Confluence. Some
years later, perhaps in 1825-6, Halfaya became attached to the Province of
Sinnar, and with the establishment of Khartoum Province around 1837,
Halfaya was incorporated into the latter. Consequently, from around 1826,
the southern border of Berber Province lay somewhere in the vicinity of the
Sixth Cataract. Al-Huqna, Wad Bishara, Hajar al-fAsal are mentioned in
the sources.10
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In addition to Dongola and Berber, two other provinces were created by
the Turks, Kordofan and Sinnar. But whereas the first two communicated
directly with Cairo, the latter two were placed in the beginning under the
command of the commander-in-chief of the army, the sar-Vaskar or sir
'askar. When Ibraham Pasha returned to Egypt in 1822, the Daftardar was
appointed commander-in-chief of the troops in Sinnar and Kordofan, a
position which he held till 1824. He was then relieved by 'Uthman Jarkas
al-BirinjI, who established his headquarters at the junction of the two Niles
and thus laid the foundations of the new capital, Khartoum. He died,
however, the following year, and Mahu Bey was secretly asked to move
quickly to Khartoum with his troops to take up the position of acting
commander of the troops of Sinnar. In the meantime Kordofan was given its
own governor and communicated directly with Cairo till 1833.n

Mahu Bey died in 1826 and was followed by 'All Khurshld Agha, who
became responsible for organising the Sudanese provincial administration
as the first governor-general (1826-38). His title was first Sinnar hdkimi,
governor of Sinnar. Shortly afterwards the Province of Berber was added to
his responsibilities and in 1833 Dongola and Kordofan were also integrated.
'All Khurshld Was now mudir of the Sudanese provinces with the grade of
Bey. Two years later, he was granted the title of hikimddr (lit. commis-
sioner), translated as governor-general, and elevated to the grade of Pasha
of the fourth grade. At the same time the title of provincial governor was
changed from ma'mur to mudir, and the term for province was changed
from ma'milriyya to mudiriyya. Henceforth the term ma'mur came to mean
sub-governor.

Berber Province was under the governor-general between 1827 and 1843.
On the mysterious death of 'All Khurshid's successor, Ahmad Pasha Shamli
(called Abu Widhan or Adhan), in 1843, Muhammad 'All Pasha decided to
abolish the hikimddriyya and place each province directly under Cairo
again. Ahmad Pasha Manikll received orders to that effect in January 1844.
Berber Province was to be abolished altogether, its northern districts were
to go to Dongola and the districts south of Atbara River were to go to
Khartoum.12 Other administrative measures followed. New governors were
appointed with the rank of Pasha; the civil and financial staff of the
provinces was strengthened, which meant more power to the Coptic
mubdshirs (chief clerks), mu'allims (clerks), sardfs (cashiers), and kdtibs
(scribes) on all administrative levels. As in Egypt they were crucial to the
smooth running of the government, particularly in the field of accounting
and bookkeeping. However, a few months later Muhammad 'AH changed
his mind about decentralising the provinces and Manikll was appointed to
the position he had been instructed to abolish. Apparently Berber remained
divided between its two neighbouring provinces for a few years.

In the following decade, in an effort to improve the political and
economic conditions of the Sudan, Muhammad Sa'Id Pasha (Viceroy of
Egypt 1854—63), visited the Sudan in 1856-7 and decided to abolish the
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Table 1 The governors of Berber Province, 1822-84

Mahu Bey Urfall
Al-Hajj al-Amin
'Uthman
Salih
'AH
'Abbas Agha al-Bazarll al-Jundl
Hallm Efendl Bey
Nihad Bey
Khusraw Pasha
Hilml
Hasan Pasha Raf at

Hasan Bey Husnl
Muhammad Amln Pasha

Arna'ut
Musa Hamdl
'All Bey Haslb
Mustafa kashif
Hilml Bey
Ibrahim Bey Abu Filayja
Mahmud Bey
'Abd Allah Bey al-Wanll
Ibrahim Bey
'Umar Bey
'All Bey 'Uwayda
Ahmad RamI Bey
Husayn Bey Khalifa
'All Bey Sharif
Mustafa Bey Murad
Muhammad Sa'Id Bey Wahbl
Ibrahim Bey al-Sabban
Muhammad Ma'anI Bey
Firhad Bey Muhibb
'Abd al-Rahman Bey Fa'iz
Ibrahim Bey
Husayn Pasha Khalifa

1822-5
1825-7
1827-8
1829
1829-32
1832-5, 1836-8
1838-40
c.1840
1843
1843
1843-6

1846-?
1843-4

1851-2
1852
1854-?
7-1857
1857-9
1859-62
1863-5
1865-?
7-1867
1867
1869-73
1874-5
1875-8
1878
1878-9
C.1879-C.1881
1882
1882
1883
1883-4

governor of Berber, al-Halfaya

Berber and Dongola

Northern half of Berber with
Dongola
Northern half with Dongola
Southern half of Berber with
Khartoum

governor ad interim

Replaced by a council of notables

Berber and Dongola

Berber and Dongola, 1871-3

Source: Hill (1951), 87-8.

hikimddriyya again. He was apparently shocked by the bad state of the
country and the incompetence of his officials and decided that a form of
provincial autonomy and Sudanese participation would be better. Thus he
removed the mudir of Berber and replaced him by a council of notables.13

In Shendi, where 150,000 [sid] people had assembled, Muhammad Sa'id
made an excellent impression, according to his friend and apologist,
Ferdinand de Lesseps:

This was within the area where his brother had met such a terrible end, and
therefore the same country which had suffered most from the vengeance
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which followed. The people must have come into the town with a minimum of
confidence, but Sa'Id, with two theatrical gestures, won them over. He had a
slave-owner chained in public for cruelty to a female domestic, and he caused
all the cannons from the fort to be thrown into the river. [They were in fact
defective] . . . Sa'id declared that he would send back to Egypt all the Turkish
officials, and would institute self-government through municipal councils,
which, since the beginning of the world, have been the chief element of all
organised societies. I [de Lesseps] was told to stay a few days in Shendy so as
to superintend with His Highness' Ministers, the creation of the councils,
which were composed of heads of families appointed by election.14

When Muhammad Sa'id reached Khartoum he was no longer so optimistic
about the possibility of introducing effective reforms, and it seems that
after his return to Egypt, things reverted to normal. A new mudir of Berber
was appointed later in 1857, and the province was again integrated into the
hikimdariyya between 1862 and 1869, and between 1873 and 1882. In the
years 1869-73, it was directly under Cairo, and after the reorganisation of
the provinces following the British occupation of Egypt in 1882, Berber
became a part of the hikimdariyya of the Central Sudan, including also the
provinces of Khartoum, Sinnar, Fashoda (White Nile) and Equatoria
(Khatt al-Istiwa).15 Berber was united with Dongola and Khartoum in the
middle of the 1840s, with Dongola in 1859-62 and 1871-3. Between 1869
and 1873 and the early months of the year 1884 the governor was a Sudanese
of the 'Ababda tribe, Husayn Pasha (formerly Bey) Khalifa.16

Because of the state of unrest and rebellion following the occupation, a
formal administrative apparatus was established only slowly. Two features
were particularly crucial in shaping the political development in the period;
the Turks were alien conquerors and never stopped behaving like conquer-
ors, and the hierarchy of personal relations from the Great Pasha down-
wards which required a steady flow of gifts upwards. The growth of a small
bureaucracy in the Sudan never hindered the personal character of
government.

The governors and kdshifs are to a large extent anonymous figures. A few
portraits have survived, however, and we may choose Hoskins' description
of a governor of Berber,f Abbas Agha al-Bazarli al-Jundl, 1832-5, 1836-8.
He was in 1833 'a man about thirty, of a stern and yet prepossessing
appearance'. He found 'the difficulties of his situation trying and embarrass-
ing', and summed up well the paradox of Muhammad 'All's policy towards
the Sudan, 'I [?Abbas] have few friends here' [said he,] 'and many enemies.
It is difficult to satisfy the demands of the pasha and not oppress the people.
The Government of Alexandria are never content with the amount of the
revenue; and yet are enraged if any complaints reach them, although they
are the consequence of their own exorbitant demands.'17 The style varied
probably little from one diwdn (court) to the next. Local officers tried to
copy their superiors and add a little Mamluk panache to their daily routine.
When 'Abbas left the provincial headquarters on his daily visits, he was
'preceded by his guards, armed with guns; then four cowhases [kavasses],
beating their massive silverheaded sticks on the ground, . . . a substitute for
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music; the bey himself then followed, on foot or on his charger, having
behind him six other guards, with guns, and a crowd of perhaps twenty
servants'.18 The departure and return of the governor were occasions for a
show of loyalty towards him on the part of subordinate officials, local
shaykhs and household servants. Thus authority was vested in persons
rather than in offices and personal loyalty was sworn to every new superior
officer. The ultimate source of authority and patronage was, of course,
Muhammad 'AH, who though a moderniser in many fields, regarded his
officials in the Sudan as .irresponsible youngsters whose strict and well-
meaning father he thought himself to be.19

The district officers, the kdshifs, appear more frequently in the sources
because of their number and distribution. Piickler-Muskau, in the late
1830s, claimed that the kdshifs were the slaves (Mamluks) of the governors,
but that has not been verified.20 The status and authority associated with the
office seem to have varied quite a lot. In 1833 Hoskins was very hospitably
received by a retired kdshif in Shendi, who was still surrounded by
followers, servants and slaves, and who organised a Mamluk military show
for his guest. However, the commanding kdshif of the district who lived in
al-Matamma was, according to Hoskins, a stupid fellow who resided in a
filthy castle.21 His name was Isma'il and he was still there in 1837-8 when he
was described by Piickler-Muskau and an anonymous French diarist.
According to the former, the kdshif had come to the area as a young man
with the Daftardar, and had occupied the post of kdshif for longer than
normal. He appeared to be an honest and therefore a poor man, who knew
few luxuries in life, being able to offer his guests only sugared water.22 The
French diarist says about the same man,

Isma'Il Agha told me that he had been kdshif oi al-Matamma for the last eight
years. He is paid 1,000 piastres a year to clothe himself and he receives free
rations for himself and forage for one horse. He told me that for a man
drawing his pay [it] was a poor allowance. The high cost of living obtains not
only here but at Dungula [Dongola] according to various people who have
come from there.23

The poor lifestyle of the kdshif of al-Matamma had not changed radically
between 1833 and 1837-8. He had apparently been unable to benefit
economically from his position, probably as a result of severe famines,
diminishing agricultural production and decreasing revenues. It is more
difficult to account for the expensive way of life of the retired kdshif of
Shendi.

LOCAL ADMINISTRATION

The kdshifliks (later called qism, pi. aqsdm) were the first administrative
units created by the Turks along the Nile, and after their incorporation into
provinces, they continued to serve as a link between the Turks and the
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Table 2 The qisms and khutts of Berber Province

Qism Manasir
No khuffs

Qism al-Rubatab
three khutts

Qism Berber
three khutts

Qism Zaydab
three khutts

Qism al-Matamma
three khutts

from Bert! Island to Sulaymaniyya, with al-Salamat as its centre.

1 Muqrdt, from Shamkhiyya to Kurgos Island, with Abu Hamad
as its centre.

2 Aba Hashlm, from 'Atmur (West Bank) to Kuduk (East Bank),
with Abu Hashlm as its centre.

3 Al-Baqayr, from Kuduk to al-Sinqayr, with Baqayr as its centre.

1 Al-Inqiriab, from Sulaymaniyya (West Bank) to Firaykha (East
Bank), with al-Bawqa as its centre.

2 Berber, from Hassa (East Bank) to Qoz al-Funj (East Bank), with
Berber as its centre.

3 Rds al-Wddi, from Shiqla (East Bank) to Muqran (East Bank),
with Salama as its centre.

1 Al-Ddmir, from Muqran to Dayyika (East Bank), with al-Damir
as its centre.

2 Zaydab al-Shimdl (North, i.e. West Bank), from Hasaballawiyya
to Zaydab, with Zaydab as its centre.

3 Zaydab al-Janub (South, i.e. East Bank), from Zaydab to Jabrab,
with Jubarab as its centre.

1 Saqadi, from al-Nuba (West Bank) to al-Juwayr (West Bank),
with Makniyya as its centre.

2 Al-Matamma, from Sayyal Karlm al-Dln to Nagazu Island, all on
West Bank, with al-Matamma as its centre.

3 Shendi (East Bank), from Jabal Umm 'All to Hajar al-'Asal,
with Shendi as its centre.

Sudanese. The kdshif (later also called shaykh al-qism or qism ndzirt) dealt
directly, or sometimes through subordinate officials, with the local leaders
and people and was responsible to the governor.

The development of the territorial subdivisions and the parallel hierarchy
of authority is far more complicated and fluid than it appears at first sight.
As was alluded to above, the power and authority of the kdshif varied
greatly; he could be the commander of 400 troops with the rank of a sanjaq
(colonel), or he might live almost isolated in the countryside for most of the
year, he could act as a councillor, or be the head of a village under the
authority of another kdshif. The most powerful kdshif was probably
Sulayman Abu Da'ud Agha, a military commander based at Karari, who on
occasions acted as a deputy governor-general in the absence of ?AH
Khurshid Pasha, and who played a leading role in the opening-up of the
White Nile.24

When Isma'Il Pasha left Shendi for Sinnar in May 1821, he left a kdshif
there with a small garrison. Presumably he was responsible for both banks
of the Nile, including al-Matamma. After the destruction of Shendi in 1823,
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the district administration was transferred to al-Matamma; thus the district
of Shendi and al-Matamma became known as qism al-Matamma. From
then on, although it was to become a garrison town, Shendi was degraded
to a centre of a sub-district (khutt, akhfaf) within the district of al-
Matamma.25

The district of al-Matamma stretched from Wad Bishara to between
Kitiab and al-Nuba and included some eighty villages. A kdshif is also
reported on Kurgos Island, covering the surrounding villages, that is within
the jurisdiction of the kdshifoi al-Matamma.26 In the early years, the kdshif
administered his district through the qd'im maqdms, who acted as travelling
deputies, tax-collectors and heads of villages. In Egypt, the qd'im maqdms
had similar functions as heads of sub-districts, but in the Sudan they were
gradually withdrawn from local administration, to be replaced by
Sudanese. From the 1850s onward the title was mainly an army rank equal
to lieutenant-colonel. Al-Matamma consisted of three khuffs, one of which
was Shendi. The khutts were laid down by the governor-general 'All
Khurshid Pasha.27 At the bottom of the hierarchy were the village shaykhs.
The Province of Berber consisted of five qisms and twelve khuffs, as shown
in Table 2.28

As the centre of a khutt, Shendi was the residence of a hakim al-khutf, a
qdiloi the religious court (mahkama shar'iyya), with the necessary staff of
clerks. There was a mu'allim (accountant) in both al-Matamma and Shendi;
both were hanged by Ahmad Pasha for discrepancies in their books.29

Shendi was also the residence of the shaykh of shaykhs (shaykh al-
mashdyikh) of the Ja'aliyyin. In addition to these officials and their staffs,
some time before 1840 Shendi was made a garrison town, and in 1841 the
Ninth Regiment was stationed there. The military commander first moved
into the castle of the former makk Nimr, but as it was in a very bad state of
repair, he changed his residence to the summer palace of 'All Khurshid
Pasha. The garrison formed a small village on its eastern side.30

In about 1851 the commander was one Husayn Agha, a colonel (sanjaq)
in the Egyptian army, who had been sent to Shendi by Muhammad Sa'Id.
He apparently spent much of the year in Khartoum and delegated his
functions to a deputy. Husayn Agha's main duties seem to have been to
supervise the cultivation of large areas of government land, probably for
cash crops. The same or a different Husayn Bey is reported as commander
of al-Matamma (khutt or qism) at approximately the same time, which only
illustrates how difficult it is to arrive at a clear picture of the structure of
authority at the intermediate level, when we are left with sources that did
not pay much attention to such details.31

A widespread feature was the relatively low number of salaried officials.
Thus in the final years of the Turkiyya a kdshif might be assisted by a
treasurer ($arrdfox khaznaddr) and a secretary (kdtib)32 only. However, in
compensation, the army units and irregular soldiers, both foreign and
Sudanese, performed administrative duties. In addition came the growing
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number of Sudanese civil officials, who served the government in various
ways.

JA'ALIYYIN IN THE GOVERNMENT

The Sudanese participated in local government from the beginning of
Egyptian rule, for this was an economic way of keeping order and collecting
taxes.'33 This observation by R. Hill may serve to introduce the following
discussion of participation and cooperation in the government. We may also
quote G. Warburg who interprets the government's policy towards the local
elites in the slightly different way: T h e sixty years of Turco-Egyptian rule
were characterized by the government's attempts to undermine the power
of the local leadership and integrate it into the new Egyptian administra-
tion.'34 An understanding of the changing status and functions of the
riverain elites (elite formation) during the nineteenth century must be based
on an analysis of the transformation of the economy. It is possible to analyse
the growth of the local elites within the context of the administrative
framework described above, emphasising recruitment to government posi-
tions. In the case of the Ja'aliyyin, their revolt and its repression in 1822-3
eliminated a large part of the traditional noble elite, particularly those
linked to the makks. Those Ja'aliyyln who obtained office of any import-
ance were recruited largely from the periphery of the old elites. The most
successful Ja'ali office-holders based their careers on commercial power and
flourished outside their homeland (cf. Chapter 6 and 7). In the area from
Shendi and southwards loyal Shayqiyya were settled as landlords, soldiers
and peasants to replace the Ja'aliyyin and local officials were recruited from
them. However, some Ja'aliyyin were also recruited, notably to low-level
positions which involved administering themselves, that is as shaykhs,
hakims of khutts, and qddis.

Hoskins vividly describes the court of 'Abbas Agha, the governor of
Berber Province, in 1833.

The courtiers were arranged on each side according to their respective ranks.
On [the governor's] right side was the grand Cadi, in a brown dress, with a
green turban (the badge of his having made the pilgrimage to Mecca, and
being a sheriff, or descendant of Mahomet). He is a native of this country, and
fills the offices of high priest and chief judge. The Bey [or Agha?] paid him
great attention; no doubt on account of his great influence with the people. He
was a very jesuitically [sic] countenance . . . Next to this priest was Sheakh
Sayd, the chief of the Ababdes . . . His family have held this title from time
immemorial: the stamp of nobility is marked upon his high forehead; and
there is an expression of dignified mildness in his countenance which com-
mands respect . . . Another, but inferior, Sheakh of the Ababdes was seated
next to Sheakh Sayd, in a blue linen dress. Next to the Ababde Sheakh was the
Melek Nazr ed Deen. This man was forty years melek or king of this
province.35 . . . he is now a disregarded pensioner (having merely the rank and
authority of a katsheff), and no real authority in the extensive province where,
at one time his will was law. Several other personages were present, among
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whom were katsheffs, kaymacans, and artillery officers; Sheakh Beshir . . .
now melek of Shendy, and some sheakhs of the Bishreens. In the centre of the
room stood about thirty attendants; . . . The Bey was playing at drafts with
Sheakh Sayd when we entered .. .36

The Turks realised that some degree of Sudanese participation in govern-
ment was necessary to cope with a hostile population. However, authority
that formerly rested on traditional power and support was now increasingly
dependent upon Turkish political support and military assistance which
alienated the Sudanese collaborators from their own people. Appointment
to the positions of village and tribal shaykhs was directly controlled or at
least sanctioned by the government. These office-holders, although they
might find their positions economically rewarding, could easily attract the
hatred of their subordinates and at the same time suffer under the
unreasonable demands and severe sanctions of their superiors.

Sudanese were also appointed to positions above the purely tribal level,
to positions belonging to the new colonial structure. In 1861 the first
Sudanese, Muhammad Bey Rasikh from near Berber, was appointed to the
position of governor-general (of the combined provinces of Khartoum and
Sinnar). He was succeeded in 1863 by another Sudanese, the ndzir of the
Shukriyya, Ahmad Bey fAwad al-Karim Abu Sinn, who was governor of
Khartoum till 1870.37 The number of such cases was, however, limited.
The only field to which large-scale recruitment took place was the army.
Many Shayqiyya joined as irregular soldiers and earned a bad reputation as
merciless tax-collectors. Recruitment from among the Ja'aliyyln was most
often through forced conscription. After around 1840, the Ja'aliyyin were
exempted from conscription, largely because of their opposition and the
general depopulation of their districts as a result of emigration.38

Whereas the authority and position of the nomadic chiefs were largely
confirmed in return for the promise of tribute and at least outward loyalty,
the sedentary makks and shaykhs became virtually redundant. In Dongola
Province after the conquest, only the makk residing at Arqu Island enjoyed
some privileges, such as the rank and pay of a kdshif.39 Only malik Shawlsh
of the Shayqiyya was able to increase his power and privileges under the
new regime, till Ahmad Pasha found the Shayqiyya too unruly.40

Cut off from their former sources of wealth and power, many noble
families who did not gain the favour of the new rulers were sinking fast to
the level of the peasantry. Their impoverishment and political impotence
was naturally a matter of indifference to the peasants, who had few reasons
for regret. However, there were shaykhs who formulated and passed on
complaints and petitions from the peasants to the government and who
refused to comply with the demands for more taxes.41

Generally, the offices from kdshif upwards were filled by Turks. Never-
theless in Dongola Province at least five kdshifs are known to have been
Sudanese.42 As for the Ja'ali districts of Berber Province, the sources are
less informative. Informants today have some knowledge about the origin
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of local officials such as hakims of khu((s and both Shayql and Ja'all officials
are mentioned.43 There were, however, in our area some offices created by
the Turks to which local people were exclusively recruited, namely the
supreme shaykh (of shaykhs) of the Ja'aliyyin (shaykh al-mashdyikh), the
offices of sub-district, district and perhaps also provincial qddl and finally
the offices of the secular district courts.

THE SHAYKH AL-MASHAYIKH: THE CAREER OF BASHIR AHMAD
fAQlD

Initially the Turks realised the crucial position of Sudanese tribal leaders to
the extent that they invented the position and title of shaykh al-mashdyikh
of large ethnic groups such as the Shukriyya, the Kababish and the
Ja'aliyyin. This title was changed to nd?ir in the latter half of the Turkiyya.
The office-holder was chosen from the shaykhly families of each group, but
in the case of the Ja'aliyyin, where the most relevant families had emigrated
or fallen into disrepute, it became all the more urgent to find a loyal leader
with a sufficient socio-economic and political basis to fill the gap. Thus
Bashlr Ahmad 'Aqld was drawn from the periphery of Ja'all politics into
the centre of local events.

We have already met Bashlr in the provincial headquarters in Berber in
the company of Turkish officers and Sudanese notables. Hoskins calls him,
perhaps not too accurately, makk of Shendi, but the expression reflects his
high standing. Before the Turkiyya, Bashlr was shaykh of the Masallamab
section of the Ja'aliyyin. He lived in Umm al-Tuyyur opposite the Atbara
confluence; the two other main centres of the section were 'Aqlda and
SaqadI, all on the west bank. This territory seems to correspond with
Cailliaud's Dar Ja'al, whose border with Dar Shendi lay between 'Allab
and Hallawiyya.44 He is said to have been an intelligent and cunning man,
who paid tribute with reluctance and then to Nimr rather than to Musa'd.
At one time he apparently married a daughter of makk Nimr, which was in
conformity with the general system of binding subordinates to overlords.45

As with the makk of Berber, Na$r al-DIn, it is believed today that after an
attempt on his life by Musa'd for disobedience, Bashlr fled to Egypt where
he encouraged Muhammad ? All to conquer the Nile Valley and bring order
to the area. When makk Nimr had fled and the Daftardar came to Shendi,
Bashlr provided the latter with food and equipment and betrayed the
Nimrab and their followers by pointing out their houses.46 Even if this is
only partly true, Bashlr showed himself to be a useful collaborator, it is not
surprising therefore that he was chosen, probably already in 1823, to
represent the Ja'aliyyln as shaykh of shaykhs. Riippell met him in the winter
of 1823-4 in the camp of the Daftardar at Qurqab village opposite
Kabushiyya.47

Bashlr was a rich man, which enabled him to ransom some of the captive
Ja'aliyyln, otherwise destined for death or enslavement.48 Despite this, the
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Sa'dab and many other Ja'aliyyln continued to regard him as a traitor and an
illegitimate chief; but the Masallamab were now strong and the Sa'dab were
weak, as an informant put it in 1980.49 Based on Turkish support, he used
his new position to acquire more wealth in terms of land and camels. He was
particularly interested in island land (jazira), the most fertile in the area.
His methods are not known, but even for the Turks he went too far in
causing unrest among the peasants. In 1826 Khurshid went to Shendi to
arrest Bashir and his brother Mustafa, and extorted great wealth from
him.50 Khurshid claimed that the property seized from Bashir had been
taken from the peasants without any right, and Bashir was promptly sent to
Cairo in chains. An offer of mediation from the governor of Dongola was
denied him. Learning of this, Muhammad 'All sent a special envoy to make
an investigation of Bashlr's oppression, but at the same time ordered
Khurshid to refrain from exercising authority in Berber province and limit
himself to Sinnar only. (Berber was still directly under Cairo.) As for the
money confiscated from Bashir, Khurshid took 4,500 dollars on one
occasion and 5,000 on another; a follower of Bashir took 500, and Shaykh
Khalifa al-'Abbadl took 5,000.51

Apparently Bashir was reinstated, since in the 1830s protests and
complaints against him were again made by peasants whose land he was
taking. With many of the peasants in flight, much of the land was either
uncultivated or attended to only by women and the elderly or by trust
(amdna) holders. It was a tempting target for Bashir. In the 1830s some of
the rebellious Ja'aliyyln were allowed to return; some found their land
occupied by the Shayqiyya and apparently also by Bashir. By 1835 disputes
over land had reached such dangerous proportions that Khurshid deemed it
necessary to go to Shendi with the Grand Qddi and the provincial governors
to put an end to the crisis.52

Bashir received a salary of 500 piastres per month from the government,
according to Piickler-Muskau, who calls him amir. He presumably also
shared in the profit made by his wife, a rich lady, who engaged merchants as
travelling agents. A large part of his wealth consisted of camels; his biggest
herd was in Berber area, near to Dar Bishariyyln. He was considered, in
spite of the trouble he created, as an ardent follower of the Turks, and was
willing to campaign with them as he did in 1833.53

However, Bashir was totally subordinate to the kdshif of al-Matamma,
who ordered him to accompany and protect Piickler-Muskau to the
historical monuments south of Shendi. Indeed Bashir himself was in need of
protection. His predicament is highlighted in a remark by the kdshif, that
Bashir was bitterly hated by the shaykhs around Shendi because of his ties
with and dependence upon the government and he did not willingly show
himself among them without a numerous guard.54 On the other hand, the
Turks could not use an ally who was too unpopular with the shaykhs and
peasants. In order to restrict the abuses of Bashir, the government had to
interfere on at least two occasions. The political realities of qism al-
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Matamma and Shendi town where he took up his residence, worked against
Bashir in the long run. His sources of authority in terms of followers and
relatives, land and animals, lay mainly in the qism of Zaydab and khutt of
Ras al-Wadi. In Shendi he was separated from his own people.

What happened to Bashir is as yet uncertain. He is not heard of after
1837. His sons were sent to Egypt to learn agriculture. One of them,
Hamad, is said to have become kdtib (scribe or secretary) in the govern-
ment, and another, Ahmad, was deputy governor of Dongola in 1857.55

After Bashir the office of shaykh al-mashdyikh seems to have lost some of
its functions among the Ja'aliyyin. In the early 1860s the title was changed to
ndzir. In the 1870s there are indications which show that the Sa'dab are back
in the tribal leadership again, not as a reward for any loyalty to the Turks, as
the events of the early 1880s show, but rather as a result of political
necessity.

THE OFFICE OF QAD1

The administration of justice was traditionally in the hands of the Funj
sultan, his subordinate shaykhs and makks, and a hierarchy of qddls.56 Two
sets of law were enforced, the Sharia (Islamic law) and customary law, *urf
or "dda. In the Turkiyya, the older system of provincial and district qddls
was preserved and formalised into a hierarchy of religious courts, mahkama
shafiyya, headed by the Grand Qddi and Mufti and a Court of Appeal in
Khartoum.

These local Sharia courts possessed in the beginning jurisdiction over a whole
range of civil and criminal cases, [but] their powers were rapidly diminished.
By the end of the period they dealt only with matters of personal status and
inheritance, while through a system of local councils (majlis mahalliyya) set up
in 1850, a general civil and criminal jurisdiction devolved on amateur benches
of notables and merchants applying customary law.57

There was a provincial qddi in Berber, and there are indications of the
existence of subordinate qddls for each qism and khutt within the province.
The qddi in Shendi had jurisdiction over Shendi sub-district, and he styles
himself qddi khutt Shendi.58 In al-Matamma one would expect to find one
qddi for the qism and another below him for the khuft. Unfortunately only
the titles of qddi and deputy qddi (nd'ib) of khutt al-Matamma have been
found till now.59 The earliest contemporary reference to the qdcll in Shendi
is to one Ahmad Jalal al-DIn, most probably belonging to the famous
Majadhib religious family in al-Damir,

He mightily entertained me [NN] with roast meat, marisa, and then coffee.
This man's ambitions are very modest; he only wants permission to install a
couple of water wheels near the town. I tried to get him to consider a visit to
Cairo but he protested that he would die of grief if he ever had to leave his
native land. He was not interested in my lofty praise of Egypt. This love of
country in an old priest seems to me a truly classic example.60
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On an earlier occasion (10 February 1838) the qddi had approached Dr
Gassier, principal medical officer of the Eighth Regiment, to induce him to
speak favourably of him to the next governor-general, Ahmad Pasha.61 He
is also called mufti by the French diarist, a title that is confirmed in legal
documents in which his descendants appear. The practical meaning of this
title, if it had any, in the local-level court structure of the 1830s is unclear.62

The functions of a local qddi were both public and semi public. Although
his criminal jurisdiction was severely restricted from around the middle of
the century, he was still in charge of civil matters relating to the family. Like
the private fakis, he could be consulted on legal matters and acted as notary,
drawing up and witnessing contracts and agreements of all types. The Sharia
courts served the Turks in many ways, not because they were open to
pressure, but because they gave the regime a shade of legitimacy as formal
upholders of the sacred law.

THE VILLAGE SHAYKH

The village shaykh, shaykh al-hilla or shaykh al-balad was retained and
incorporated into the Turkish administration at the bottom of the ladder. In
the early years some were replaced and lost their functions to the qd'im
maqdms but it was gradually realised that Turkish interests were perhaps
better served by having Sudanese as village heads, and it was naturally more
economic.

The shaykh and his family represented a section of the peasantry who
were somewhat better off in wealth, power and prestige, although there
were wide differences among them. Thus in Dar al-JafaliyyIn some villages
were headed by members of the royal family; such noble connections
carried both power and wealth. The majority of the village shaykhs,
however, did not differ much in lifestyle from the peasantry to whom many
of them belonged. Representing as they did the leadership and upper
stratum of the local agricultural communities, they formed an important
link between the Turks and the peasants. Thus the agricultural policies and
government orders with regard to the assessment and collection of taxes and
so on, were communicated to the peasants and carried out through the
shaykh or at least with his assistance.63 As the difficulties in agriculture and
tax collection increased in the Shendi area, the office of village shaykh
turned out to be a mixed blessing.

Several of the pre-Turkiyya functions of the shaykh were kept up out of
necessity, such as mediating in disputes, assessing and collecting taxes (with
the aid of the irregular soldiers), supervising the redistribution of river-bed
land, basins and rain land (with the aid of the professional land measurer
(dalldl) and keeper of the village yard stick, the *ud), organising collective
activities, protecting the local market, and providing security and hospita-
lity for itinerant traders and others. Normally the shaykh had access to more
land, animals and slaves than the average, and he kept a larger household.
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His position secured incomes above the average, but he was also expected
to be generous, and provide free lodging and food to visitors. Hospitality
(diydfa) was expensive, particularly with the increasing traffic along the Nile
in the Turkiyya, and the shaykh could resort to collecting food from the
villagers to feed unexpected guests. Passing notables, shaykhs and makks
with their retinues prior to the Turkiyya and passing Turks and irregular
soldiers afterwards, made heavy demands upon the resources of the
villagers, both commoners and shaykhs. No wonder that Churi, travelling in
1851-2, in order to stop villagers from fleeing at the sight of their group, had
to cry out: 'Do not be afraid; we are not Turks, but will pay you money for
everything you bring us!'64

It was some time before Ja'aliyyln village life recovered after 1823. Social
and political disintegration made it difficult to reconstitute the social system
and normal economic activities. Some of the vacuum was filled by the
Shayqiyya. But in order to speed up the process of recovery and halt
emigration from the Nile, the Turks established a class of shaykhs around
Shendi who received monthly government allowances.65

Under the Turks, the village shaykh could become more powerful in
relation to the villagers in so far as he cooperated with his superiors.
Traditionally, his authority had to rest to a large degree on consensus and
only to a small degree on force. As a mediator, he had to be acceptable to
the majority, if he was not imposed on the villagers by the makk. These
restraining mechanisms could easily disappear under the Turks for those
who were ready to throw in their lot with the rulers. However, the shaykhs
lived among their co-villagers, and the Turks were away most of the time, so
that the shaykh often found he had to strike a balance between unpopularity
with the peasants or with the Turks.66

No portrait of a Ja'ali village shaykh has been found similar to those
painted of shaykhs from other areas. Hoskins once walked into the harem of
the shaykh of an 'Ababda village north of Berber,

without much ceremony, and chatted with his wives and female slaves. . . .
The slaves were employed in making basket-work, and the wives reposing on
their angoureebs . . . The sheakh was smoking under the shade of some doum
trees.... The title of sheakh was at one time hereditary in upper Egypt; but
the Pasha, in most instances put an end to this mode of transmission; choosing
for that honour those that had best suited his purposes. In Upper Nubia
[Northern Sudan] he has respected a little more the existing distinctions.
There the office of sheakh is still in general hereditary: the eldest son succeeds
to the father; and, in default of male issue, the eldest daughter enjoys the
dignity . . . [The house of a] less powerful and wealthy [shaykh] consists,
generally, of two large rooms, a divan and harem, between which is a
pallisaded enclosure, where the flocks are kept,. . . The sheakhs offer us every
night angoureebs (bed steads) made of wood and cords,... We always go to
the house of the sheakh, who meets us with the usual Arab civilities,... Some
of these sheaks have an air and bearing truly dignified and patriarchal. Their
flocks of goats and sheep form their chief ostensible wealth,.. ,67
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Taking into account that the ? Ababda were on the average well treated by
the Turks, this particular shaykh was probably better off than his Ja'all
counterpart, but Hoskins' general comments, perhaps with the exception of
female village heads, holds good for Dar al-Jacaliyyin as well. However, this
rather idyllic picture must be contrasted with another, in which the political
realities of the position of village shaykh is underlined.

The mudir is absolute in his province and has the right to remove kdshifs,
shaykhs and, in short, all who govern under him. He may replace them and
give their posts to others who have secretly bought them from him and from
whom he compulsorily exacts an agreed sum every year as well as butter,
sheep, wheat, durra, and other things, which they are obliged to provide
whenever they are asked [to say nothing of presents such as camels and the
like] [sic]. If the subordinate does not keep his promise he draws upon himself
the mudir's vengeance. For at the first opportunity the mudir makes him
render his accounts and as a result [he is left] [sic] with only his shirt and
sometimes also with penal servitude. Every year the governor leaves his seat
to make a tour of the chief centres within his jurisdiction. He does this
ostensibly to do justice among the peasants who may have a just cause of
grievance against their rulers. They never get this justice for he comes actually
to sell his favours dearly to those chiefs who are frightened by his threats after
the people have complained to the mudir about them. The scared chiefs flock
to swell the mudir's treasure.68

The buying of offices was known also before the Turkiyya, but recruit-
ment to the office of shaykh underwent profound changes throughout the
nineteenth century, particularly among the Ja'aliyyin. The methods of
obtaining and maintaining an office, and the various conflicting pressures on
the shaykh, led to the borrowing of money from the merchants. Debts
incurred in this way rebounded on the peasantry in the form of extra illegal
taxes. Reforms aimed at improving the conditions in the villages reflected a
late awareness on the part of the government that something was wrong.
The unsuccessful reforms put forward by Muhammad Sa'id Pasha in 1857
included also an attempt to upgrade the authority of the village shaykh in
the fields of security, land measurement and tax assessments, as well as
formalising his income whereby he was to receive 4 per cent of the
water-wheel tax. Furthermore, to induce more confidence in the peasants
and the shaykhs alike, the irregular Shayql cavalry were not to be used for
tax-collecting expeditions any more.69

We know virtually nothing about the day-to-day routines of provincial and
district administration. The internal documentation was destroyed by the
Mahdists. The above presentation gives therefore a rather unjustified static
picture derived from the scanty and diverse sources that have been available
to the author. It is to be hoped that a thorough search in the Egyptian
archives may uncover enough material to fill in the gaps and advance our
understanding of the workings of the Turkish administration in the Sudan.
In the present context we are more concerned with creating a frame of
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reference within which we can examine the agricultural, financial and
commercial policies. After all, the main objectives of the new administra-
tion was to facilitate and carry out the extraction of surplus, from the
pre-existing as well as from the newly introduced productions.

A striking feature of the administration in the Sudan was the combination
of an Ottoman formal structure with unstable tenures of office, unclear
demarcations of authority, and uncertain guide-lines on how to deal with
the Sudanese. There were clear racist undertones in the attitude of the
Turks. In order to categorise and differentiate the Sudanese and dispense
their unequal justice, they used the degree of Islamisation as a yardstick,
which meant that only a thin layer of orthodox, 'proper' Muslims,
reinforced from Egypt, were to be treated as fully civilised human beings,
while the majority, unless they were regarded as allies, deserved no
particular pity, as they were either superstitious sufis, pagans or just black
slaves. The Turks sonorously and methodically induced fear in the
Sudanese population by exposing them to continuous episodes of atrocious
acts and barbarous punishments (such as impalement). Even the powerful
Kabablsh camel nomads feared no one else but the Turks.70 Thibaut wrote
that The government turns a blind eye to everything except profit and pays
no regard to the consequences of its actions. '71 This contrast between theory
and reality, between official laws and administrative practices, between a
declared adherence to economic development and outright plunder, char-
acterised Muhammad 'All's autocratic administration, but in the Sudan the
ambiguousness, capriciousness, nepotism, and patron-client relationships
which coloured the system from top to bottom, became all the more harmful
as the Viceroys were far away and could not see, and were prevented from
hearing about, the negative results of their own demands. Only twice was
the Sudan visited by a Viceroy, Muhammad f All in 1838-9 and Muhammad
Sa'Id in 1856-7, and in both cases, but particularly in the latter case, they
found a country which differed greatly from what had been reported to
them beforehand.
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THE LOCAL SETTING

The Ja'aliyyin gained their livelihood principally from river bank culti-
vation, with the addition of rainfed desert (*atmur) cultivation and animal
husbandry. They practised a subsistence economy with durra as the staple
crop. Small-scale marketing of farm produce and handicrafts through barter
went largely towards supplementing the household economy. The subsis-
tence character of the economy was subjected to serious attack during the
Turkiyya, but did not change greatly before the introduction of mechanical
pump schemes in the present century. Trade was regarded as an activity
which under the right circumstances could secure a better and less arduous
way of living than cultivation, and the Ja'aliyyin are often stereotyped as
traders. This conceals the fact that they are and have always been largely
riverain peasants.

Those who deserted cultivation for a short period or for ever, resorted to
the institution of amdna, 'trust', and arranged for their land to be cultivated
by others (family members or trustworthy neighbours) and seldom con-
sidered selling it. Rather, capital accumulated in trade would in part be
invested in water-wheels and more land either back home or in the
diaspora. Emigrants continued therefore to keep an eye on their patrimony,
lest it should be appropriated by others or sold by family members.1
Emigrants were still members in absentia of the village society, enjoying the
same rights and duties as the resident villagers, with obligations to aid
relatives and neighbours, to give presents at the various rites depassage such
as circumcision, and to marry their cousins.

Cultural and other factors have contributed to the Jaf all system of values
in which land plays so dominant a role. Land ownership is highly prized, but
the former employment of slaves and low-status seasonal labour in culti-
vation, has imbued the self-conscious Jafaliyyin with a dislike for agri-
cultural work. This confrontation between land ownership and the work
ethic was observed by the travellers and emphasised by informants, and the
British regarded it as a major obstacle to progress.2

The land belonging to a family was largely transferred from one gener-
ation to the next through inheritance or testamentary bequests, less often
through bridewealth {mahr). A daughter inherited half of a son's share,
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according to the Sharia (Islamic Law), which became more rigorously
adhered to in the nineteenth century than before. However, the fact that
girls might marry non-relatives and even 'strangers' and thereby cause part
of the family holding to go to another family, led either to ways of buying
the sisters out or to a more strict adherence to parallel cousin marriages.
Some folktales suggesting marriages between brothers and sisters have been
interpreted as a most extreme theoretical precaution against giving away
girls and land to others.3

Social and economic life found its form and substance in the village
(hilla), where neighbours were also most often relatives. In the larger
villages an open space near the houses of the local traders would be reserved
for the market. House types in the Northern Sudan included both flat-
roofed mud-houses (murabba*), round huts (quftiyya or tukul) and rec-
tangular shelters of mats (rakubd), depending on wealth, domestic stability,
regional security, and many other factors.4 The desert-coloured scenery was
beautified by palm trees, vegetable gardens and durra fields along the banks
of the river. Except around midday, people would be engaged in various
cultivation activities depending on the season. Occasional visits by traders
or the passing of larger caravans would stir up extra activity; a trading
relative might stop to bring presents or necessities to his family. Some
villagers would seize the opportunity to barter foodstuffs and handicrafts
for utensils, spices, perfumes, medicines and so forth.

Flat-roofed mud-houses and dried brick houses were associated with the
North, being suitable to a climate with little or no rain. Outside this area,
such 'Berberine houses', to quote Brocchi, were a sign of northern
immigration, traders particularly, and reflected the wealth and position of
their owners.5 Also in the north such houses, with the characteristic
court-yard walls (hosh) surrounding them, were first built by traders and
well-to-do villagers. Thus low status quttiyas, tukuls and rakubas were far
more widespread in the riverain villages than today. In the years of political
disturbances before the Turkiyya, mud-houses ceased to be built in the most
threatened areas, since quttiyas were cheaper to build and the building
material could be moved and hidden in an emergency.6

The factors affecting the development of house styles cannot be analysed
here. Generally speaking, the mud-house predominates in the whole area.
The quttiya occurs most frequently between the Sixth Cataract and Wad
Ban al-Naqa, and decreases in frequency downstream to al-f Allab, where it
ends. In Shendi there is a high concentration of dried brick houses, but
mud-houses form the majority.7

Villages were normally situated behind the agricultural land, on the
fringes of the steppe or desert, known as the qoz or permanent sand dunes.
This location reflected both a desire to save cultivable land between the qoz
and the river, varying most often from a few dozen metres to a kilometre,
and to escape abnormal floods and the malaria mosquitos. Settlement
morphology was influenced by kinship, geography and economy. The basic
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type was and is the linear strip village situated along the qoz. Its constituent
parts were hamlets of relatives parallel to the river and with their respective
plots of land stretching down to the river. The second type was the
amorphous cluster village which developed at right angles with the strip
village as a result of growing families. The third type was the nucleated
village, which developed from both the first and the second type, mainly as a
result of economic factors as well as socio-cultural preferences. It was
characterised by mud-houses, in front of which were private courtyards
{hosh) surrounded by high mud walls (also called hosh), to protect private
life. The hosh walls of neighbouring houses were connected to encircle
whole quarters of the village or town. Facing the main thoroughfares were
only long walls and the doors of the individual houses, two for each, one for
the male entrance and one for the female (harem) entrance. This style of
building was at first most often associated with the merchant class, and
hence predominated near the market places and in the towns. Walled
courtyards of different material may well have a long history in the Sudan,
but they gained a particular socio-economic significance from the
eighteenth century onwards as a sign of wealth, prestige and female
seclusion in the north, and as a sign of Nubian, Arab and Islamic
penetration in the diaspora.8

The village's social structure was characterised by varying degrees of
differentiation related to ownership of land and animals and commercial
wealth. Parallel to this ranking system based on property, people were also
ranked according to occupation. Blacksmiths, fishermen and woodcutters
had the lowest status among free men. Religious learning and sanctity,
expressed in the ability to cure sick people and perform miracles, bestowed
great prestige and respect. Family ties with prominent lineages or the ruling
elite as well as with holy men, were sources of status and prestige, irrespec-
tive of secular wealth. Differentiation according to sex meant among other
things a lower status for the women, not only in legal terms, but also with
regard to the range of occupations and outdoor activities that could be
permitted in an increasingly Islamised society. There are reasons to believe
that the position of women became encircled by ever more restrictions
throughout the nineteenth century, particularly among the better-off who
could afford to clothe and seclude their womenfolk properly. At the bottom
of the ladder were the slaves and the half-castes (descendants of slaves and
free men). Although slaves benefited from the status of their owner, they
were without any rights whatsoever, and for instance in the marriage
contracts (s.addq) they were classified among the animals. Their tasks and
services covered a large spectrum. Children born of a slave woman to a free
man, were not regarded as free; they could even be sold and fetched higher
prices than pure black slaves.9

Succession is patrilinial among the Ja'aliyyin; there is, however, no
primogeniture as such. Daughters have a right in the patrimony according
to the Sharia. Marriages were contracted by the senior generation in the
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light of economic, political and other factors. A man who wanted to marry
additional wives at some later stage, negotiated personally with his future
father-in-law. A young newly-wed couple might be given the right to use
some economic assets, like a plot of land or some palm trees, as a first step
towards forming an independent household. However, it was generally the
practice that the husband moved to his wife's parents' household and lived
there till the first child was born. He could still attend to his own affairs and
take part in the cultivation of his father's farm. Upon moving back to his
father's farm with his wife and first child, he joined the extended family. His
own household was not normally established as an independent unit before
the break up of the extended family at the death of his father.

A vital part of the wedding formalities was the writing of the dower
contract, sadaq, in which the husband undertook to transfer specific assets
(bridewealth) such as animals, slaves, plots of land or shares therein, other
forms of property, jewellery, clothes, and later also cash. A part of the
dowry was to be transferred immediately, the rest later. These assets were
at least theoretically of some value to the wife in case of the husband's
death, divorce, or migration. If the husband initiated divorce procedures,
he was obliged to pay out the delayed dowry; if the wife took the initiative,
she could not demand the part of the dower that had not been transferred.10

THE RIVER AND THE LAND

After passing through the rocky and narrow channel of the Sabaluqa Gorge
(the Sixth Cataract), the Nile enters a broader valley with low, fertile banks,
basins and islands all the way to beyond Berber. This part of the Nile Valley
is known as the Shendi Reach, and the same degree of fertility is not found
again before the Nile passes the Fourth Cataract and enters the Dongola
Reach with its famous basins. The intermediate area, roughly the districts of
the Rubatab and the Mana§ir, is characterised by stony islands, high banks
and little alluvial sediments.11

The amount of cultivable land varies considerably within the Shendi
Reach, perhaps more today than before, owing to desert encroachment on
the one hand and mechanical pump schemes on the other. The acreage that
could be cultivated each year in a given village depended on the height of
the annual flood, the silt depositions on banks and islands, and on the
availability of artificial means of irrigation. The average rise of the Nile
could be 8 to 12 metres, depending mostly on the rainfall in Ethiopia and on
the narrowness of the local river channel. Excessively low Niles meant
famine, and when the opposite happened, water-wheels (sdqiyas) and
houses could be destroyed and fertile slopes and islands could be washed
away or replaced by sand. Some erosion took place also under normal
circumstances and islands shifted their locations, but in most cases enough
new silt would be left on the surface to enable cultivation. Island soil (jazira,
pi. jazd'ir) was the most fertile of the area.
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The Shendi area belongs to the Sahel belt stretching across Africa from
east to west south of the Sahara, and is situated in the most northerly zone
where rain has had until recently any agricultural significance; the annual
figures use to vary from 100 to 150 mm per year, falling mainly between
May and September. The water collects in the many wddls and depressions
of the adjoining steppe (khdla), where fast-growing types of durra can be
sown in July/August and harvested in October/November. Crowfoot wrote
in 1911,

during the autumn months, unless the rains have failed altogether, the interior
is actually more populous than the riverside. Before the rains the villagers
from the Nile and the Blue Nile go out, where necessary, to repair the little
banks (turus) which train the waters, and after the rains they live in temporary
huts upon their basins and sow and reap before they return to the river.12

Despite the geographical variations, a general idea of the topography of the
Nile may be obtained from a schematic cross-section of the river and its
banks. Theoretically, all the different types of land could be found in a
village, but that was not always the case. Thus there was little sdqiya land
between Hajar al-rAsal and Salawa while Shendi and Zaydab areas were
particularly favoured by karru land. The presence, number and accessibility
of islands also varied considerably from one locality to another.

Naturally the quality of the soil declined the further it was from the Nile,
the most fertile being the jazira soil deposited every year during the flood on
the islands and the sloping river banks called jarf (or jarif). The/ar/or only
the lower part of it, is also referred to as salluka land, named so after the
digging stick used to cultivate it. The qayf is the edge of the permanent
bank, marking the division between the/ar/and the sdqiya land. The soil of
the latter is called qurayr and consists of an alluvial terrace of older silts,
from time to time rejuvenated by silt from extra high floods and irrigated by
the saqiya and the hand-operated lever with a bucket on a rope, the shadiif.

The higher ground, called kurus, behind the sdqiya land, could in certain
favourable places in the Shendi area be irrigated by v/ell-sdqiyas erected
there, the soil being fairly good, probably because it represented ancient
river banks. Both the kurus and the low-lying grounds {karru) behind it,
were particularly common in the Shendi area. The karrii soil, although
somewhat heavy and clayey, would yield reasonable harvests when watered
either by the Nile or by rainwater; artificial means of irrigation being less
suitable for this type of land away from the Nile. Canals were dug to
facilitate the flow of water to the karrii where ridges hindered the water
from finding its way to the receding river too quickly. Further away from the
river, we have already mentioned the 'atmiir cultivation in the numerous
wddls both behind al-Matamma and Shendi, shared according to customary
regulations between peasants and nomads.13

From Dar Rubatab and downstream, with the exception of Dongola
Reach, the strip of qurayr land became narrower and poorer, and the kurus
and karrii as well as 'afmiir cultivation disappeared completely. The value of
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the islands increased proportionately and on islands permanently above the
flood, sdqiyas were erected. Similarly the climatic suitability and economic
value of the date palm increased towards the north.

THE SYSTEM OF LAND TENURE

Theoretically any form of land tenure may be placed on an absolute
freehold to communal ownership continuum. In Northern Sudanese prac-
tice, milk rights can be placed somewhere on the freehold end of the
continuum, while hawz or hiyydza (the prescriptive right to use unoccupied
land and ultimately to own it after a period of continuous occupation,
usually seven years in MalikI law), comes somewhere in the middle. At the
end, the kifdyatyad principle ('enough for the hand'), defined the usufruct
right to cultivate communal land according to one's needs and capacity.
This latter principle is well known in the rainland savanna, where land was
plentiful and access to it was regulated by the local tribe or the political
authorities.14 Along the Main Nile, however, land was largely limited to the
river banks and islands, and a consciousness of family ownership of land,
particularly sdqiya land, was developing before the Turkiyya. The occur-
rence of land sales at the end of the eighteenth century, though not a
widespread phenomenon, indicates that individual rights in specific plots of
land was no longer against customary law.15 However, along the Nile there
existed also lands, such as karru, wddls, and sometimes also the jarf, in
which each village and family had general rights and where access to specific
plots was negotiated and redistributed every year.

The Turks accepted claims of ownership of riverain land and issued hujjas
(lit. 'proofs' of ownership) to that effect. They also continued the policy of
granting private estates to favourites, redistributing vacated farms, and
stimulating the foundation of new villages, but were less willing to grant tax
immunities and similar economic privileges. As before the Turkiyya, the
local elite were also the biggest landowners, but Turkish officials did not
normally buy up agricultural land for private purposes, with some notable
exceptions. From 1861, European residents were allowed to buy and
possess agricultural land.16

In order to simplify the system of land tenure along the Nile with the aid
of concepts from more central areas of the Ottoman Empire, the Turks
introduced the concept of mlrl land i.e. government land, as opposed to
freehold, milk. They found a situation in which the degree of freehold
decreased as one moved away from the Nile. Only the sdqiya land and the
jarf below it seemed to belong permanently to production units, i.e. one or
more households. Thus regularly cultivated land was categorized as milk
and the land which was cultivated only when natural irrigation made it
possible, came under the category of mlrl. This twofold division of riverain
land ownership was highly in favour of the colonial government both for
taxation and development purposes. It was taken over by the British after
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1898, who added much riverbed land to the miri, and it has since been a vital
instrument in providing land for public agricultural schemes or for indi-
vidual tenants.

The rights of absentee landowners were also recognised in the beginning,
but later on, in order to deter emigrants, their land could be expropriated
and sold or leased to others who were willing to maintain the sdqiya and pay
the tax arrears.17 The governor of Berber, Husayn Bey Khalifa, made it
clear that the karru of the province was to be regarded as government land,
in order to exploit it for cotton cultivation. The riverain peasants pressed for
the recognition of their customary rights in the karru and the wddis, but in
vain. In the 1820s much of the Ja'aliyyin's karru land was given by the
government to the Shayqiyya, without any reference to its former owners.
The taxes or rather rents demanded from this unstable type of cultivation
were felt to be equal to those collected from regularly cultivated land, and
therefore highly unreasonable. Thus more Ja'all peasants threatened to join
their relatives in the diaspora.18

Private possession of land, water-wheels, animals and the other factors of
production was a socio-economic reality before the Turkiyya, but joint
cultivation and rights in shares of the produce were still the dominant
subsistence principles. The term sdqiya applied to both the wheel, the land
it irrigated and the production unit, including the owner or owners who
gained their livelihood from operating it. We may therefore talk about a
sdqiya system of production, in which the people belonging to a sdqiya
defined their ownership rights in terms of shares in the wheel and the land,
rather than in physically demarcated plots, and received from the produce
according to their number of shares and labour input. One or more
households or extended families had joint rights in a sdqiya, worked it
together, sometimes with additional labour from outside or with slave
labour, and shared in the taxes. Only among the better-off and the nobility
did it happen that a single household possessed more than one sdqiya.19 At
the other end, there were also people who, for various reasons, possessed
little or no land, and who did not have shares in a sdqiya. However, they
might possess other assets, such as expertise, animals, and labour power,
which enabled them to negotiate a kind of sharecropping agreement (Nub.
tedddn) with the sdqiya owners. Seasonal agricultural labour might also be
recruited and remunerated in different ways up to the present time, both
among villagers, (former) slaves and nomads.

The present chapter will try to show the central position of the sdqiya
system (the institutions and labour processes associated with it) in the
peasant subsistence economy and how it defined the relations of pro-
duction.20 During the Turkiyya, the sdqiya system became exposed to
systematic pressure from a profit-seeking government on the one hand and
from a growing merchant class which looked upon the agricultural sector as
an investment target, a source of cheap commodities for exchange, and a
recipient of credit against usurious interests. Compared to the Funj period,
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when the peasant economies were relatively isolated and shielded from the
world market, the Turkiyya changed the rules of the game completely. The
Turks brought the Nubian Nile Valley within the orbit of the expanding
Western economy, represented by the numerous Western merchants,
adventurers, geologists, hunters and consuls, who used Egypt as a staging
point. The sdqiya system, however, refused to compromise with this
enormous demand for higher output; it had to operate virtually as before,
i.e. according to its own rules, or it would just break down and disintegrate.

PLOTS AND BOUNDARIES; CUSTOMARY LAW UNDER PRESSURE

After the reconquest of 1898, the British were immediately confronted with
the issue of land rights, not only claims to private ownership, but also the far
more disruptive question of boundaries between plots. The century that was
coming to an end had uprooted and scattered many families who were now
coming back and claiming their land rights. These might well conflict with
the rights of the neighbour, as he interpreted them, as well as with the rights
of the new government, as they chose to define them. Much ink was spilled
over these issues and it took more than three decades before some clarity
was established. However, the numerous disputes and reports offer invalu-
able material for the study of customary law.21

Generally the land holdings were systematically arranged at a right angle
to the river, so that each rectangular plot would stretch from the Nile into
the steppe or desert edge where they reached useless land known as hajar
(rock) oxjabal (hill). It was commonly recognised that an owner or group of
owners of a sdqiya plot had certain locally-defined rights to the salluka
below it as well as to the kurus and karrii behind it. Thus each holding could
at least theoretically, consist of all the various forms of land. One reason for
this system was the need for access to wood and fodder on the one hand, and
access to irrigation water from the Nile which often meant digging a channel
through the salluka land to just underneath the wheel. In the Turkiyya it
became more common for different people to own the sdqiya and the
salluka lands, for reasons which will be discussed later, and the first had to
compensate the latter by a fraction of the sdqiya harvest, the so-called
shatibat al-madrab (lit. 'the fraction 6f the cutting').22 This division of the
salluka from the sdqiya became widespread in the Shendi area, where it was
customary to add salluka land to the bridewealth.23

The main boundary between holdings at right angle to the river was called
fd$il (lit. 'border') and was naturally the most important boundary. This is
confirmed by documentary evidence in which other boundaries are nowhere
so fully described. The northern or downstream/^// was called sdfil and the
southern or upstream was the §a*id. When the practice of dividing and
demarcating the land of the extended family among the younger generation
became common, new fdsils were drawn parallel to and between the
original two, and new cornerstones were struck into the ground. Thus
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riverain land was measured and evaluated according to the distance
between the two fd$ils of a plot. The distance was sometimes referred to as
the jad* a, consisting of a number of *iids, which again consisted of a number
of dhirc? or cubits, varying between three to four to an *ud. The sales
contracts, therefore, from the late eighteenth century onwards do not
indicate the size of the land in square 'uds, but rather in the number of *uds
between the two fd$ils.24

In addition to the fd$il, there was also another type of boundary called
mirin which ran parallel with the river. It was used, particularly in Berber
area, to divide up the salluka land between different owners, and also for
demarcating the redistributed plots in the karru and the wddis in Shendi
area. The basic mirin was the deep river channel, the thalweg, which
divided the land between the two river banks, and decided to which bank
old and new islands belonged. A mirin was also drawn at the edge of the low
Nile and another at the edge of the permanent river bank, dividing the
sdqiya from the jarf {salluka). The distance from the low river mirin and the
upper edge mirin lines was called a rih (lit. 'wind'); apparently all types of
land had a rih, moving inland from the river.

Mirin was also a term for the blocks and strips of land that were
demarcated by the mirin and fd$il lines. Thus all the jarf salluka belonging to
a village was known as the village mirin, which was subdivided into mirin
blocks and finally into mirin strips, associated with certain families and
individuals.25 The breadth of a mirin strip was also measured in ruds. The
same principles with necessary adjustments applied also to the karrii.

Naturally the principle for asserting cultivation rights to salluka land
varied from one district to another. On the Atbara river, people from
opposite banks used to ride towards a disputed island as the river receded
after the flood, and those who reached it first, without allowing the horses to
swim, would cultivate it that year.26

Another principle of customary prescription better known in the Shendi
area (and in Dongola) for regulating access to the salluka land, was the haqq
al-qu$dd (lit. 'right of what is in front', i.e. right of frontage). This
principle, although it required a deep-water mirin, differed in certain
respects from the mirin principle, but was not inferior in securing a fair
division of riverbed land. A mirin was never lost even if it was temporarily
swept away by the Nile; it was given a name like other types of land and had
its boundaries confirmed in documents. On the other hand, the haqq
al-qu$dd principle could not be enforced before the qu$dd land (the jarf)
had reappeared after each flood. Then the potential conflicts between the
owners of the sdqiya and the jarfbelow could easily break out, depending
upon the degree of erosion {hadddm) and the extent to which ownership of
the jarf had become separated from that of the sdqiya.

The principles of customary prescription and the possible variations of
them indicate an attempt to adjust and regulate access to land in accordance
with the socio-economic realities and cultural traditions. In this perspective
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it becomes apparent that the separation of the jarf from the sdqiya, the
sub-division and individualisation of family land in response to external
economic and social forces and the application of the Sharia, and the
growing frequency of land sales, all of which were developed during the
Turkiyya, had severe repercussions on the village societies.

The Turks were accustomed to measure and tax land by the fadddn (today
c.4,200 m2), and tried to impose the same system on the riverain Sudan as
well. The most common square measure in the Sudan was the jacTa (about
5V4 fadddn or 64 square "uds, not to be confused with the jad'a of length),
used to measure savanna rainland. The rectangular plots on the Nile could
not easily be measured by the fadddn,

Firstly because of the shape and location of the cultivated areas. Every
hand-breadth of land fit for cultivation has its owner, although he may not
cultivate all of it. Further, the cultivated plots are in the form of long strips by
the river bank, six or seven strips to the fadddn. The peasants cultivate these
long strips. The high ground behind is wooded, and at various points the
people cut the wood down and erect sdqiyas. Secondly, these people have
never been able to understand measurement by fadddns; they know nothing
but the jad'a [of length].

The author of this passage goes on to describe how the use of the fadddn
and the frequent land transactions led to increased disputes, 'between the
inhabitants of various villages, when the cultivation season starts, on
account of the disputed ownership. Sometimes the quarrel is so hot that
they take up arms and attack one another until the kashif has to come to
restrain them by force.'27

This happened every year, we are told, under the governor-generalship
of Khurshld and caused much extra work for the Turks. According to the
author, they were therefore forced to stop using the fadddn, and go back to
the jad'a of length, 'which can be enforced on all without the need for
searching for the actual owner of this or that property' (p. 55). In other
words, it made more sense to tax whole production units than individual
landowners, whose plots could not easily be measured. However, Chapter 5
will show that taxation by the fadddn continued on naturally flooded land till
the end of the Turkiyya.

The British made some efforts to understand and respect traditional land
customs, but like the Turks before them they expropriated land not
regularly cultivated or subject to fluctuations. Even the river-bed caught the
attention of the settlement officers, particularly the phenomenon of the
appearance of new land, either as islands or jarf It was then that the legal
weakness of the haqq al-qu$dd principle as against the mirin principle
became apparent to the peasants. Whereas the British were reluctant to
overturn the latter since it claimed to cater for land temporarily covered or
removed by the Nile, they showed less scruple in declaring any new
river-bed land appearing after the date of settlement as government land in
areas where the qu$dd principle predominated. Such land they distributed,
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as private property but most often as leaseholds, to needy peasants,
favourites and shaykhs, against the loud protests of the qu$dd holders.28

An institution which had profound impact upon the structure of land use
and ownership and size of holdings was the Islamic system of inheritance.
As long as the Ja'aliyyin stuck to the principle that it was only shares in the
produce of the land that were inherited and divided up, and not the land
itself, no harm was done, except that the shares become smaller and more
numerous. However, when one started to take the Sharia seriously, or when
the Sharia came to the aid of those forces which wanted the land to become
fractionised and individualised to enter more smoothly the market sphere,
the land itself started to become divided up among heirs. This development
created problems in the traditional system of joint cultivation, and a lot of
compromises were reached, whereby women might be compensated in
other ways, particularly with regard to the sdqiya land, and brothers might
choose to continue to work the land together without bothering to demar-
cate their individual plots. Ironically, in villages where the process of
sub-division of land went unhindered into the present century, the people
were forced to return to their former system of joint cultivation {roka or
rawka) as the plots had become too small for rational individual cultivation.
If nothing was done under these circumstances to consolidate inherited,
purchased, and bequeathed plots, an individual might end up with scattered
strips of land not only in his own village, but in others as well, an
increasingly frequent phenomenon in the Turkiyya.29

A share in land, in a slave, in animals or any other economic asset, was
called shatiba (pi. shatd'ib) in Dar al-JafaliyyIn, 'azm (pi. "azdm, lit. 'bone')
further north, and khashm (pi. khushum, lit. 'mouth') in Dongola. Twelve
shatibas represented full ownership. However, in the Turkiyya the twelve
fractions of a sdqiya plot could be further divided into two qirdts each, which
again were divided into twenty-four sahms each. Thus a sdqiya could easily
consist of 576 and even more shares, which, if they were to be physically
demarcated on the ground for an equal number of possibly different
owners, would drastically hinder rational cultivation. Thus when a family
holding had reached this stage of sub-division, or probably long before
then, the owners reverted to the old system of roka again. The British
refused to register ownership of smaller holdings than 1/576 of any plot of
land.30

The process of fragmentation was also slowed down by emigration, and
by natural calamities such as disease and famine. The campaign of the
Daftardar created abundant land in relation to population for many years
afterwards. However, the growing unequal access to land and the spread of
landlordism, meant that many peasants still found themselves short of land.
Under the Funj unequal access to land resulted from sultanic favouritism
and the special status of the nobility; under the Turks it was money first of
all that opened up access to more land. As will be shown later, peasants
came to rely more and more on loans and credit from the traders, thus
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entering into permanent debt-relationships, from which they could only
with difficulty free themselves. When a debt-ridden peasant finally fled, as it
often happened, the creditor might come to an agreement with the
government about taking over the land after paying the outstanding taxes
on the land and offering to maintain the water-wheel. Merchants estab-
lished themselves as landlords in al-Matamma and many other places along
the Nile, but it was in the rainland savanna to the south, such as the Gezira
and Kordofan, that they acquired large farms cultivated by slaves.31

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION

A historical study of agricultural production must take into account the
resources and technology available, i.e. the factors of production, the
distribution of control over them and the social organisation of production.
Some of these elements have been discussed already, but we shall now take
a closer look at the production process characteristic of the sdqiya system
and its socio-economic implications.

Land was, of course, the basic factor of production, but water, seed,
irrigation machines, implements, animal and manpower were all essential.
The staple crop, durra, was represented in different varieties, of which
fatarita and himaysl were particularly suitable for karru and 'atmur culti-
vation, as they could ripen after three to four months without additional
watering after the flood or rains. Vegetables and leguminous plants, such as
bdmiyd (okra), humu$ (chick pea), onions, etc. (the fill ma$rior horse bean
was not yet as widespread as today), were particularly suitable to salluka
cultivation on islands and in the jarf, but no single crop was exclusively
associated with a certain type of land or cultivation. Crops which needed a
long irrigation and growing period or preferred the rather cooler winter
climate, had to be planted on sdqiya and shadufland. Soil fertility was kept
up by regularly changing the types of plants (e.g. cereals vs. vegetables)
grown on the same plot of land, and by leaving plots unused (fallow) at
intervals. The jarf needed less preparation than the sdqiya land before
sowing. Rectangular basins {hod, c. 2x5m) and the canals between them
were formed in the flat sdqiya land by the digging hoe (fas or turiyya) and
the earth scoop (wdsuq). Similar methods were used in the karru, where the
natural flood (fayyaddn) had to be regulated. The digging stick {salluka) not
only broke up the soil, but also made the seed holes. The plough was not
unknown, but was not very suitable to the small plots along the Nile. In the
Turkiyya it was observed in use in Kordofan in the cultivation of durra and
dukhn (bulrush millet).32

For artificial irrigation, two instruments were available, the sdqiya and
the hand-operated lever, the shaduf, of which the latter was more suitable
to water smaller plots and gardens. Lifting water by a sdqiya, constructed by
wood and ropes, and with a row of pots attached to a double rope hung over
the biggest vertical wheel and reaching down to the water level, was a heavy
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operation.33 It was particularly demanding when the river was low; often it
needed three pairs of oxen working shifts every eight hours, day and night.
Slaves were set to drive the oxen and otherwise carry out the more arduous
work. Thus this form of technology was both capital and labour intensive,
and any problems hindering its effective operation had serious con-
sequences for the people depending on it.

Artificial irrigation made it possible to lengthen the growing seasons of
the crops standing on flooded land, taking over when the effect of the flood
had ended. Or it enabled people to grow a second crop on such land in the
dry season. More importantly, it made it possible to cultivate land that
otherwise would have been left uncultivated for lack of flood water.
However, the sdqiya system and the soil's capacity did not favour intensive
cultivation over several years; crop rotation was widely practised, fields
were allowed to lie fallow and the wheel could be moved to another field.
The problems associated with cash crop cultivation in the Turkiyya, showed
among other things that crop rotation and fallow had been a necessity.

Under normal conditions the slack season in the agricultural calendar was
rather short. With the Nile rising in May, thus making the lift shorter, the
summer (sayft) season started and durra could be sown on sdqiya land to be
harvested in October. From about July/August rainland and later flooded
land (the rainy, khanf, and flood, damira, seasons) were sown with both
durra and vegetables, to be harvested in October/November. About the
same time the winter (shitwt) durra, wheat, and onions would be sown on
sdqiya land, to be harvested in February/March.34 In addition to the heavy
work of clearing the ground, sowing and harvesting, including cutting and
threshing, for which work parties might be organised, there was the
continuous work of irrigation, weeding, and scaring the birds away. Since
the crops could easily be destroyed by locusts, insects, wild animals and
storms, the plots were seldom left unguarded, and additional religious
protection of the fields was often sought from the local holyman (fakt).35

Under the intensive sdqiya system, a crucial input was labour, which may
be grouped into family labour, sharecroppers, slaves, and occasional
agricultural labour. By family labour is meant members of the households
who owned or had shares in the sdqiya (wheel and/or land). Participation by
them in agricultural work would probably not be extensive, if they could
afford to put slaves to work instead, or if they could live on what they
received qua land and/or wheel owners. Sharecropping arrangements and
the employment of occasional labour could also help to limit the labour
input of the owners and their kin. The average peasant household,
however, had to shoulder a large part of the labour needed for cultivation.
Various tasks, such as cutting and treshing, needed extra input of labour,
which was solved informally by organising work-parties, naflr or faza'a, in
which neighbouring households participated and were treated with food
and beer. The division of labour was both a result of the tradition of pooling
of resources, the complex set of labour operations, the need for specialists,
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and the growing differentiation in the control of capital and means of
production. Elsewhere the present author has argued that the sdqiya system
in the nineteenth century had many features in common with Islamic
partnerships, without necessarily having an Islamic origin.36

The pooling of labour and means of production came about in the
following manner. In most cases there were several owners of the sdqiya and
the land. Ownership was expressed in shaflba or *azm, the distribution of
which was the result of inheritance, bequests, and purchase. These joint
owners had to come to an agreement, the tedddn contract, before the
cultivation season with the group of people known as turdbla (sing, turbal),
conveniently translated from the Nubian as 'sharecroppers', who provided
labour, seed, sdqiya pots and ropes, implements, donkeys and oxen.37 The
assistance of two other specialists was also required, namely the sdqiya
builder and repairman, the basir, who was in charge of the daily mainte-
nance of several sdqiyas. For this he was compensated in kind at the end of
the season. The other was the §amad, who was in charge of irrigation,
making the canals and hods, sowing the seed, regulating the flow of water,
and putting the slaves to work. The slave who drove the oxen could be
replaced by the son or younger brother of one of the turdbla, and called
awratti, the usual situation in the present century after the abolition of
slavery.

The use of slave labour and labour from outside the extended family did
not mean that cultivation was not a household undertaking. Only those
better off did not work themselves and they also kept their womenfolk out
of the fields. However, slaves enabled their owners to work less on the farm
and, if they so wanted, to devote more time to other activities, such as
trading. It was therefore a serious blow to the sdqiya economy when slavery
was abolished by the British.38

The tedddn agreement was regulated by customary laws known to
everybody, so therefore it was probably not necessary to write it down. At
least no such contract has been found from the nineteenth century, to the
knowledge of the present author. The rules for sharing the crop varied from
one village to the next, but the following general outline from Shendi area at
the beginning of the present century is probably not so anachronistic, except
for the absence of agricultural slaves.39 On flooded land (fayyaddn culti-
vation), on islands, jarf and karru, the land owner(s) either took a third of
the harvest and paid no share in the tax or could take a larger share, perhaps
a half, and paid half the tax. The sdqiya required a much more complicated
system, depending on the relationship between the parties involved, the
quality of the soil, the height of the Nile, the number of bulls, and the type
of crop. Under favourable conditions, the eight bulls or oxen could irrigate
up to ten fadddn at a time (the average was three to four), which meant no
less than one fadddn a day. Taking these factors into account, the following
pattern for dividing the crop was possible:
a The land (that is its owner/-s); its share varied from a seventh to a twelfth.
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In the case of onions and crops cultivated by matara (v/eM-sdqiya), which
were more labour-intensive, its share was comparatively lower,

b The sdqiya; its share was normally a ninth of the total crop,
c i The turdbla; their share varied according to their input in addition to

labour, such as bulls, seed, ropes, tools, and sdqiya pots, but could be
about a third of the crop. The number of turdbla was usually eight,
sometimes four or twelve, and always regulated in this way to avoid
problems in dividing their shares,

c ii A boy turbal; half the share of a grown man.
d The $amad; if he was also the ba$ir, he received about an eighth,
e The ba$ir; he received on ardabb of grain from each sdqiya.
f The bulls; they received a quarter,
g The donkeys; they received a share,
h The owner of the jarf below; he received a share,
i The awratti; he would receive something if he was hired.

When the time came to portion it out, the crop was divided into heaps
(kawm, pi. kaymdn) to be allotted to the shareholders according to their
shares in the means of production and labour input. Thus, to illustrate the
pattern described above, the following system obtained in Bajrawiyya
village: If the crop was divided into forty kawms, the land-owner(s)
received four, the sdqiya-owner(s) received two, the $amad five (one-eighth
of which went to pay the full tax), the bulls ten, the donkeys five, the ba$ir
one, and the rest - thirteen kawms - were shared among the turdbla.

An average sdqiya could perhaps produce up to five ardabbs of durra per
fadddn and maintain from ten to twenty people.40 The exploitation of other
resources, such as salluka cultivation, animal husbandry and trade, was also
vital to the household economy. However, farm management and labour
input were guided by subsistence requirements, including what was needed
to replace implements and other worn-down assets, pay the taxes and
acquire a few items in the market. When this was accomplished, the
drudgery of work, the decreasing returns, and the danger of soil exhaustion
or the possibility of a breakdown oisaqiya and bulls, convinced the peasants
that to try to produce more was not worth the effort. Rather than to
maximise profit, the peasants worked to minimise risks.41

MAKING AGRICULTURE PAY

The pre-Turkiyya agricultural economy was evidently fairly well developed
within the limits set by eco-system, technology, socio-economic organi-
sation, political conditions and cultural values. Unfortunately, there are not
many contemporary observations that may help us. Around 1700 the area
around Dirayra south of Shendi was renowned for its fertility.42 Seventy
years later, Bruce noted that while Kurgos island was fertile and well-
populated, the environs of Shendi had been deforested and showed signs of
over-exploitation.43 Among the plants mentioned were durra, dukhn,
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wheat, barley, cotton, green tobacco, lemon and nabqa {Zizyphus spinach-
risti) and the usual varieties of vegetables and leguminous plants, except fill
ma$rl. Date growing was not practised, and wheat cultivation was limited
south of Berber. Animals were also kept by the peasants, who arranged for
some of them to be taken to the inland pastures after the rains. In the slack
seasons peasants might try their luck in trade, leaving the women, slaves
and other family members in charge of the farm. Burckhardt wrote, about
al-Damir in April 1814:

The regular distribution of the fields, and the small channels for irrigation,
showed that agriculture is here more attended to than in the districts [of
Berber] we had passed.... The cultivation of the soil is much more attended
to at Darner, than in any other place from Dongola to Shendy. Artificial
irrigation is carried on by numerous waterwheels, turned by cows, like those
in Egypt; this custom enables the cultivators to obtain two crops every year.
Darner suffered less during the last [1813] famine than any of the neighbouring
countries.44

The agricultural reforms of Muhammad r All in Egypt were part of a
large-scale effort to build a new, consolidated state, and start a process of
independent industrialisation. To achieve this goal the agricultural
potential of the country had to be mobilised through government interven-
tion, in order effectively to bring forth raw materials for the industries as
well as for the world market.45 The conquest of the Sudan must be
understood in this context of internal state-building and external expansion;
the (overestimated) resources of the Sudan, with some enforced modifi-
cations, were meant to give the Egyptian industry and export economy a
significant push forward and strengthen the country's political and military
position, with the slave troops, vis-a-vis both Istanbul and the West.
However, conditions in the riverain Sudan were different from Egypt, as we
have seen, and to transfer the Egyptian model of agricultural reforms, cash
crop production and exploitation to the Sudanese peasants was to meet with
difficulties. The subsistence economy of the Ja'aliyyln and others simply
could not be adapted without preparation to include a profit-oriented
sub-sector of cash crops based on a misconceived development ideology.
Here lies the source of the dramatic struggle between the peasants and the
Turks which dominated the Turkiyya and contributed to its downfall.

The Ja'ali peasants who survived the massacres of the Daftardar in 1823
were in a miserable condition. Ruins, and deserted fields overgrown by
shrubs dominated the scenery between Shendi and al-Damir. The broken
sdqiyas served only as fuel for cooking.46

To bring the fields into cultivation again and at the same time reward their
cooperation, Shayqi families were settled among the Ja'aliyyln in Shendi
and the villages upstream. At the same time the Turks started to introduce
commercial plants and trees in the area, both on private farms and on land
expropriated for that purpose.47 It is possible that some changes would have
taken place anyhow without compulsion, in response to the dietary
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demands of the foreigners for wheat, maize, sugar and citrus fruits and
encouraged by closer contacts with the world market. However, such a slow
development was too modest for Muhammad f All, as it was too modest for
the Western colonists in other parts of the world. Beside the alleged riches
of the Sudan in slaves, gold and other minerals, which turned out to be
largely illusory, three plants were chosen to form the cornerstone of the
colonial economy; sugar-cane, indigo and cotton. After travelling in the
area of Dongola and Shendi between 1823 and 1825, Ruppell wrote
critically,

Another idea would have given better results, namely the introduction of
indigo cultivation, and to increase cotton cultivation; however, such institu-
tions are not created for the benefit of the cultivator, but become on the
contrary, as a monopoly of the government, instruments for increasing the
slavery of the subjects. And as the latter have not the faintest idea about the
economic value of such plants, they regard them as only despicable innova-
tions by a despotic capricious authority.48

Thus Ruppell foresaw the consequences of a policy which combined com-
pulsory cultivation of cash crops with a government monopoly system. As in
Egypt, vital natural products and agricultural produce were declared
government monopolies in the Sudan from about 1824 onwards; the prices of
such commodities were fixed by the government and free trade prohibited.
Thus, the Turks acquired export products in the Sudan at low prices and sold
them at a huge profit in Cairo or Alexandria. This policy not only affected the
primary producers, but also the Sudanese traders, as we shall see.

Sugar, indigo and cotton were introduced into Berber Province at a
relatively early date. In 1825, Brocchi noted that the government was
establishing plantations of indigo, safflower and rice at Abu Sallm village,
between Fadlab and Zaydab. It was apparently easy to cultivate safflower,
but rice and indigo cultivation was not a success. The plantations were
attended to by slaves. A number of Egyptian, Greek and Armenian
workers, instructors and specialists were also sent to the Sudan to instruct
the peasants and carry out difficult processing operations.49 It was also
Muhammad 'All's intention to establish a cotton-weaving factory at al-
Matamma and another at Berber, and specialists were sent there for that
purpose.

Cash crops were also cultivated by the peasants; in fact they were meant
to produce the bulk of them. However, although it seems that some success
had been achieved by 1833, the number of sdqiyas in Berber Province had
not yet reached the pre-Turkiyya level.50 The cultivated area was calculated
at 6,000 fadddns and the total population at 30,000, excluding the Bisha-
riyyin and other tribute-paying nomads. With part of the sdqiya land now
devoted to cash crops, the peasants were compelled to utilise more salliika
and 'atmur land for food crops.

There was a large indigo factory at Berber which was in operation from
about 1828:
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They cut it [the indigo] three times during the season, at intervals of about two
months. To extract the dye, they place the stalks and leaves for eighteen hours
in a cemented mud basin or cistern of water, which is then drawn off into
another vessel: in this last they leave it only a few hours, stirring it well with
sticks, and afterwards let it off into a cauldron, in which the final process of
boiling takes place, and indigo is produced of very good quality. The Pasha
receives from this manufacture nearly 14,000 okres [uqqa of 1.25 kg]
(weight), which is sent to Cairo and sold there for fifteen dollars per okre.51

By 1833 the cultivation of sugar-cane and cotton was also firmly established.
Sugar-cane was grown near 'Allah, but was particularly concentrated on the
islands in Berber area; the peasants themselves did not process the sugar
which was done at Berber in a building erected for that purpose. In 1837 this
sugar factory was on the brink of collapse.52 Traditional crafts like tanning,
dammur and linen weaving and dyeing were in this period particularly
under some threat as new techniques were adopted, but in the long run they
were adapted to the new situation. It was the traditional dammur which
made al-Matamma famous throughout the Turkiyya.

Indigo factories to extract the dye were established at Berber, al-
Matamma, 'Aliab, Thamaniyyat, Marawi, Hafir, Khandaq, Old and New
Dongola. In April 1837 Puckler-Muskau was shown the factory at New
Dongola by the province governor, Tt already produces indigo of three
different qualities, the first one is equal to that of India. The oka [uqqa] of
this quality costs the Government twenty-four piastres, and it is sold for
eighty piastres. On the whole, 50,000 okes are annually manufactured, and
no European is now employed on the works.'53

A year later Russegger saw a miserable indigo factory at al-Matamma. At
Berber, Russegger wrote that besides the sugar factory and tannery, there
was an indigo factory which produced 300 qantars of pure dye per year. The
indigo factory at Marawi was established in 1829 and was still in operation in
1838. The water needed for the cement basins was lifted by a strongly-built
sdqiya. From 6,000 qantars (270,000 kg) of dried plants (Indigofera argenta,
Polygonum tinctorum, etc.), they extracted 6,000 uqqas (c.7,500 kg) of dye
which was sold for between 20 and 100 piastres per uqqa. Russegger was of
the opinion that a large part of the production was in fact used to dye the
local cotton cloth. This could mean that the monopoly was breaking down
and that transport to Egypt was becoming too inefficient and costly.54

After more than ten years of effort, the results were not impressive.
While for cotton the best years had yet to come, sugar had obviously
reached its limit and indigo showed signs of decline. For reasons to be
discussed below, the profit rate decreased rapidly, and Muhammad 'All
decided to end the indigo monopoly on his visit to the Sudan in 1838-9. In
al-Matamma this was put into effect in October/November 1839.55 The
many petitions from the peasants as well as international pressure may also
have had some effect.

A French merchant, Vaissiere, now saw an opportunity to establish his
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own indigo business. He obtained a concession and was allowed to take over
whatever he could use from the closed factories, and began to acquire land.
However, the new governor-general, Ahmad Pasha, on his own initiative
forced Vaissiere to give up his plans and hand over the concessions to him.
This step was obviously a part of his plan to create his own private schemes.
He established fruit gardens, plantations (e.g. for sesame) and factories
(indigo and soap); he had date palms planted in Khartoum, and invested in
sdqiya building; he lent money on his own account to encourage production,
expropriated land (from e.g. the Shayqiyya) and forced merchants to
finance and maintain sdqiyas.56

Al-Matamma was one of the places that caught his attention. He ordered
wells to be dug there and had sdqiyas built, 'to make an uncultivated area
fruitful'.57 At the same time he went into partnership with a local merchant,
Hamza Musa, and others to cultivate indigo and produce the dye. Hamza
was of fAbdallabi descent and before the Turkiyya had operated as a
caravan merchant between Dar Fur and Egypt before he moved back to the
Nile to trade on Karari, al-Matamma and Khandaq. Presumably the joint
capital was invested in both land, sdqiyas and basins. The old basins were
either repaired or new ones were built, being known locally as the kirkhdna
(Turk, karakhdna, lit. 'workshop, factory'), the ruins of which can still be
observed in al-Matamma today. However, the joint venture failed, as the
government project had failed, and Hamza lost much money. Sometime
after 1849 he went to the Hijaz where he is said to have stayed till he died in
the early 1860s. (For the career of his son, see Chapter 6 below.)

This seems to have been the last effort to grow and process indigo on a
commercial basis in Berber Province. Already from the latter half of the
1830s travellers remarked from time to time upon the possibility of such
production. Thus Holroyd observed in 1837 that:

The greater portion of the land between Khartum and Berber is uncultivated,
though it might be advantageously used for the production of grain, tobacco,
cotton, and indigo. The inhabitants [largely the Ja'aliyyin] have been com-
pelled to serve as soldiers, or have absconded into the desert, in order to avoid
it, and there is great room for colonization. They are in the lowest state of
degradation and oppression, and are addicted to lying to an inconceivable
extent. They entertain the greatest fear of a person wearing the tarbush, or
red cap, mistaking every one with this badge for a Turk; and whatever a
traveller requires he must get done by compulsion.58

Holroyd attributes the bad conditions of the Shendi Reach to government
conscription practices, which, of course, were a vital factor behind emigra-
tion. However, he does not see that the apparent absence of cash crop
cultivation was a sign of the effect that such cultivation had had on the
agricultural economy along the Nile. The cultivation of indigo tended to
exhaust the soil quickly and required much and continuous watering and
labour; a sdqiya could normally irrigate no more than three-quarters of a
fadddn of indigo plants, which produced 75 qantars (c.3,375 kg). The
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peasants were paid YlVi piastres per qantar, in other words 937 piastres (or
62V2 dollars) per sdqiya. After deducting a tax of 20 dollars, the sdqiya
owner(s) and the others dependent on it, were left with 637 piastres per
year. We must assume that we are here talking about sdqiyas more or less
entirely devoted to indigo the whole year, and that food therefore was
either grown on other land or had to be bought in the market. This had two
immediate effects, namely that less food was produced and the price of food
went up; secondly that the absence of crop rotation, thin planting, and less
fallow resulted in a systematic exhaustion of the soil and a breakdown of the
sdqiya system. To quote an Italian chronicler, indigo production in Berber
and Dongola deteriorated because,

the peasants were obliged to sow indigo on their sdqiya land. As it was a plant
that required a great deal of water, the cultivators tired themselves out
watering it to bring it to maturity. They lost bullocks from the continual
fatigue of turning the sdqiya and they got in arrears with the sowing of their
own grain, a serious loss to them.59

The government, however, gained a double profit, first by taxing the
sdqiya at a rate of 20 dollars irrespective of which crops and what area of
crops were grown; secondly, by obtaining the dye at fixed low prices for sale
at a large profit in Egypt. Naturally, this systematic exploitation of soil,
technology, and animal motive power, and the tapping of free and slave
labour for the army and the export of cattle to Egypt, could not go on for
long without serious repercussions.

Cotton was already part of the subsistence economy along the Nile before
the arrival of the Turks. The spinning, weaving and selling of dammur were
widespread activities in both villages and towns, where pieces of cloth were
also used as media of exchange. The first governor of Berber, Mahu Bey,
found in the Sudan a long-staple variety of cotton, which he brought to
Egypt where it was developed by Jumel. Before the 1860s, however, raw
cotton was probably not exported from Berber Province to any great extent.
Local manufacturing was able to absorb some cotton for cloth production.
The red-striped cotton scarfs of al-Matamma were widely famous, being
known simply as al-matamma.60 As for the two cotton-weaving factories
established at al-Matamma and Berber in the middle of the 1820s, their fate
is not known.

As in the case of indigo, the peasants were reluctant to devote more time
and energy to cotton lest it should affect their ability to grow food,
particularly when the prices paid to them were not worth it. The govern-
ment was therefore compelled from early on to establish cotton schemes or
plantations on land that was more or less expropriated along the Nile, and
to employ slaves as a large part of the work force. The American Civil War
(1861-5), caused a higher demand for Sudanese cotton in the world market,
and fresh initiatives were taken to increase its cultivation on both private
and government {mm) land. An immediate side effect of this policy echoed
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the situation earlier under compulsory indigo cultivation, namely the fall in
food production and the following rise in prices.61

However, a lot of cotton was apparently wrested out of the soil and the
labour of the peasants. In 1871 the governor of Berber, Husayn Bey
Khalifa, showed the American journalist Southworth thousands of cotton-
bales at Berber, waiting for transport. It was the result of an experiment, he
was told, most probably in the Ja'aliyyln districts; 100 miles of canals had
been dug, one alone being 20 miles long, and all of them for cotton
cultivation. As for the labour force, Husayn assured the journalist that the
Sudanese loved money,

and above all, loves to work off his taxes in lieu of paying them in hard cash.
For example, if an Arab cultivates such a quantity of cotton or works on a
canal for such a length of time his taxes are considered paid. As soon as the
people begin to amass money emigration will pour in from Hedjaz, and the
wandering nomads will cluster about the cultivated fields. But we do not
intend to let the cotton fever despoil us of durrah.62

Husayn had received orders from Khedive Isma'Il earlier the same year to
develop cotton cultivation, and not to tax the land devoted to cotton but
instead to collect one-tenth of the crop as taxes. He was furthermore
promised that ginning machines would be sent to him as well as merchants
to buy the cotton.63 According to the Statistique de VEgypte 1873, the
acreage under cotton cultivation had risen to 9,885 fadddns in the joint
provinces of Berber and Dongola, producing annually after ginning, 12,356
qantars. Agricultural production in general relied upon the irrigation of
6,590 sdqiyas, 3,000 of which were in Berber, according to Shahin Bey, the
Khedive's personal inspector. However, Husayn's visions or rather those of
the Khedive Isma'Il for that matter, failed to materialise.64

There were several obstacles to commercial cotton production along the
Nile. In addition to those connected with the traditional agricultural
economy, an unwise camel nomad policy made the latter less willing to
serve the government, which resulted in recurrent acute shortages of camel
transport. The bales at Berber were a sign both of success in cultivation and
failure in transport. In order to reduce the bulk of the raw cotton, a few
steam-powered cotton ginneries were imported. Some of them never
worked, others soon broke down and still others lacked wood-fuel and
manpower. Labour was a critical factor at all stages of production. Falling
prices and all the other problems mentioned above finally finished large-
scale cotton production in the Sudan before the Condominium.65

THE DESOLATION OF DEVELOPMENT

The Turks showed a remarkable interest in what we would call 'economic
development' in the agricultural sector and in this respect they did not differ
much from the Western capitalist oriented colonists in Africa. Whether
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they like to be reminded of it or not, the British in fact wiped the dust off
several of the development projects of the Turks in the Sudan. The relative
success of the British compared with the Turks must, of course, be
attributed to motorised machinery (pumps and tractors), fertilizers and
pesticides, the railway and an efficient organisation. The Turks also lacked,
however, a coherent policy of development which meant that measures
implemented in one sector were undermined by measures in another.
Suffice it here to mention how efforts to increase production among the
Ja'aliyyin were undermined by, among other things, forced conscription to
the army. In the same category comes over-taxation which will be analysed
in Chapter 5.

It is very difficult to paint a clear picture of the prosperity of the Ja'all
districts. The starting point was as bad as it could conceivably be. Local
efforts to reconstitute the peasant communities and reintegrate those who
chose to come back, were made difficult by the Turkish insistence on cash
crop production and military conscription. This process culminated with the
years of famine in 1835 to 1837, when an ardabb of durra rose from 6 to 200
piastres, and Khurshld Pasha was compelled to open the granary in
Khartoum to feed the starving immigrants to the capital.66 No wonder that
Holroyd found the banks of the Nile little cultivated in 1837 (see above
p. 71) and that the merchants of al-Matamma were complaining to
Thibaut in July 1939 about the deserted countryside.67

Towards the middle of the century, the number oisdqiyas was still rather
low in our area, and the peasants preferred to concentrate on fayyaddn
cultivation and animal husbandry to avoid the cash crops associated with the
water wheels or perhaps also because the sdqiya lands were exhausted.68

Reports from the early 1850s, however, indicate improvements in some
localities. Private sdqiyas were again seen in operation along the Nile,
drawn by oxen and attended to by slaves, but emigration and depopulation
marked all the Ja'all districts, villages and towns alike.69 The simple rural
quttiyyas and tukuls were now also frequent, together with numerous empty
houses, in Shendi and al-Matamma. Thus Hamilton made the following
observation in 1854:

The banks of the Nile between Chartum and Berber are little cultivated, the
waterwheels for irrigation are rare, and the people principally subsist on the
abundant crops which they can raise without labour [sic], by sowing after the
rains. This neglect of the immense natural resources of the country is in some
degree attributable to the slothful character of its black inhabitants, but still
more to the exactions of the government which paralyse industry, and are
gradually causing an emigration of the people southwards.70

A reconsideration of the economic policy was urgent, but as long as key
figures profited from short-term exploitation, and those with grain stores
and cash profited from the widespread shortages of food and cash, there was
no real demand for reform. When Muhammad Sa'Id Pasha visited the
Sudan in 1856-7, he learnt that the number of sdqiyas had sunk by the
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thousands. On 26 January 1857 he addressed four comprehensive orders to
the new provincial governors in Khartoum. They ushered in some major
changes in the administrative and judicial systems; taxes were to be
lowered and various incentives were proposed to attract the peasants back
to their land; local shaykhs were granted more authority in economic and
fiscal matters, corvees and other extra exactions were abolished to be
replaced by paid labour. Peasants were guaranteed safety and security for
their property, and those who wished to take up cultivation were either to
be given land within already existing villages or permitted to establish new
villages.71

However, in spite of previous experience, agricultural policy remained
basically the same. The universal blessings of cash-crops were emphasised
as before: 'You [the governors] will encourage the inhabitants to sow
wheat, indigo, cotton and sesame. You will do all that is necessary to
manufacture cotton and indigo in order to facilitate the export and let the
country profit from the value; you will also encourage the inhabitants to
extract sesame oil, because that is in their interest.'72

Apparently the Turks had not understood the real causes of the economic
decline and as long as the goals of colonising the Sudan were the same, as
well as the ideological orientation and administrative methods, the pro-
posed reforms could not alter the catastrophic development. Observers in
the 1860 echoed earlier visitors to the Sudan. Al-Damir had been reduced to
nothing and the Mukabrab section of the Ja'aliyyin in the vicinity had left
their villages and moved to the other side of the Nile. There were few signs
of commercial cultivation and the rate of emigration was growing in
intensity, until it had become a major concern also for the local shaykhs.73

The agricultural sector from time to time since the beginning of the Turkiyya
had had to hand over slaves to the Turkish army. Now, by referring to the
official abolition of slavery by Muhammad Sa'Id, Musa Pasha Hamdi
(1862-5) enlisted thousands of farm slaves into the army, and demanded
extra levies of grain. Villages on the military route between Khartoum and
Berber were particularly hard hit by the constant exactions and emigration
was widespread in the villages between al-Damir and Shendi. Schweinfurth
who, like Baker, visited the Sudan twice in this crucial period, noted that
the unmarried Ja'aliyyin went to Khartoum to become private soldiers in
the Upper Nile, while the elderly married people took their goats and sheep
and withdrew inland to the savannas.74 At the end of the 1860s, Lafargue, a
resident of many years of Berber town, wrote:

Already ten thousand families in this province being settled industrious
cultivators along the Nile, have turned into nomads; at the moment of writing
the departures continue; these unhappy refugees have spread everywhere, in
Kassala, Qadarif, Qallabat, Khartoum, Sinnar, while most of them definitely
move to Abyssinia where they are given land by Shaykh Rajab of the Wad
Zayd. If the system which governs the Mudlriyya at present does not change,
it will be depopulated within a few months.75
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Table 3 The annual agricultural output in Berber and Dongola, 1971—2

Wheat
Beans
Onions
Tobacco
Barley
Oats
Lupine
Kidney beans
Maize [durra]

48,288 fadddns
1,903
1,303
2,883

15,000
20,000

1,800
2,500

54,754

75,326 ardabbs
8,807

26,073
4,325

22,500
24,000
2,250
3,750

273,770

Lafargue had been in the Sudan for about twenty-five years, so he
probably knew what he was talking about. The Turks had miscalculated the
resources of the country, he continued, and preferred to exploit the people
rather than to encourage them. There was a year of shortage in every three
and in every five there was one of famine.76 More than before Berber
became dependent on shipments of durra from the central rainlands, a
lucrative business for those who could invest in it. The provincial gover-
norship of Husayn Bey Khalifa, 1869-73, although he expanded the acreage
under cotton cultivation, was apparently also a period of growth in food
production, if we are to believe the Statistique de VEgypt11 (See Table 3).

These figures must, of course, be treated with great caution. The number
of fadddns devoted to each crop cannot be added together to give the total
number of fadddns under cultivation, as presumably some of the crops were
cultivated on the same land, one crop after the other. Still there are too
many fadddns for the 6,590 sdqiyas, so we must assume that we are here also
dealing with flooded land under fayyaijidn cultivation. This picture is further
complicated by the absence of other staple vegetables in an ordinary
northern Sudanese diet, and the absence oisdqiya land devoted to fodder
(bersim). Thus still more fadddns should have been added to the list, but
such 'marginal' crops were perhaps not worth counting.

THE BREAKDOWN OF THE SAQIYA SYSTEM

The development in the number of sdqiyas in Berber Province during the
Turkiyya, as far as it is possible to know it, may serve as a concrete indicator
of economic and social conditions; 2,437 sdqiyas were counted among the
Ja'aliyyin before the revolt in 1822, a number which had sunk to 706 in
1828.78 The total early figure for the province might therefore have been at
least 4,000. Even after years of official encouragement and compulsion to
make both peasants and traders build and maintain sdqiyas, no more than
3,000 sdqiyas (1871) were ever counted in Berber Province after 1822. In
1881 the number was probably also 3,000, but with perhaps as many as half
of them abandoned.79
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In Dongola the number of wheels was estimated at 5,250, a number which
the Turks tried in vain to increase by 20 per cent.80 In the early 1870s the
number had decreased to about 3,590, if the total number of 6,590 for the
combined provinces is correct. In about 1881 a total of 5,900 was recorded
for Dongola, many of which were either completely ruined or just aban-
doned.81 The last official estimate in 1885 gives the number as 6,541,
probably with the same qualifications.82 In both provinces the Turks used to
reckon with an unrealistically high number of wheels, simply for fiscal
reasons, as Chapter 5 will show, and also to conceal the real state of affairs
in the villages.

Being the symbol of the riverain economy and society, it is clear that a
colonial policy, which was hostile to the normal functioning of the sdqiya
and the institutions attached to it, was shaking the very foundations of
village life. This situation was not intended by the Turks, but they did not,
before it was too late, try to calculate the real limits of exploitation that the
peasant economy could endure, without serious damage to its viability. The
sdqiya came under attack from different angles at the same time because of
lack of coordination of development policy. A couple of additional
examples of this incoherence may serve to underline this point.

Since each sdqiya required three to four pairs of bulls, the number of
cattle for this purpose amounted to several thousands in a province. In
addition cattle were needed for breeding, for milk, and for security against
cattle plagues, which also occurred in the Turkiyya. For the peasants
therefore the cattle represented a major capital asset as well as a sine qua
non of the production process. Egypt's industrial and agricultural develop-
ment was seriously in need of animal motive power, and Sudan was given
the role as cattle exporter, a completely natural exchange, according to
Piickler-Muskau, as Sudan needed cash and Egypt needed cattle.83

However, the effects of this more or less compulsory delivery of cattle were
far-reaching. Nomad cattle proved to be unfit for work in Egypt; pressure
was therefore soon put on riverain cattle.84 In the 1830s, thousands of cattle
were collected and driven to Egypt, in a period when the riverain peasants
were asked to get more work out of their sdqiya bulls to irrigate cash crops.
By such a policy the Turks sabotaged their own development plans in the
Sudan and wasted considerable resources on the cattle transport. In the
absence of pastures, fodder stations were established along the route to
Egypt, at which durra also was stacked. Thus, under the famine conditions
of the latter half of the 1830s, the durra crops of vast fields were reserved for
the export cattle. Starving children and women north of Dongola were
observed searching for durra grains in the dung left at a feeding station by a
herd of oxen on their way to Egypt.85 Many animals died on the way and
after arrival in Egypt; the whole project was a fiasco from the Egyptian
point of view.86 From the point of view of the riverain economy, it nearly led
to a catastrophe, leaving only the weakest cattle to tend to the water-
wheels.
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Equally incoherent was the Turkish management of agricultural labour.
Agricultural labour was usually provided by the peasant family, by share-
croppers and occasional hired labour, and by slaves. Farm slavery existed
before the Turkiyya but was widespread only in the upper echelons and the
nobility. It is a common cliche among the Ja'aliyyin today that they never
cultivated their fields themselves in the old days. The Shayqiyya are also
known to have left much of their cultivation to slaves before the conquest.87

During the Turkiyya, different trends emerged simultaneously, for
example, the Turks wanted to increase production and knew the vital role of
farm slavery in this process, and they made access to slaves easier, but on
the other hand, they demanded tribute from the peasants in the form of
slaves and undertook forced conscription of their slaves into the army.

Government slave raids (ghazwa) in the Nuba Mountains and in the
south, and the general opening of the Nile after the 1840s, made slaves more
available on the northern and central markets, but in the face of economic
deterioration and emigration in Dar al-Ja'aliyyin, it is difficult to document
a decisive increase in farm slavery in that area. However, the jalldba
(itinerant traders, slave traders) from the Ja'aliyyln and related tribes were
able to capture or buy up slaves, whom they brought north and sold in the
villages before returning to the south again. 'No matter how poor a Nubian
is, he possesses two to four slaves of both sexes. The comparatively well-off
have any amount of them.'88 Both al-Matamma and Shendi had slave
markets in the 1830s, which also probably supplied the hinterland. At the
same time a considerable slave traffic was carried out at Berber, which was
'the rendezvous of the slave-merchants from Sinnar and Khartum, on their
way to Cairo'.89

Most of the slaves were naturally exported; a great number went into the
army (the Jihadiyya), and still more went to the rainland savannas, where
lack of labour was the crucial factor which decided the acreage under
cultivation each year. The northern immigrant merchants at al-Masalla-
miyya on the Blue Nile or at al-Ubayyid and Bara in Kordofan, employed
thousands of slaves in rainfed cultivation and garden irrigation. Only the
availability of slaves made it possible for the immigrants to introduce their
sdqiyas and shadufs along the two Niles and in Kordofan (erected on
wells).90

Some indications of the availability of slaves in the north may be gleaned
indirectly from the availability of labour in general and from the develop-
ment of slave prices. It was noted for instance that on£ of the reasons for the
failure of commercial cotton production was the lack of labour, both in the
fields and in the ginneries. When the Turks started to build the railway
south through Nubia in the 1870s, slaves could not be recruited either
locally or further south in Dongola, as the few that the peasants owned were
considered a minimum in their economy. At about the same time, from
1875 onwards, a government effort to enlist 10,000 slaves into the army
failed, first because of the needs of the peasants, secondly because the
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governor-general Isma'Il Pasha Ayyub was not in favour of it (the decision
was taken in Cairo), and thirdly because the compensation of 500 piastres,
later increased to 700 or 800, was too low to tempt the owners.91

A comprehensive study of slave prices and their implications has yet to be
undertaken. Some tentative conclusions may nevertheless be put forward.
Even if we take into the account the decline in the value of the piastre in
relation to the dollar and the general inflation of the period, in the period
between Burckhardt's visit (1814) and the fall of the Turkiyya (1884-5), the
price of slaves rose gradually in real terms. Thus, in about 1814, prices
averaged from 8 to 16 dollars (104 to 108 piastres, at 13 piastres to a dollar)
in Shendi; in 1837 the prices ranged from 250 to 700 piastres for males and
2,000 to 3,500 piastres for females (now 15-20 piastres to a dollar).92 In the
same year the prices at Berber were about 450-600 piastres, whereas in
Khartoum male slaves cost about 70 to 500 piastres, and in Kordofan on
average no less than 300. Thanks to the government ghazwas, which
annually brought an estimated number of 10,000 to 12,000 slaves to
Kordofan, and the practice of paying its soldiers in slaves who were
subsequently dumped on the market, the prices of agricultural slaves were
still kept within the reach of the average commoner. The many customs
stations on the way to Egypt, and the prices offered there, severely limited
the export profit rate so that relatively more slaves were offered for sale in
the Sudan.

The end of the government ghazwas in the 1850s was largely compen-
sated for by the opening of the White Nile to private slave hunting and
trade. However, systematic efforts to halt this trade made fewer available in
the north from the late 1860s causing prices to take a noticeable upward
swing, and the percentage of those annually enslaved to become employed
in agriculture in the north decreased, with the predictable effects on
agricultural production.93 In the early 1870s, an eight-year-old boy from the
White Nile cost 40 dollars (800 piastres), 25-year-old men taught to work
cost 150 dollars (3,000 piastres). Then, as always, Ethiopian girls were the
most expensive and definitely not destined for the fields, costing between 60
and 300 dollars.94 In an economy where the annual sdqiya tax of 20 dollars
was considered ruinous, the slave prices quoted above must have been
outside the reach of the average peasant in our area. We find now that two
or more people pooled their cash in order to buy a slave, and each had a
right in the labour of the slave according to his share in him/her. Similarly
shares in animals were bought, sold and inherited.

The simplest conclusion we can draw from this is that there was a demand
for slaves in the north, a demand that was perhaps slightly higher than the
supply, and was also kept up by the slave expropriations of the government.
Considering what has been said before, this demand for slaves must have
been highest in the urban settings and among the upper classes (merchants,
absentee landlords, peasant-traders, the local government headquarters,
plantations and garrisons), and lowest among the common peasants, and
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virtually nil among the poor, debt-ridden and landless peasants. Thus
agricultural slavery spread in the upper and middle classes, whereas the
economic basis necessary for employing farm slaves was eroded for large
sections of the common peasantry, for whom it became expensive and
meaningless to keep several slaves even to replace migrant labour. Without
a minimum of slave labour to work the land, and with all the other pressures
upon him, many a common peasant decided to give up agriculture alto-
gether.

The Turks had to give up their efforts to conscript Ja'all men into the
army, but not before serious damage had been done to agricultural
production in the area. When the Ja'aliyyin left their farms they much
preferred a career such as that of trader. However, not everybody was able
to make a full-time or part-time career in trade, and a new phenomenon of
the period is the development of wage labour, which first came in as an
addition to slave labour but which had started to compete with it towards
the end of the Turkiyya. The workers who were hired to dig the wells at
al-Matamma in 1839, were paid 1 piastre a day. Servants received 20
piastres a month and a daily wage of 5 piastres was considered high. The
free wage labourers had all the time to compete with the cheaper slave
labour, which could also be hired out for wages. Thus it was not until the
price and hire of slaves had risen, in the late 1870s and early 1880s, that the
price of free labour could really compete. In Kassala in 1882 it cost 3 dollars
(60 piastres) to hire a slave for a month.95

This development is highly relevant to our discussion of the breakdown of
the sdqiya system. In reality, the various sharecropping and partnership
arrangements associated with this system, had also the social function of
incorporating land-hungry and landless peasants and labourers into the
production process, for which they were remunerated (or paid) in kind. As
the number of sdqiya units decreased or stagnated, and ended up in
relatively fewer hands, and the better-off peasants and absentee landlords
and merchants were able to employ more slaves, the scope for traditional
participation became narrower. This process can explain why so many
people were compelled to seek other (or additional) sources of income.
Another factor was the government's demand for part of the taxes to be
paid in cash, which under any circumstance would have forced people to sell
a part of their agricultural produce, animal stock, handicrafts or labour
power.

The introduction of cash crops and a more intensive cultivation pattern to
satisfy external demands, combined with all sorts of other demands (cattle,
conscripts, slaves, and taxes, the latter to be examined in Chapter 5),
represented a frontal attack on the traditional sdqiya system. Very soon soil
yield sank dramatically, thus inviting shrubs, weeds and desert encroach-
ment. The wheel and the bulls broke down under the extra pressure to lift
up more water. And finally the social and economic institutions which lay at
the core of the sdqiya system began to disintegrate. The Turks encouraged
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in many ways the break up of the large sdqiya production units and the shift
from shares in output (crops) to shares in the land itself. Much more than
before plots of land became associated with individual persons, who were
able to sell, mortgage, and bequeath the plots or just let them be
sub-divided and inherited by his children. This development of land
fragmentation, unless one continued to join forces (roka, undivided shares,
as opposed to maqsuma, cultivation with divided shares) in the cultivation
process, hindered a rational use of the land, particularly when parts of the
family and village holdings were alienated to outsiders. The socio-cultural
obstacles to the selling of land were therefore effective in many northern
villages far into the present century. However, the sale of land could be an
economic necessity, even if it contributed to the growing social gap between
the rich and the poor in the Turkiyya.

The subsistence economy of the Ja'aliyyin and their neighbours rejected
as an alien transplant the efforts to introduce large-scale commercial
agriculture. Nevertheless severe damage was inflicted upon riverain society.
Even where cash crops were introduced only on a moderate scale, there was
still the burden of taxation. Hence the Sudanese saying from the period:
'Where a Turk treads, no grass will grow.'
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The nature and scale of the appropriation of a surplus from the producers by
the ruling class changed profoundly with the installation of the new colonial
regime. Again it was the primary producers, and the peasants more than the
nomads, who were to carry the largest burden. The Turks demanded taxes
(tulba, from talaba, to 'ask', or dariba, pi. dara'ib, from 'beat', 'hit',
'impose'), both in kind and in cash, and thereby enforced monetisation
upon a society that knew only barter and local media of exchange, and very
few metal coins outside the market centres. This policy stimulated the
growth of a class of merchants and moneylenders and weakened the
position of the commoners still further. In one sense, the increasing interest
of the merchants in agriculture can be seen as an attempt both to overcome
the commercial set-backs caused by the monopoly system in the first half of
the Turkiyya and to exploit the taxation system to introduce usury capital
into the agricultural economy.

More than anything else perhaps it was the question of the tulba that
came to darken the relationship between the Ja'aliyym and the Turks,
leaving a strong imprint on presentday memories and evaluations of the
Turkiyya. The revolt of the Jafaliyyin in 1822 and the burning of Isma'Il
Pasha was triggered off by what was felt to be unreasonable demands for
tribute. There is a Ja'ali proverb attributed to the Turkiyya, "ashara ru'us
fi'l-turba wa-ld riydlfi'l-fulba, 'better ten heads in the grave, than a dollar in
tax'.1 If they were not actually prepared to sacrifice their heads, although
that also happened, many Ja'aliyyln were willing to sacrifice their land to
escape the tax-collectors, and that was not a minor thing.

Kremer once wrote that the secrets of the Viceroys' finances were more
carefully guarded than those of their harems.2 It is therefore difficult to
arrive at precision, particularly when we are dealing with the Sudan where
the relevant account books are lost. Nevertheless we will try to piece
together a picture on the basis of what we know from other sources. The
general trend seems to have been increasing demands and decreasing
returns.

Taxation of riverain agriculture under the Funj has been described by
Spaulding.3 Various taxes, rents, dues and services were due by the
peasants to the local nobility and the king as well as to the sultan. 'Custom
determined the proportion of any crop that must be delivered to the sultanic
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treasury - half of all crops produced on the jarf, one-fifth of those from
artificially irrigated lands, and one-tenth of what grew on the southern
rainlands' (p. 87).

A notable feature of this system was that the size of the harvests was
assessed by appointed officials, so that the khurj (land-tax) set aside for the
sultan would vary from year to year. Still the khurj seems to have been
relatively high and contrasts with the common belief among the Ja'aliyyln
today that they did not pay taxes under the Funj.4 This apparent paradox
may be rooted in different conceptions of 'taxes', which put surplus
extractions under the Funj in a different category from those under the
Turks. The people had good reasons for making such a differentiation.

THE IMPOSITION OF THE TULBA: THE FIRST ROUND

The Turks brought with them a taxation system which was not merely alien
to the Sudanese, but which was also largely an innovation in Egypt.
Muftammad 'All's fiscal reforms represented a break with Ottoman prac-
tices in Egypt, and were meant to be a vital instrument in mobilising the
necessary resources and capital for the modernisation programmes there. It
is therefore not necessary to look beyond Egypt for the origins and
principles of the new taxation system now imposed on the Sudan.

Between 1773 and 1833 the value of the Egyptian piastre in relation to the
Spanish dollar (Charles IV) declined from 2Vi piastres to a dollar, to 33/4 in
1798, YlVi in 1822,15Vi in 1830, and 19Vi in 1833.5 Since agricultural prices
were fixed by the government and consequently kept low, while the prices
of consumer goods and taxes followed the currency fluctuations, the
peasants grew progressively worse off. To keep ahead of inflation, the taxes
rose noticeably in Egypt throughout Muhammad 'All's reign. Towards the
end of the eighteenth century the peasants had paid a variety of taxes in cash
and in kind to the central treasury, and to the local landlords and
tax-collectors. Under the French, between 1798 and 1801, the tax on a
fadddn was 270 paras or 63/4 piastres, which had risen to between 33% and 36
piastres by 1807. In 1824, first-class land was taxed at 6IV2 piastres; in 1833 at
72 piastres. In addition came personal taxes (capitation), taxes on trades
and crafts, on animals, on date trees and houses, and the extra levies to cope
with urgent financial needs. This was roughly the model of taxation which
the Turks imposed on the Sudanese.

In the Sudan, the work to establish a financial administration started early
in the wake of the occupation, but detailed budgeting was never achieved
until the last years of the Turkiyya. Muhammad 'All's idea was that not only
should the Sudanese pay for their own subjugation and development, but
that they should also produce a surplus for the Cairo Treasury. The chief
architect of the new system was a Copt by the name of Hanna' al-Tawil
(called al-mubdshir, lit. 'the treasury assistant'), who had probably bought
the position from Muhammad 'All.6 He arrived in Shendi on 18 October
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1821 on his way to Sinnar. The kdshifs and their assistants, the qd'im
maqdms, were instructed about the procedure and began to count the
sdqiyas upon which the taxes were to be based. Thereupon they visited
every village to assess the taxes and supervise their collection. The number
of slaves, animals and houses was also registered, as well as rainfed and
flooded land.7 Since these registers were not brought up to date every year
and the local community was collectively responsible for delivering the
same amount irrespective of fluctuations in production, emigration, for
instance, meant heavier taxes for those who remained behind. Thus for
some years the Ja'aliyym paid taxes for 2,437 sdqiyas, whereas a count in
1827 showed that only 706 were in operation. Hanna' al-Tawil arrived in
Sinnar during Isma'fl's campaign in Fazughll; he immediately undertook to
develop in more detail the comprehensive system of taxation, together with
Ismail's secretary, Muhammad Sa'id Efendi, and a Sudanese arbdb and
court official, Daf Allah w. Ahmad.8

The rates were fixed at 15 dollars on each head of slaves, 10 dollars on
each head of cattle, 5 dollars on each sheep or donkey, according to the
Funj Chronicle. On his return to the north the following year, Isma'Il Pasha
found that the Efendi and the mubdshir had appointed clerks, carried out
the assessments and issued ledgers which had already been sent to Cairo.9

The tax on the sdqiya was somewhere between 12 and 23 dollars (see below).
It seems that the basic principles of taxation had the full support of

Muhammad 'All and his son, but when things started to go wrong and
tax-collectors were ambushed and killed and peasants started to leave their
farms, Isma'Il was ordered to look into the problem, rumours of which had
reached his father.10 The subsequent correspondence between them admits
that injustices had been committed and that the taxes were perhaps too
high, but the whole affair was blamed on Hanna'. 'Such people are always
looking after their own interests', wrote Muhammad 'All.11 Hanna', feeling
the wind of change, tried to reach the Egyptian border but orders were
issued for his arrest and return to Sinnar. Shaykh Safd fAbd al-Fattah w.
Nimr al-'Abbadl was sent to track him down. However, once Hanna' was
brought back to Sinnar, he proved indispensable.12

Meanwhile the peasants had their first concrete experience of Turkish
taxation. The people of Shendi sold their property to meet the demands for
payment in cash. In the brief absence of Hanna', things had changed little,
except that the Turks were forced to accept partial payment in kind, the
price of which was fixed to their advantage. The tax on houses was also very
unpopular. In Berber Province, the houses were divided into three classes
according to size, and several categories of taxes were fixed for them. The
preliminary assessment in Berber was begun by Hanna' and completed by
Sa'd fAbd al-Fattah, but it was Mahu Bey's responsibility to collect them.
Isma'Il Pasha was encouraged by his father to adjust the rates according to
people's means, but major changes were not contemplated and the collec-
tion continued to resemble military campaigns.13
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The first round of collection was completed before Isma*II Pasha made his
fatal return to Shendi in October 1822. The demands for the fiscal year 1236
(9 October 1820 to 27 September 1821)14 had been estimated at 135,000
dollars for the districts of Rubatab, Berber and Shendi. A variety of
economic assets were confiscated; money, slaves, cloths, jewellery and
other valuables, but despite Turkish thoroughness, it amounted in the end
to no more than 50,000 dollars. Mahu Bey, therefore, thought of
renouncing part of the taxes to encourage the peasants to continue
cultivation. 'My son [replied Muhammad f All] governors must act neither
with excess nor negligence. Keep to this rule in all your doings; adopt the
most appropriate measures in order to exact the tax and punish the
trouble-makers.'15

There was obviously no room for leniency, although Mahu Bey had
demonstrated that it could have a positive effect. The ruthless way in which
the first collections and confiscations had been carried out promised little
better for the future.16 Before Isma'il returned to Shendi the Ja'aliyyln had
already paid more than they thought reasonable and were not prepared
either economically or psychologically for Ismail's further demands. The
revolt of the Ja'aliyyln was therefore triggered off by a policy of outright
extortion, based upon a profound misconception of the revenue capacity of
the Nile Valley as well as of the limits of Sudanese tolerance.

AFTER THE REBELLION

1823 witnessed a series of repressive campaigns along the Nile, north and
south of Shendi. The human and economic losses were large and Shendi
never fully recovered the prosperity it had enjoyed a few years before. No
significant changes in administrative goals and methods were carried out;
the taxes were gradually increased to cover the expenses and to enable the
transfers of tribute to Cairo.

The sources of revenue ranged from direct taxes to dues, customs and
concessions.17 However, the present chapter concentrates mainly on agri-
cultural revenues in Berber Province, first because of their importance to
the provincial treasury and secondly because of the effect they had on the
farming communities along the Nile. The sdqiya became the cornerstone of
the tax system.

The Turks had very unclear ideas about the level of productivity in the
Nile Valley south of Aswan and the insignificant role of money in the
economy. Shendi market, where money did play a role, was not representa-
tive of the riverain economy in general. To simplify the collection of taxes in
cash, a large-scale introduction of Egyptian coins was required, either as
payment for exports or as salaries for employees and soldiers. However,
this occurred only occasionally and was not the result of any clear and
consistent monetary policy. Money was transferred from time to time to pay
the soldiers, but more often than not the latter were left waiting for their pay
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and had to accept slaves in lieu of money. Hikimddrs such as Ahmad Pasha
could even reverse the flow of cash by transferring to Cairo large sums of
dollars and gold collected from the Sudanese.18

Muhammad 'All, however, must take most of the blame for the financial
difficulties, which he aggravated by extreme pressure on his officials in the
Sudan. He reproached Khurshid Pasha for not sending him more cash, to
which Khurshid replied, 'If my [sic] Sinnarians cultivated ten times more
than they actually do, they will have nothing but cereals and animals to give
you, and no money at all.'19 Nevertheless Muhammadf All was relentless in
his demands and wrote to Khurshid, 'I do not understand how each time
that I ask you for tribute, you object on the grounds of the poverty of the
subjects, whom I have given you to govern; they have two Niles whereas I
have only one; make these lazy ones work like I do in Egypt, and they will
become rich.'20

The estimates of total annual revenues must be regarded as highly
unreliable, at least before the 1870s; Khurshid Pasha collected an estimated
25,000 kls (purses of 500 piastres) from the whole of the Sudan, probably
excluding profits from slave raids. Under his successor Ahmad Pasha
(1838-43), the annual figure rose to 33,000 purses, plus 7,000 purses from
the slave raids. At the same time the annual estimated revenues from
Berber Province reached 5,900 or 6,000 purses (2,950,000 to 3,000,000
piastres) which was nearly twice what Mahu Bey set out to collect in 1822
(1,587,000 piastres) and four times the sum he actually managed to collect
(725,000 piastres).21

Riippell and Brocchi were among the first European observers after the
revolt to outline the system of taxation and they confirm the rates quoted
from the Fun] Chronicle above. Brocchi travelling in 1825-6 says that the
annual tax on each slave was 15 dollars (about 194 piastres at that time), as
was the tax on cattle and camels, while the sdqiya paid 12 dollars.22 If
Brocchi's tallari and Riippell's Speciesthaler were roughly equal in value,
then the latter's sdqiya rate was even higher. Rainland and flooded riverain
land paid according to the jad'a (C.SVA fadddn) at a rate of 21 piastres per
fadddn under Khurshid and 31V2 under Ahmad Pasha. While the taxes on
sdqiyas, slaves and camels often equalled their market value, taxes on cattle
could actually exceed it.23

The high rates can only be explained by the fact that there was no direct
tax proportionate to production or earnings; it was easier and more
convenient to tax fixed property and assets. Those who gained their
livelihood from trade paid 5 dollars a year, in addition to the general house
tax and the capitation tax of about 32 piastres, similar to the Egyptian
system.24 Except in the case of traders and craftsmen, and various groups of
workers, who paid a tax on their estimated incomes, taxes were generally
based on the assumed economic benefits which their assets were supposed
to provide their owner, or the assumed wealth of those who could afford to
possess certain assets. However, these principles enabled the Turks to
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manipulate the rates to their advantage.25 The high slave taxes may have
been one-time levies rather than a permanent measure, since they are not
referred to in later sources. They were thus similar to the extra tax in the
form of slaves imposed in Dongola in 1821-4, whereby every five sdqiyas
had to hand over a slave to the government. If there were no slaves, 20
dollars were demanded instead.26 It is difficult to see how landlords and
merchants, not to speak of the average peasant, could expand the employ-
ment of agricultural slaves under such conditions. Taxes on slaves or in the
form of slaves continued less systematically throughout the whole Turkiyya,
but necessarily at lower rates.

Riippell who travelled in the area between 1823 and 1825 thought that the
new administration would not last long both because of its severity and
because the costs outweighed its revenues. When the Turks set out to
measure the land and count the wheels, they came to the conclusion that the
ratio of land as well as of man to wheel was too high from a fiscal point of
view. The number of sdqiyas from Wadi Haifa to beyond Dar Shayqiyya, or
roughly within Dongola Province, was estimated at 5,250, which supported
an average of eighteen people each. The Turks decided that the area to each
sdqiya should be cut down and the excess land should provide for about a
thousand more sdqiyas. In order to redistribute the labour force, a
maximum of four adult men were allowed to work and depend on each
wheel.27 Henceforth, taxes were assessed according to these norms,
regardless of whether more sdqiyas were built or not.28

Except for the two northern districts of Dongola Province, each sdqiya
paid 15 dollars (195 piastres) annually, partly in cash and partly in grain
calculated at a 'very low price', for example four ardabbs at IVi dollars.
Finally, each sdqiya had to deliver an unspecified quantity of butter, sheep,
tobacco, onions, cotton, charcoal, hens, leather sacks and fodder. In total
the sdqiya paid about 23 dollars (or 209 piastres) a year.29 Assuming that the
sdqiya yielded only one harvest annually, which was not always the case, as
we have seen, Riippell calculated the net surplus of sdqiya and salluka
cultivation and possible other incomes of a household at 1,014 piastres. Ten
years later, Hoskins calculated the net surplus of a sdqiya devoted to indigo
at about 2 piastres a day, which excluded salluka and extra-farm incomes. In
1881 the net return, before taxes, of a food-producing sdqiya had sunk to
below an average of 1 piastre a day, which must have been far below the
level of viability.30

By 1825-6 the price of certain commodities such as cattle and durra had
increased markedly compared with 1821. Consequently, while in 1823-4 the
tax on a sdqiya equalled the price of three average cows, two years later one
and a half to two cows sufficed.31 Usually the Turks calculated the total
taxes in cash, and the value of the fraction paid in kind was calculated below
the market price, so that relatively more in kind had to be handed over to
make up the tax in monetary terms. When the Turks were selling from their
granaries, they reversed the principle, and might force merchants to accept
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grain above the market price.32 It can be estimated that from a quarter to
three-quarters of the tax was collected in cash depending on local circum-
stances. The rest had to be set aside from the harvest, and even if it was not
collected at once right after the harvest, the peasants were not able to sell
this produce when the prices were favourable so as to gain from the
difference of the market price and the government price, and let the Turks
have cash instead. It was more likely that in critical periods, the peasants
consumed the grain thus set aside for the tax-collectors and had to borrow
from the grain stores of the traders. It seems therefore safe to say that
whether the taxes were paid in cash or in kind, the peasants lost in either
case.

The people knew they were being manipulated and cheated whenever
they paid in kind. It was, however, worse to be forced to sell valuable
property, means of production, or the produce of the land when the prices
were low, in order to pay the taxes in cash. When Mahu Bey was transferred
to Khartoum in 1825, he promised not to impose taxes in cash for three
years. However, to obtain cash in another way, he raided the camel nomads
of al-Qatfarif and sent 3,000 camels to Sinnar, Wad Madam and Khartoum,
and ordered the kdshifs to force the people to buy them for 9 dollars each.33

The question of monetisation will be discussed in Chapter 6, but several
features of this process are relevant here. Desperate small revolts by
peasants are constantly reported throughout the Turkiyya, these being
protests against taxation, both the method of collection, amount, and the
proportion demanded in cash. A petition of 1298/1881, on the eve of the
Mahdist revolt, concerned with production of dammur to facilitate the
payment of taxes in Dar al-Shayqiyya, is an example of this continuing
conflict. The petitioners complained that on the one hand the government
demanded a large part of the taxes in cash (such as the salluka, date and
slave tax) whereas on the other hand, the people were prevented from
producing a special kind of tob which could earn them the cash needed.34

Thus peasants and others resorted to the merchants to obtain grain
advances and borrow money, offering repayment under the most unfavoura-
ble terms, in the form of grain at the next harvest. It was therefore the
taxation system more than anything else, which encouraged rural borrowing
and indebtedness (the famous shay I system) and enabled the new merchant
class to channel part of their commercial capital out of commodity circula-
tion and into the agricultural sector as usury capital and investment capital.

TAX COLLECTING

The principles and methods of taxation took form in the 1820s; they became
permanent and feared institutions under f All Khurshid Pasha. When the
expected revenues from trade and commercial agriculture failed, the
administration had to rely more and more on the (ulba to fill the treasury. A
system was developed for recording collected revenues, but it was far more
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difficult to make reliable budgets for the revenues and expenses of the
coming fiscal year. Thus the word 'deficit', so often encountered in the
sources, may mean different things; apart from the negative difference
between estimated revenues and estimated expenses, in which case it had
only a theoretical significance, it more often meant the negative difference
between realised and estimated revenues. However, real 'deficit' obtained
only when the expenses of a year were found to be larger than the incomes.
All these meanings of 'deficit' seem to occur indiscriminately in the sources,
which makes the reconstruction of the fiscal and financial history of any
given province even more difficult, in view of the fact that the account books
have disappeared.

The collection of taxes was usually a military operation, led largely by the
Shayqiyya irregulars (bdshibuzuqs, from Turk, bazilq, lit. 'crack-
brained'). A former soldier says the following:

the members of the regimental band were frequently called out for duty in
patrols against the local inhabitants. The way in which the government
collected taxes was to send out soldiers who went from house to house with the
tax-gatherers. The soldier who accompanied the tax-gatherer was entitled to
take, in addition, 1 per cent of the tax for himself. This was a very profitable
business for the soldiers who drew no pay during tax collection but lived on
their share of the takings.35

Beatings and other forms of maltreatment were inflicted upon those who
did not pay. The clerks, book-keepers, accountants and weighers were at all
levels key personnel. As their expertise in keeping accounts was not shared
by their superiors, they could easily purloin part of the taxes for their own
benefit and were therefore regarded with suspicion by both the Turks and
the tax-payers alike. The other key figures were the kdshifs, assisted by their
qd'im maqdms and soldiers. Their Sudanese counterparts were the shaykhs
and the commoners, and the growing intermediate class of merchants and
money lenders. These were the main actors in the drama of tax-collecting.

Instructions about the assessment and collection of taxes were trans-
mitted down the hierarchy of officials. It was well known that each
subordinate official and soldier collected more than ordered for his own
pocket. The village shaykh was also involved. Peasants who paid in
instalments might receive receipts showing a sum lower than they had
actually handed over. Similarly, the peasants were cheated because the
officials 'kept two sets of measures and two of weights: a large set for
receiving and a short set for issuing. And so the peasant is brazenly robbed
without being able to complain, for fear of the stick, a very persuasive
instrument among the Turks.'36 The chronicler goes on to tell the story
about the kdshif who cheated those who paid in gold-dust by emptying it
onto some angora fur for examination before he had it weighed. It was all
the extraordinary, 'illegal' exactions which really made the taxation system
unbearable for the people.37

The tribute that was sent occasionally to Cairo did not impress Muham-
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mad 'All or his successors; extra contributions were constantly demanded.
Thus Ahmad Pasha was asked to send 10,000 ounces of gold, which
triggered off a large-scale campaign to collect gold. The precious metal was
officially bought at 350 piastres per ounce, while the market value rose to
700 piastres; 30,000 ounces were collected, says the chronicler.38

Under this type of bureaucracy, as long as revenues were satisfactory,
there was little daily control over subordinates until popular complaints and
agitations and accusations from rivals and enemies endangered stability.
Stealing from the Treasury was considered far more serious than squeezing
the peasantry, and when such cases were discovered, as on several occasions
in Berber Province, it was easier to get rid of undesired officials than to try
to change the system. When no other culprits could be found, there was
always the Coptic book-keeper who could easily be blamed for irregulari-
ties. This happened in Shendi and al-Matamma where the chief accountants
were hanged by Ahmad Pasha during his tour in the north in 1839 to audit
the books. In Shendi, the inspectors found that l/24th of the durra in the
granary had been removed and replaced by an equal amount of dirt.39

THE SAQIYA TAX

Along the Nile the sdqiya, and to a lesser extent the shaduf, were the basic
units of taxation. Taxes were also estimated by the square measures of the
jad'a and the fadddn on flooded and rainfed land. In the Shendi area, the
rainfed *atmur was vital for the supply of durra in good years, and the
taxation of this production was deeply resented when imposed in poor
years.

It was only slowly realised that the sdqiya depended on a variety of
factors, the most important of which were the condition of the soil, the level
of the water, the availability of seed, labour, and bulls. However, little is
known of a possible classification of sdqiya before the 1850s, when the
sdqiya were classified into three categories. Evidence suggests that in the
early Turkiyya the average tax on a wheel was about 200 to 300 piastres.40

The rates varied within Berber Province, however, from one district to the
next, and to the nominal taxes were added extra levies imposed on the
peasants. The proportion to be delivered in kind was obviously fixed for one
season at a time.41 It is therefore extremely difficult, if not impossible, to
give any reliable figures for the total amount paid by a sdqiya in any one
year. Not even the Turks managed, or bothered, to keep detailed track of
collected revenues over a year. A large unknown amount never reached the
treasury, and even the real number of working wheels was unknown to the
Turks most of the time.

There was a gradual rise in the rates from between 200 to 300 piastres in
the 1820s to between 400 to 600 piastres in the 1850s. As in Egypt, this
development was partly in response to diminishing returns from agricultural
taxation.42 Hamilton reports a tax increase in the first half of the 1850s, but
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goes on to say that the revenues were still shrinking and failed to match
expenses; only 36,000 purses entered the treasury annually. This he com-
pares with the situation in the early 1840s when, he says, 14,000 ounces of
gold had been sent to Cairo annually, probably referring to the extra-
ordinary contributions levied by Ahmad Pasha.

Hamilton's estimates of the sdqiya taxation must be exaggerated. Refer-
ring to Dongola, he says that the number of sdqiya had sunk by 1854 from
5,000 to less than 2,000; as one example, the number on Arqu Island had
sunk from 800 to less than 10. The official tax was 404 piastres plus one
slave a year; the latter's market value was about 1,200 piastres while the
government valued the slave at 600. Thus the nominal tax was 1,004 pias-
tres and the actual tax 1,604. This sum, if correct, seems rather like the
expropriations of the 1820s, when we consider all the other impositions on
the peasants and the gross amount a sdqiya unit could possibly produce
over a year. However, it indicates a serious trend which is confirmed by
others. Thus Taylor says that a sdqiya just north of al-Dabba was nomi-
nally taxed at 300 piastres, but paid in reality 475, and, strangely enough,
in the poorer areas of Sukkut and Mahas the real tax was 600 piastres.
Many peasants had left for Egypt, Kordofan and other places, and those
who stayed behind became more dependent upon dates as their staple
food.43 The Turkish administration was clearly heading towards an
economic breakdown, and the time had come for an honest review of the
situation.

REFORMS AND SET-BACKS, 1 8 5 7 - 6 9

Even friends and apologists of the Turks as well as Muhammad Sa'id
himself admitted the grave abuses committed by his administration before
his visit, 1856-7. They were, however, confident, after some feigned or
real hesitation, that the malpractices could be eradicated.44 The main tax
reforms were expressed in his edicts promulgated in Khartoum in January
1857 and may be listed as follows:
1 Taxes were to be regulated according to the size of the village popu-

lation, which meant reduced contributions from villages where there
had been considerable emigration.

2 Free movement, that is emigration, was to be allowed and no longer
regarded as flight or desertion.

3 The tax rates were to be decided in cooperation with local shaykhs,
according to the following reduced figures:
a) The rate of a sdqiya in Berber Province was reduced from 250 pias-

tres (nominal tax) to 200 piastres;
b) Island lands (jazd'ir) were to pay 25 piastres per fadddn;
c) Flooded river bank land (jarf) to pay 20.

4 The mudir was to be advised by a council of notables; they were to
come together in the slack season to negotiate the taxes to be levied on a
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monthly basis, the largest part of which was to be collected after the main
harvest.

5 The irregulars (bdshlbuzuq) were to be kept away from the collection of
taxes; local shaykhs were to be responsible, receiving as payment the tax
from one sdqiya in every twenty-five and similarly from one fadddn in
every twenty-five fadddn of flooded or rainfed land.

6 The shaykhs were to count the sdqiyas and measure the land and lists
were to be sent to the province headquarters.

7 Taxes were to be paid by the one who sowed the seed.
8 The new tax rate was to begin from the year 1272 AH (beginning 13

September 1856) on sdqiya, flooded and rainfed land.
9 Nomads who also cultivated were not to pay more than one tax, the one

of their fields.45

Promising, not to say idealistic, as these reforms may look, economic
conditions along the Nile continued to deteriorate. These paragraphs are
therefore more revealing as to what was considered to be the main problems
in the taxation system, than what was actually achieved in terms of
improvements. In fact, the reforms involved a greater dependence upon
agricultural revenues than before, while the removal of the capitation tax
and reduction in animal taxes favoured nomads and other non-cultivators
(traders and craftsmen). Critical observers, therefore, attributed the con-
tinuing decline in agricultural production and the rising prices precisely to
these reforms. The irregular soldiery were employed to collect the taxes as
before.46

The continuing financial problems were also blamed on the independent
and separate status of the Sudanese provinces; they were brought together
again under Musa Pasha Hamdi (1862-5). However, the latter's policy was
apparently more harmful; Heuglin reported that:

He [Musa Pasha] intends to introduce great reforms in the organisation of
government, especially of finance and of the army, and the governor-general
has already imposed a good many new taxes. Formerly only peasants and
Arabians [nomads] were taxed directly here in the Sudan, and the taxes were
collected by their own sheikh, on whom no proper check could be kept and
who pocketed as much as he pleased. This system is now being changed by the
appointment of paid tax collectors, and a revision of the assessments them-
selves has been set on foot; everyone liable to be taxed receives a form
showing how he is rated, and this is also used as a receipt. Now merchants and
manufacturers, all officials, servants, sailors, etc. are to be taxed . . . [at
12 per cent].47

This was perhaps not such an innovation as Heuglin imagined, consider-
ing the situation before 1857, but it is clear that the rates were raised
markedly, and tax-paying became a duty for a larger section of the
population. One aim was to tax the White Nile traffic more thoroughly, not
only the boatmen, but particularly the big merchants, one of whom was
John Petherick who consequently gave up trading on the White Nile.
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Furthermore, thousands of agricultural slaves were recruited into the army,
largely to be stationed in Kassala where a serious revolt erupted shortly
afterwards. It is said that Musa Pasha managed to triple the taxes; the
capitation tax rose from 33 to 100 piastres and the tribute from the nomads
was quadrupled.48

Thus sdqiyas continued to fall out of production; in 1864 empty villages
and uncultivated fields dominated the area between Shendi and
Kabushiyya. Lower production, bad harvests, cattle disease and con-
fiscations meant that less food came to the markets. Food shortages and
higher prices were observed in Berber in May-August 1864. The spread of
cotton cultivation in the same period also affected food production.
According to the shaykhs of Berber, so many peasants were leaving their
cultivation 'for the rosy prospects of the White Nile trade that the province
was experiencing a serious dearth of men to till the soil who were
consequently depriving the treasury of taxes'.49 However, instead of
improving conditions in Berber, the governor-general decided to limit the
White Nile traffic by, among other measures, imposing a tax (the so-called
wirku) on each member of a ship's crew.

The enlarged army was a heavy burden upon revenues, in turn requiring
more soldiers to collect the taxes; the vicious circle meant not only ruined
villages near garrison towns like Shendi and along the military road north to
Berber, but also unpaid and unruly soldiers, leading to a minor uprising in
Berber. The estimated military expenses for the year 1281/1864-5
amounted to at least 73,346 purses, out of a total budget of some 85,310
purses. At the same time the revenues were estimated at about 46,500,
forcing Musa Pasha to ask Cairo for 30,000 purses to pay his troops. Before
him the annual revenues had been 20,000 purses, according to Lafargue,
which if correct, shows that Musa Pasha managed to raise the revenues by
more than 125 per cent.50 Still the increased revenues did not cover the
expenses and the deepening crisis reached its first peak with the severe
famine of 1864-5.

The Khedive Isma'il (1863-79) reacted to the abuses of Musa Pasha and
appointed Ja'far Pasha $adiq to clean up the mess. He was required to
establish a regular budget and if cash was needed as a temporary relief from
Cairo, he was encouraged to ask for it. This resulted in the transfer of 26,000
purses in 1865. The Ministry of Finance in Cairo estimated that the Sudan
owed some 163,000 purses which it hoped was not completely lost. To
relieve the pressure, however, Cairo agreed to cover a part of the military
expenditure.51

In November 1865, Ja'far Pasha inspected Berber Province on his way to
Khartoum and appointed 'Umar Bey as mudir. The high Nile promised
better times, but in the meantime, at the Khedive's initiative, durra was
distributed in Berber, Kassala and Khartoum. It was under these gloomy
conditions that a last group of Nimrab refugees returned from Ethiopia to
Shendi.52
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The Khedive was not, however, satisfied with the progress made and
decided to replace Ja'far with a more energetic official who had impressed
him when he was governor of Taka, Ja'far Mazhar Pasha. The Khedive
Isma'Il encouraged him to learn from Musa Pasha's mistakes and act
accordingly. The subsequent cuts in expenditure were in fact large enough
to enable Ja'far Mazhar to send a contribution of 15,000 purses to Cairo in
1867, in order to make a good impression. As if that was not enough, he
promised to increase the annual contribution to 50,000 purses, according to
Thibaut, which he tried to achieve by the dreaded method of increasing the
taxes again by somewhere between one and two-thirds from the year
1283/1866-7. Thus Berber was taxed at 11,000 purses for the year 1285/
1868-9, in addition to the usual illegal demands.53

Complaints soon reached the Khedive; for example, Mubammad
Darwish, mu'dwin or assistant of the governor of Berber, made allegations
of venality, theft and embezzlement against his superior, the mudir ' All Bey
'Uwayda. An investigation was undertaken in Ja'far Mazhar's absence, but
when the latter passed through Berber from Egypt in 1868 he managed to
cover up the scandal and Muhammad Darwish was forced to withdraw his
accusations. A few months later Ja'far Mazhar admitted to Cairo that his
investigations had in fact revealed some negligence on the part of the mudir
in collecting taxes, but the accusations of fraud brought against him by
certain shaykhs and merchants were without foundation. Consequently,
f All Bey was stripped of his property and replaced by Ahmad Rami Efendi
in 1867.54

Berber Province was, in the late 1860s, the scene of economic deterior-
ation and extortion on an unprecedented scale. The circulation of money
almost came to a halt, as did exports and imports, and the rate of emigration
reached a new peak. At the end of 1285/1868-9, 4,000 purses remained to
be collected and there was no hope that the 11,000 purses for the next year
would ever be found.55

Both Baker, Schweinfurth and others noted signs of economic recession
throughout Dar al-Ja'aliyyln, particularly between Shendi and al-Damir,
but it was apparently only Schweinfurth who could not explain the causes of
emigration.56 Ja'far Mazhar had been appointed governor-general to
improve economic conditions and lessen the burden of taxation; what he
achieved was a drastic increase in the taxes, just like his predecessors. The
increasing tax pressure seems to have been motivated, not by the cost of
administering a province like Berber, which was not particularly expensive,
but by the huge costs of keeping a standing army and by Cairo's demands for
tribute.

THE GOVERNORSHIP OF HUSAYN BEY KHALIFA AL- ABBADI

Husayn's name has been associated with cotton production, but he was
active also in the promotion of agriculture in general, the building and
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registering of sdqiyas, and the revision of the taxation system in his
province. Husayn belonged to the chiefly family of the 'Ababda who, as
agents of the government, controlled the caravan route from Berber to
Kurusku. In 1869, Husayn replaced Ahmad RamI and was appointed the
first Sudanese mudlr of Berber, on the understanding that a solution to the
agricultural crisis was to be his main task. In other words, how to stop
emigration and persuade those who had left to return and take up
cultivation again.57

In 1871 the hikimddriyya was again abolished in the Sudan. In the north,
Berber was united with Dongola with Husayn Bey (later Pasha) as mudlr
*umum over the combined provinces and Muhammad Efendi Hijil as
ma'mur over Berber. In the centre and the south, Isma'Tl Ayyub Pasha
became governor over the combined provinces of Khartoum, Sinnar,
Kordofan and Fashoda, while the Eastern Sudan, including Kassala and
Massawa and at its largest in 1873, came under the Swiss Johann A. W.
Munzinger Pasha.58

By 1870 the tax arrears in Berber had reached 8,000 purses; the sdqiya tax
had risen from 275 piastres in 1279/1862-3 to 534 piastres, jazzd'ir land from
25 to 64 piastres a fadddn, and jarf from 20 to 53. The tribute from the
nomads had risen from 403,487 piastres (c.807 purses) to 672,478 piastres
(c. 1,345 purses). Husayn reported to Cairo that the taxes were estimated
and collected at the level of the /chuff (sub-district) which together with the
lack of survey instruments to measure the land, made an equal distribution
of the burden difficult to implement. To overcome the more obvious
injustices, he suggested certain reforms which were endorsed by the
Khedive. The mudlr of Upper Egypt was ordered to send the survey tools
necessary to revise the cadastral survey. Meanwhile Husayn was advised
not to tax the cotton fields but instead to collect a tenth of the crop.59

Largely as a consequence of the new cadastral survey of 1870-1 an
additional deficit of between 2,200 and 2,346 purses appeared in the
revenues of the financial year of 1287 AH (beginning 11 September 1870)
compared to the previous year.60 This underlines the earlier over-estimates
as well as the fact that uncultivated land and unused sdqiyas had been
regularly taxed in the years preceding the new survey. The lower revenues
were more realistic, considering the frequency of emigration, and Husayn
wrote to Cairo and asked that henceforth the taxes should be based on the
revised survey. The letter was apparently not answered and the closing of
the accounts of Berber was delayed. In a dispatch from the Privy Council
(majlis khu$u$l) dated 1 July 1873 to Husayn, he was ordered to impose the
taxes in accordance with the assessment of 1286 AH (1869-70), that is the
year before the revision, pending a decree on the subject. However,
Husayn had already collected the taxes according to the new survey, with
the result that the accounts for the years 1288, 1289 and 1290 remained
suspended.61

Husayn's letters throw light on the problem of establishing a 'fair' tax on
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the sdqiya; the land irrigated by a sdqiya varied greatly in size and annual
output. As one solution, the mudlrs now decided to fix the average land
served by an island sdqiya at eight fadddn and for a sdqiya on the riverbank
at ten fadddn; tax on additional land up to five fadddn was paid by the
owner(s), and the tax on any land beyond fifteen fadddn was to be paid by
the community as a whole.62 This system, in so far as it was enforced, was a
positive reversal of the policy in Dongola in the 1820s, in that more land was
now allowed per sdqiya unit. However, it was probably also just another
way of making the remaining population pay the taxes for vacated land.

When Husayn took office in 1869, he recorded that 400 sdqiyas had gone
out of use, and to reverse the trend, he fixed the tax on island sdqiyas at 500
piastres, and bank sdqiyas at 350; this apparently resulted in 300 wheels
being repaired and 159 new ones built. He further proposed to write off
some 902 purses, being the arrears for the financial year 1290/1873-4, in the
belief that the loss would, after a period of three years, be recovered
through increased population.

At this crucial point, Berber suffered from a suspension of durra imports
from the south, as cash payments were now required. This led to strained
relations with the authorities in the rainfed districts who were also in
disagreement over the question of who had the right to tax the migrant
Ja'aliyyin who had settled on the Blue Nile and southwards towards the
Ethiopian border.63

Husayn also tried to deal with the question of expenditures. Salaries took
about one-tenth of the estimated revenues in Berber in 1866, rising to about
a quarter in 1882.M Other expenditures were rations and transport; thus the
camel transport across the deserts to Sawakin or to Egypt was deducted
from the Berber treasury. Compared with Dongola, Berber was clearly at a
disadvantage. However, Khartoum Province was even worse off because of
its extra military and administrative expenditures, particularly in periods as
now when the provinces were independent of each other and therefore not
obliged to aid Khartoum directly. This was probably one reason why Ayyub
Pasha, as governor of Khartoum and the provinces further south, managed
to convince the Khedive of the financial advantages of re-establishing the
hikimddriyya in 1873. The situation was so parlous that Ayyub had once
been obliged to borrow money from a leading merchant house, al-
fAqqad.65

The time had again come for a serious reconsideration of the whole tax
system and the causes of the diminishing returns. It was found that the
shaykhs were deeply in debt to the merchants; the former were accused of
large-scale embezzlement as they covered the interests on their loans by
pressing more money out of the peasantry. Ayyub endorsed the policy of
building more sdqiyas and devoting more land to cotton, which could then
be used to pay the taxes. The mudlrs were empowered to expropriate
unused land and transfer it to people who would cultivate it. In a report to
the Privy Council, Ayyub criticised the tax reforms of Muhammad Sa'Id,
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because from the beginning the government had taxed according to means
(sic), whereas Sa'Id established taxation on the land measured in fadddn
(which we know was not entirely accurate). The result was, according to
Ayyub, that the people left the registered land near the river to take up
cultivation in the rainfed areas, which since it changed every year, could not
so easily be measured and assessed. In this way the government lost 33,600
purses in taxation. Musa Pasha had, however, partly restored the earlier
system, including the capitation tax.66

Naturally the peasants left the lands that required the heaviest work and
capital input and paid the highest taxes, to take up a more insecure but less
taxed cultivation away from the Nile. Or they shifted entirely over to animal
husbandry which was also relatively less taxed and at least more out of the
reach of the Turks. Finally thousands left the primary sectors altogether to
start as traders, servants, or as mercenaries and slave hunters on the White
Nile. As long as the Turks did not see, or did not want to see, these
elementary implications of their own policies, they remained ignorant of the
causes of the miserable finances and the widespread poverty in the northern
provinces. It was easier to blame corrupt officials rather than the system.

When Giegler stayed in Berber in the summer of 1873, he found Husayn
Bey in charge of an inquiry against several high officials, including the
former mudlr Ahmad RamI Bey, on suspicion of corruption.67 This led to
much political agitation and counter-accusations against Husayn, who was
accused of all kinds of abuses.68 Finally, after Husayn put his leading
opponents in prison, the Khedive gave in and asked Husayn to report to
Cairo and a commission was set up in February 1874 to investigate all the
charges against Husayn, Ahmad RamI and All Bey 'Uwaycja. The latter was
thought to have been involved in the disappearance of a shipment of tribute
from Khartoum. The commission was also to establish the causes of the
arrears of 4,200 purses in Berber.

Meanwhile Husayn made it clear that those who complained loudest were
those who owed the most to the treasury. Account books had been falsified,
he protested, in order to ruin his efforts to promote development.69 A final
effort by six village shaykhs of Berber, who presented a petition to the
Khedive complaining about the way the taxes were imposed by 'All Bey
Sharif in Husayn's absence and lauding the conditions under Husayn,
produced no effect. On the other hand, Ahmad RamI and f All Bey were
found innocent by the commission.

THE DEEPENING ECONOMIC CRISIS, 1 8 7 4 - 8 4

In Khartoum, Ayyub Pasha was now governor-general of the whole of the
Sudan, except for Munzinger's eastern province, and he set about cutting
expenses in order to balance the budgets. Sometimes salaries were lowered
or suspended and high-ranking officials were replaced by subordinates. As
usual the army swallowed the biggest share, and this was a period of
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expansion into Dar Fur in the west, into the southern Sudan, and south
along the Red Sea Coast.

The salaries of the Berber ulama were suppressed in December 1873;
they were offered land in compensation. The ulama (Muslim scholars)
protested, however, that they were busy in the mosques and since the land
offered them could not immediately be irrigated, it could not provide them
with a living. Rihan Agha, former deputy governor of Berber, was the
object of similar economising in the following year, 1874-5. He suffered
from a serious illness which obliged him to have a medical examination
every six months. Pending his recovery, he was put on half salary (1,000
piastres a month), but Ayyub decided to provide him with land instead. He
protested and Cairo reversed the decision.70

The cadastral survey of 1870-1 resulted in an annual deficit or loss in the
land revenue of 2,346 purses compared with that which had been collected
the preceding yeah This discrepancy was never corrected since a final
decision from Cairo seems never to have come. Although Ayyub had used
the deficit in the proceedings against Husayn Bey, he was realistic enough
to propose that the survey should be final and that the loss in taxes should
be covered by an increase in the taxes on movable property, animals, and
persons.

The next governor-general, Charles Gordon, 1877-9, started out as a
reformer in many fields, but he inherited an overriding interest in the
abolition of the slave trade from the time when he was governor of
Equatoria, 1874-6, and found less time for the fiscal problems. His main
objective was to get the northern traders out of the south but without
attacking the causes of why so many of them had gone south in the first
place. He appointed a young Austrian officer, Rudolf von Slatin, as
financial inspector to examine the issue of taxation in the northern and
central provinces. After his appointment in February 1879, Slatin made a
tour up the Blue Nile. He reported that the government did not regard the
taxes as unreasonably high and therefore the complaints and social unrest
were difficult to account for, as usual. However, he found that:

the distribution of taxes was unjust, and resulted in the bulk of taxation falling
on the poorer landed proprietors, whilst those who were better off had no
difficulty in bribing the tax-gatherers, for a comparatively small sum, to
secure exemption. Thus enormous quantities of land and property entirely
escaped taxation, whilst the poorer classes were mercilessly ground down, in
order to make up the heavy deficit which was the result of this most nefarious
system.

I further pointed out that much of the present discontent was due to the
oppressive and tyrannical methods of the tax-gatherers, who were for the
most part soldiers, Bashi-Bozuks, and Shaigias.71

As he could do nothing to change the system, Slatin sent in his report
together with his resignation. Gordon Pasha himself resigned towards the
end of the year, after appointing Slatin as governor of Dar Fur. The
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problem of taxation was therefore passed on to the next governor-general,
Muhammad Ra'uf Pasha (1880-2).

After a preliminary investigation in Dongola and Berber and having been
met with complaints and misery everywhere, Ra'uf submitted a report to
Cairo. The crux of the problem was excessive estimates and over-taxation,
which Ra'uf considered had begun in 1872 under Mumtaz Pasha, the
famous promoter of cotton production in the Eastern Sudan in the 1860s,
and governor of the combined central provinces of Khartoum, Sinnar (with
Fazughli), Fashoda (White Nile) and Kordofan, 1871-2.72 He proposed to
cut the taxes by a quarter. The tax on the sdqiya had risen from 500 piastres
to 640, which was considered too high. The response from Cairo was
negative; he was advised to appoint tax-assessment officers who knew their
districts well and in the future to present more reliable budgets.

In the following year (April 1881), another report on the question of
taxation appeared, probably also on Muhammad Ra'uf's initiative.
Attached to it were the proceedings of a committee of Dongola notables.
The report and the proceedings were unanimous in describing the deplor-
able situation in Dongola and Berber.73 A substantial reduction in the taxes
seemed the only solution, while eroded jarf land and the numerous
abandoned sdqiyas should be removed from the assessment lists. Referring
to the proceedings of the Dongola notables, Stewart noted that they gave,

a melancholy account . . . of the ruin this excessive taxation brought on the
country. Many were reduced to destitution, others had to emigrate, and so
much land went out of cultivation that in 1881, in the province of Berber,
there were 1,442 abandoned sakiyes, and in Dongola 613.74

The commission of notables gave further details.

they had begun by carefully calculating the earnings and cost of working of
two sakiyes irrigating fair average land, and that, after deducting all expenses,
including the maintenance of the cultivators, they had found that the net
returns, exclusive of taxes, were for one sakiye 391 piastres, and for the other
201 piastres . . . They then state how the cultivator, in order to meet the tax, is
compelled either to depend on other sources, to sell his cattle, or to borrow.75

To this last statement we may add Stewart's own observation (p. 14) two
years later, that 'notably . . . in the Province of Dongola . . . it is notorious
that the people would be quite unable to pay the tax if they were not assisted
by other members of the family who are employed in other trades'. This he
says even after admitting that the taxes were reduced after the 1881 report.
He gathered from this report that the tax increase on a first class sdqiya from
1856-7 to 1881 had been around 200 per cent (from 200 to 500 plus 107
piastres on each sdqiya to cover arrears, salaries, etc.). To turn this general
upward trend, the 1881 report had put forward the following main proposals:

1 To reduce the sdqiya tax from 500 piastres to 400, with the exception of
some 130 sdqiyas which should be charged only 350 piastres, and some
at the cataracts which should only pay 250 piastres.
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Table 4 Tax rates in 1883

A The sdqiya in Dongola Province.
1 class sdqiya
2
3
4

B The saqiya in Berber Province.
1 class sdqiya
2
3
4

C The matara (v/e\\-sdqiya).
1 class sdqiya
2
3

D The shaduf
1 class shaduf
2

E Island and riverbed land (jazd'ir).
1 class, per fadddn
2
3

FJarf.
1 class, per fadddn
2
3

500 piastres
400
350
300

450 piastres
400
350
281

350 piastres
250
175

350 piastres
250

60 piastres
60
52

45 piastres
26
22

(at the cataracts)

30 paras

10 paras

10 paras

20 paras

10 paras
20 paras

G. Karru. (In Berber Province only; including perhaps also rainfed "a\mur land.)
1 class, per fadddn 56 piastres 20 paras
2 40 3 paras
3 28 10 paras
4 28 5 paras
5 15

H Date palms.
Per palm tree 2 piastres

2 Each shaduf was to be taxed at 100 piastres.
3 Each matara (v/eM-sdqiya) to pay 300 piastres.
4 Land on islands (jazd'ir) to pay 40 piastres per fadddn.
5 /ar/land to pay 35 piastres per fadddn.
6 Land no longer irrigated should not be taxed.
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7 To remit the taxes due on abandoned sdqiyas since 1877, with a view of
encouraging the return of the owners.

8 Upon the payment of a tax of 350 piastres, to allow the site of an
abandoned sdqiya to be reoccupied.

9 To appoint honest and capable land surveyors.
10 To discontinue the levying of taxes on lands and dates carried away by

the flood.
11 To reduce the tax on karru land by 25 piastres per fadddn.

It is uncertain to what extent all these proposals were accepted by the
authorities, but Stewart was of the opinion that some improvements had
been made under Muhammad Ra'uf. The rates found in operation in the
two northern provinces of Dongola and Berber in 1883 indicate some
restraints, but not any clear reversal, in the growth of the taxes. Classifi-
cation rested on soil qualities, but sdqiyas irrigating more than eight fadddns
were charged proportionately more.76

In response to popular demand, certain smaller taxes on ferry-boats, beer
and so on had been abolished, and to cover the loss, the government added
some 1.14 per cent to the rates in Table 4 in the case of Berber Province.

The figures here quoted indicate that flooded and rainfed lands were on the
average taxed at the same rate as sdqiya land in terms of acreage, that is a
good sdqiya could be charged 50 to 60 piastres per fadddn, if it irrigated the
allotted eight fadddn. In reality, it would irrigate on the average only half
that area, and the actual tax was therefore some 100 to 120 piastres per
fadddn. The sdqiya's ability to produce two harvests in a year decreased
dramatically during the Turkiyya, and when we consider that the sdqiya
system was both capital and labour-intensive, we may safely conclude that
the sdqiya-tax was relatively much higher. Even the scanty evidence
available clearly shows that after the household(s) depending on a sdqiya
had set aside what was needed for reproduction, there was not enough left
to pay the taxes. To carry on, peasants were compelled to alienate part of
their capital (e.g. animals), to reduce consumption to a minimum, to
engage in part-time trade or wage labour, to borrow or to rely on
remittances from family members engaged in other activities in the dia-
spora. The loss in manpower through emigration was outweighed by having
fewer mouths to feed and the crucial capital infusion from other sectors,
particularly trade, which kept many villages from dying completely out.
However, these were only temporary solutions for many, and when the
pressure from creditors and the government became too great, it was always
the sdqiya cultivation that was given up first. This development is also
reflected in Stewart's budget for 1882, in which the taxes collected from
some 3,000 sdqiyas in Berber Province are less than 50 per cent of the total
land taxes. Emigration was not the only alternative, particularly for the
older established sections of the population, who might prefer to build on
the animals left and embark on animal husbandry, or to concentrate on
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flooded and rainfed cultivation, often in combination with the keeping of
animals.

The system of agricultural taxation analysed in this chapter was inti-
mately connected with the government's general plans to turn a subsistence
economy into a profit-oriented market economy, from which the govern-
ment could extract a surplus, indirectly through taxation, and directly
through labour service and the expropriation of cash crops. The growth in
taxes clearly surpassed inflation and can best be understood against the
background of the failure of the cash crops to constitute the basic revenue
producing sector. When the expected crops were not delivered, the
peasants found that taxes on their food production were to compensate for
this loss in revenue, irrespective of the fact that cash crop production in the
mean time had given the agricultural economy a lethal blow.

The question then remains: was there any financial or other reasons why
the Turks were willing to risk undermining their own rule in order to
implement this ruinous taxation system? The administration of the Sudan
was not particularly bureaucratic and overstaffed - in 1866 there were only
some 200 salaried officials in Berber - but the large garrisons, the military
campaigns, the widespread corruption and the tribute to Cairo, easily
turned a budgetary surplus into a deficit for the Sudan as a whole. Thus, in
Berber the final accounts for 1881 reveal that £E 40,683.55 33 para (8136.7
purses) were collected, and after expenditures of £E 14,410.98 29 para
(2888.2 purses), a surplus of £E 26,272.57 4 para (5,254.5 purses) were
recorded. The following year £E 42,529.85 18 para were collected, of which
£E 23,915.79 27 para were recorded as surplus after expenses. The average
annual revenue in Berber Province was around £E 43,000 in the nine years
between 1870 and 1879. It was always below estimated revenues, but
probably above expenditures, the figures for which have not been recovered
as yet.77 Giegler's financial notes from 1878, probably referring to the fiscal
year of 1877 (the fiscal year followed the Christian calendar after 1875),
confirm to the pattern in which the taxes collected in Berber Province were
below estimated or 'lawful' taxes, but still the revenues far outweighed
expenditures. The same pattern obtained in Dongola, Kordofan, Sinnar,
Sawakin and Massawa, and Taka (Kassala).78 To this we may add the sums
that were exacted but never recorded, thus making the total amount
collected much higher still than what seems reasonable when comparing
them with the provincial expenditures.

It is therefore tempting to conclude that the systematic policy of exploita-
tion could not be justified on the grounds of an expensive administration
alone. The Ja'all tax-payers in the north were also expected to contribute
financially to military expansion in the east, south and west, to the Cairo
Treasury, to industrial experiments, to the development of communi-
cations, such as the river steamers, the post and telegraph service, and
finally the beginning of a railway from Egypt to Khartoum. The overruling
principle of short-term profit which guided the government militated
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against any efforts to use the revenues for long-term investments and
development for the benefit of the rural communities. The taxation system
and all the additional irregular expropriations were channels for a one-way
flow of resources out of the peasant economy, and represented surplus
appropriation in its purest and most violent form.

'Kill the Turks and cease to pay taxes!', was a war cry that many people
could immediately identify with under the Mahdist Revolution, and
Shuqayr regarded the tax system as one of the causes of the revolution. Holt
admits that it was a source of permanent grievance, 'but it was frequently
evaded by the flight of the victims from their homes to remoter districts
where the authority of the government was less felt'.79 In this perspective,
however, the tax system still played a crucial role in the Mahdist Revo-
lution, as it swelled the ranks of unruly northern slave hunters and traders in
the south. It was largely the Ja'aliyyln and the Danagla in the south who,
forced northwards by Gordon after 1877, carried the flag of the Mahdiyya to
al-Ubayyid, Khartoum, Shendi and Berber. Their subdued peasant
brothers who had remained in the north, naturally responded more slowly
to the call of the MahdI. On his return to the Sudan in early 1884, Gordon
announced substantial tax reductions and the remittance of all arrears in an
effort to turn the tide, but it was too late.

The somewhat lengthy expositions of the agricultural economy of the
Ja'aliyyin, land use systems, commercial crops and the fiscal policy of the
Turks, have been necessary both intrinsically and to provide a basis for the
following examination of trade and emigration. It has been shown that some
of the characteristics of the sdqiya system and the peasant economy in
general militated against the unrealistic hopes of the government to extract
huge profits from the agricultural sector. Although a sophisticated instru-
ment of irrigation, the sdqiya was not ipso facto an 'easier' or more
remunerative form of cultivation. On the contrary, as Boserup has argued,
technological improvements of this type often mean less output per
man-hour. Thus the centuries-old, and capital and labour-intensive instru-
ment may best be understood in light of population pressure and limited
flooded land. In Egypt, for example, large-scale building of sdqiyas was first
undertaken by Muhammad 'All, and then largely for commercial agri-
culture which required perennial irrigation. Until then the huge naturally
flooded basins along the Nile had provided the bulk of agricultural
produce.80
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THE TURKIYYA FRAMEWORK

As Lejean wrote in a report in 1862, the imposition of the Turkish colonial
regime radically disrupted and changed traditional commerce.1 It was
widely held, not only in the Ottoman Empire, that trade was vital to
economic development and prosperity, but the fact that commerce between
unequal partners has a tendency to turn into exploitation was given less
consideration. The Sudanese traders, confronted with the new situation,
sought to reformulate their strategies in order to cope with the new
restrictions as well as to take advantage of the new opportunities.

With so much emphasis on commercial exploitation it was only natural
that merchants of all categories, both local and foreign, came to play a
significant, if not always heroic role in the spread of the colonial economy.
However, in areas where huge profits were expected, the government tried
as long as they could to keep the independent traders out, and for this and
several other reasons, the relationship between the Turks and the traders
fluctuated.2 The Turkish Sudan attracted foreign traders and speculators of
every type, some of whom made fortunes. Among the Sudanese traders,
Ja'aliyyin and others, some learned the new rules of the game quickly and
became successful, particularly in the diaspora, whereas the majority
remained or became petty traders.

An economic system may be defined substantively as the production,
circulation and consumption of commodities. The bulk of the commodities
in circulation were foodstuffs, natural products and manufactured commo-
dities of local, regional and foreign origin. More people came in touch with
the market, both along the Nile and in the peripheral areas, some as
professional middlemen, but the majority as sellers or customers or both.
However, the principles of market exchange could not have spread so far
and taken such firm roots without the trading expertise and networks of the
Ja'aliyyin, the Danagla and others from the north.

A fundamental feature of Ja'all society was a diversified occupational
structure without a complex social differentiation. Economic strategies
involved a combination of pursuits, either simultaneously or over time.
Brothers might coordinate their activities so that one or more cultivated
their common land, while others traded. Also today a man's career may
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shift between farming, trading, public service, and a craft, which naturally
requires knowledge and expertise in each field.

The variety of individual and collective economic interests sprang out of
the social, economic and political opportunities and constraints along the
Nile. The limited resources available as well as their socially and politically
defined distribution made it sensible to be familiar with and rely on several
economic options. Seen in retrospect, this flexibility of Ja'ali society became
crucial during the Turkiyya, enabling them to adjust and survive, either
within the Turkish dominion or on its frontiers. As we have seen, the Ja'all
peasants were not favoured by the Turks. Despite this, or perhaps because
of this, many Ja'aliyyin sought to establish themselves as entrepreneurs in
order to get out of the depressing conditions in riverain agriculture. This
process coincided with and contributed to the opening up of the White Nile
in the 1840s and the Bahr al-Gahzal in the 1850s, when thousands of
northerners turned slave hunters and slave traders (jalldba) and joined the
Klondyke-like rush for slaves and ivory.

At the same time as more traders entered the commercial sector, the new
government introduced a trade monopoly which severely restricted free
pricing and exchange of commodities. Trading in monopoly commodities
required government concessions. This system was against both local and
foreign commercial interests, and the term jalldba lost much of its former
connotation of caravan traders and became more associated with petty
trading and the slave trade. Thus the jalldba who operated in long-distance
trade and apparently welcomed the invasion, soon found themselves worse
off than before.3 Admittedly the Turkiyya united a vast area to the benefit
of the traders, not least in regard to security and better communications,
such as a regular river traffic, and later also a postal and telegraph service.
But the old local lords exacting taxes, bribes and presents along the Nile,
were now replaced by a row of customs stations which cost the traders as
much.

The 'Ababda had traditionally controlled the desert route between
Berber and Egypt, and the Turks confirmed this monopoly in the Khalifa
shaykhly family in exchange for future cooperation. During the Turkiyya,
'Ababda camel drivers and guides were engaged further south, for instance
between Omdurman and al-Ubayyid, and they became the backbone in the
operation of the postal service, from as far west as Dar Fur and south as
Fazughll.4 The Turks were similarly dependent upon the Bishariyyln for the
route from Berber to Sawakin, and on the Kabablsh for the Kordofan-
Dongola route.

Both foreign and local traders were united against the monopoly system
and the prohibition of private trade on the White Nile in the 1840s, but the
subsequent gradual disappearance of government restrictions benefited the
foreign merchants more directly than the Sudanese in the first round. The
former possessed the necessary capital for investment in commodities,
partnerships, boats, sailors and private servants and soldiers, whereas many
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of the latter functioned also as agents, partners, servants and soldiers in the
service of the foreigners. In this way, operating on the frontier of Turkish
control, the northerners gained capital and slaves, commercial and military
expertise, which later turned out to be a dangerous combination for the
government. In his efforts to control and tax the trade on the White Nile,
Musa Pasha Hamdl (1862-5), inaugurated the gradual disappearance of
foreign merchant firms on the White Nile. The 1860s and 1870s saw
therefore a great influx of independent northern traders and adventurers,
partly by river and partly by land, into the areas of the Upper White Nile
and the Bahr al-Ghazal. There the new empires of Muhammad Khayr
al-Arqawi, a Dongolawl, and al-Zubayr Rahma Man§ur, a Ja'all, rapidly
surpassed the areas controlled by the remaining foreign merchants such as
Ghattas, al-'Aqqad and Kiichuk 'All.5 Thus northern Sudanese traders
opened up vast new territories for the Egyptian government, which later
came in and replaced the merchant princes.

This happened at a time when, in response to international pressure,
the first serious anti-slavery measures were imposed in the Sudan. During
the Turkiyya, slavery had become more widespread and economically
important in the Sudan, particularly in the rainfed areas, and numerous
prominent merchants as well as the average jalldba had their whole
fortunes attached to the slave trade. A serious conflict was therefore
building up between the authorities and the jalldba and slave owners.
European governors, such as Baker, Gordon and Gessi were appointed to
the south in order to attack the problem at its roots. The conflict reached
its first violent peak with Gessi's war against, and killing of, Sulayman,
son of al-Zubayr, in southern Dar Fur, and Gordon's alliance with the
Baqqara cattle nomads against the jalldba in southern Kordofan, who
were literally stripped of their belongings and sent north. The resignation
of Gordon in 1879 gave the jalldba and the big slave-owners renewed
hope, and the manifestation of the Mahdl in 1881 was enthusiastically
received by them.6

The Turkiyya saw the growth of new towns and markets and the decline
of others. Commercial developments and urbanisation went hand in hand.
Market activities were supervised by the authorities, who appointed market
officials and head merchants, to facilitate taxation and the implementation
of the Ottoman commercial law (the humdyuni).7 The towns with bureau-
cratic military establishments and the non-producing classes who main-
tained large families, harems and servants, represented an important
consumer market for foodstuffs, natural products and manufactures from
the surrounding countryside. Declining rural population and agricultural
production, such as in Dar al-JafaliyyIn, had an adverse effect on the
commercial life of Ja'all towns. The latter also found their situation
aggravated by being outflanked by the growth of Khartoum and other
towns, by the river traffic between Khartoum and Berber, and by the new
caravan routes.
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MONETISATION AND COMMERCIALISATION

One immediate result of the Turkish presence along the Nile was the
introduction of Egyptian and Turkish currencies. Traditionally, barter had
been the main mode of transaction, however, foreign coins like the Spanish
dollar, were not completely unknown.

From the first days of the occupation the Turks fixed the exchange rates of
their currencies in relation to the Sudanese media of exchange and forced a
reluctant population to accept them. However, whereas the people
accepted Spanish dollars, Venetian and Dutch gold sequins, and to some
extent 'Stambuli' gold coins, the other Turkish and Egyptian coins were
refused since the people thought they were false.8 Gold (in ounces) had
been in use before in larger transactions, and the vendors had more
confidence in gold and silver coins if their value could be ascertained; gold
coins could even be heated for checking before they were accepted.9

Although the Spanish dollar had occasionally been cut into pieces to
serve as small change, local media as well as barter completely dominated
small-scale buying and selling. Theoretically, the piastres and paras could
have had a positive function, but their continuous debasement and the
official currency manipulations, made the northern Sudanese reluctant to
accept them. Waddington and Hanbury report an episode where an old
woman was beaten to death for refusing to accept Egyptian piastres.10

However, soon both Egyptian and Turkish piastres were in circulation,
the latter being slightly more popular, a tendency that was reversed from
the end of the 1830s, when Muhammad 'All forbade the Turkish piastre in
Egypt.11 The Egyptian ta'arifa (official rate) piastre was rapidly debased
from about 15 to an Austrian Maria Theresia dollar in 1820, to 20 in 1834
when its exchange value was officially attached to the Spanish dollar.12 The
Turkish majldi dollar (riydl) and the Egyptian dollar of 20 piastres, also
confusingly called majidi in the Sudan, retained a slightly lower value than
their European counterparts.

The smallest denomination was the nitffidda or para of which 40 were
equal to a piastre; it appeared in silver coins of 20 paras, namely the
half-piastre also called ta'arifa, and of 5 paras called khamsafidda. In the
latter half of the 1830s a gold coin of 9 piastres, called khayri or khayriyya,
was introduced. Russegger noted its circulation in Shendi. A plot of land in
al-Matamma was bought for khayri coins in 1849.13 It was received with
reluctance and its market value was generally equal to 7 or 8 piastres. In an
effort to improve its circulation, its value was fixed at 8 and then 8V2 piastres
in July 1838, but the people continued to resist it which resulted in further
beatings and imprisonment.14 However, the new Egyptian silvered copper
piastre, which was introduced about the same time, was much better
received in Shendi. Another feature of Shendi market was the dis-
appearance of the Spanish dollar and its replacement by the Maria Theresia
dollar.15 The Austrian dollar became widespread from Shendi and the
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Table 5 Some currencies, their local names and approximate official exchange rate.

Currency

Para
Piastre

Khayriyya
Riydl (dollar)
Pound
Charles IV dollar

Maria Theresia dollar of 1780

Pound sterling
Napoleon/Louis d'or
Franc

Local names

nisffi44a
qirsh ta'arifa
qirsh akhdar ('green')
qirsh sdgh
khayriyya
riydl majldl
jinayh
riydl abii 'arnud ('column')
riydl abii madfa* ('cannon')
riydl abii arba* ('four')
riydl abu nuqta ('drop')
riydl abii (ayr ('bird')
riydl abii nVdma ('ostrich feather')
riydl qushli ('bird' - Turk.)
jinahy afranki
jinayh blntu or bintu or sawd

Metal

silver
silver/copper

gold
silver
gold
silver

silver

gold
gold
silver

Official

1 para
40 para

9 piastres
20 piastres

100 piastres
20 piastres

20 piastres

971/2 piastres
77 piastres and 6 paras

4 piastres

Origin

Egyptian
Egyptian and Turkish

Egyptian
Egyptian and Turkish
Egyptian
Spanish

Austrian

British
French
French
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southeast. The Khedive Isma'Il had to order large shipments from Austria
of this coin with the year 1780 stamped on it. West of Khartoum the Spanish
dollar retained its popularity. In the 1870s the Egyptian gold pound (jinayh)
of 100 piastres, modelled on the British guinea, gained some standing in
Sudanese trade, particularly in transactions with Egypt. The pound con-
tained 21 carat gold and weighed 8.5 gr., while the Turkish majidl silver
dollar weighed 24.055 gr. and contained 83 per cent silver.16

Local monetary preferences varied greatly, something which hindered
business and opened the way for speculation,

Moreover in the different provinces different dollars were circulating and an
Arab [who brought gum] would accept no other dollars than those circulating
in his own province. And so the news was often published in the town
[Khartoum] for example, 3000 Maria Theresa dollars were wanted at 20,30 or
50 pfennigs higher value than the legal value. If anyone had such an amount in
such currency he could save a tidy sum of money by the exchange in other
currency alone.17

In the market, exchange rates were thus subject to discussion, as with all the
other prices, which required some skill and persistence on the part of the
customer, not least because the seller would not indicate his price before the
customer happened to hit on it. If the latter had only coins of higher
denominations, like dollars, he was also likely to loose because of the
widespread lack of small change.18

Disregarding all these fluctuations and regional differences, it has been
found that the American, European and Ottoman silver dollars were
officially valued at 20 piastres after 1834, unofficially at rates from 16 to 19
piastres. The British pound sterling equalled about 91 Vi piastres; the French
Napoleon or Louis d'or equalled 77 piastres and 6 paras, while the French
franc was equal to about 4 piastres, i.e. there were 5 francs to a dollar (see
Table 5).

The table says nothing about the process of monetisation and the
obstacles it encountered. Outside the central areas the use of money was
still not widespread at the end of the Turkiyya. The main agents of
monetisation were the merchants and the government. The government
demanded taxes and dues in cash, which stimulated exchanges against cash
or borrowing of cash. However, the government also drained the market of
cash by the transfers of tribute to Cairo. 'All Khurshid was one of the few
who understood this problem and he occasionally managed to get dollars
transferred to the Sudan to pay the soldiers. It is reported that he also
guaranteed, in the absence of money, all promissory notes issued by the
government, so that each note would be accepted by the treasury at its face
value in payment for taxes and dues. 'By this arrangement most of the
commerce in this country was conducted by credit operations and there
were small traders who made great fortunes.'19

The government system was therefore not favourable to the recycling of
money collected. When anything was needed from the people, goods or
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services, it was taken rather than paid for. The Coptic clerks, who oversaw
the treasuries, were also forbidden to recycle government money illegally
through speculation in the market.

However, government officials were able to use part of their salaries to
buy shares in trading operations or for more direct speculative purposes,
just like any other Sudanese or foreigner with ready cash, and this set some
money in circulation, although at inflated prices. The lending of money was
a lucrative business, with interest rates of 4 to 5 per cent and up to 15 per
cent per month. Marno noted how huge profits in cash were taken out of the
country. Franz Binder became rich as a moneylender and Giegler Pasha
admits that he augmented his salary by lending to gum merchants, who were
often without cash when shipments arrived.20

Although exports of gum and other commodities brought some money
into circulation, observers continued to comment upon its scarcity.21 This
was connected with the Sudan's balance of trade, which in some years, such
as around the 1850s, made merchants come with cash to buy export
commodities quickly, and in other years, such as around 1875, made
merchants bring commodities to sell for cash, which they then, instead of
waiting to buy export commodities such as gum, transferred back to Egypt
to buy more commodities for the Sudanese market. This latter situation,
which drained the Sudan of cash, may reflect both a trade imbalance and the
absence of banks to help regulate the availability and circulation of
money.22

The merchants themselves, who in many ways profited from speculation,
complained about the scarcity of money and the currency fluctuations,
blaming the problems on the government. Musa Pasha thought that the
complaints were lodged at the wrong place, since in his opinion as a result of
the payment for merchandise from Egypt, there ensued a scarcity of cash
which enabled the merchants to make profits of 50 per cent or more.23 It was
known that money tended to be hoarded among government officials and in
the treasury (the officials had to plan for their future retirement back in
Egypt), but gradually it was the big merchants and speculators who gained
control over the flow of money in the Sudan. This may be illustrated by an
incident in Khartoum where the merchant al-'Aqqad was the only one able
to cash a draft for the Austrian explorer Ernst Marno. The hikimddr himself
was obliged to ask this merchant for financial assistance.24

The persistence of barter and local media of exchange, particularly
outside the main market towns and on the frontiers, shows that money did
not find easy access to the spheres of basic transactions. The south was first
opened up by the aid of dammur, salt and beads. In the northern Sudan,
however, being much longer exposed to external economic influences, we
find that the surviving documents, recording inheritance, maintenance,
bequests, dowries and sales, increasingly calculated the relevant assets and
goods in monetary terms. In a response to a claim for maintenance by a
woman against her absent husband, the qddi of Shendi Sharia court lists in
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monetary terms the monthly necessities allowed to her as maintenance,
according to the actual prices in Shendi at that time, 1866 (see Table 6).
Even more interesting, a clause is added providing for an increase in the
allowance in response to price inflation.25

Monetisation was uneven in its impact, with regard both to geographical
and social dimensions, but at least in Shendi, al-Matamma and other market
towns along the Nile, dealings and calculations in monetary terms had
become a fact of life before the end of the Turkiyya, even though the actual
cash was severely limited. The extent of monetisation can best be seen from
the need for money in the early days of the Mahdiyya and the establishment
of one of the first indigenous African mints in order to prevent commercial
breakdown.

With monetisation and the spread of the market forces, even larger
sectors of social and personal relations became commercialised. We may
talk about the commoditisation of elementary necessities such as food, of
factors of production such as land and labour, and of the reciprocal
exchanges of labour, beer and gifts among neighbours and relatives. Some
of these features were present to some degree under the Funj, but then the
cultural and institutional framework did not favour their development.
Under the Turks, labour services, family obligations, and marriage alliances
were increasingly estimated in cash. Wealth in cash began to count for more
than age, religious learning and family background. Noble and chiefly
families, deprived of their traditional rent and slow to learn the new game,
might easily break down under the pressure of debts owed to the nouveaux
riches. Creditor/debtor relationships penetrated all social layers and com-
munities, appearing even within families, as the struggle for daily bread
became more bitter. The merchants' habit of accepting repayments on
earlier advances to the peasants in cheap grain, and of buying up grain to be
stored away, now also with grain from their own farms, waiting for the
prices to go up, added to the social tension, impoverishment and disintegra-
tion of the northern communities. From being almost exclusively a part of
the domestic economy, grain was now dragged by the middlemen (and the
government) into the market sphere and thus out of the control of the
producers. During the frequent periods of food shortage, the average town
dweller and the peasant alike became more dependent on the market (i.e.
the grain-hoarding merchants) for their daily supply of food. The disruptive
role of the commoditisation of grain can therefore not be overestimated.

The Ottoman Turks, experienced in governing foreign lands with various
degrees of monetisation, were confronted in the Sudan with a traditional
subsistence economy, in which money played an insignificant role. The
need to introduce money to facilitate surplus extraction and trade was
recognised from the beginning, but the practice of currency manipulations,
the hoarding of money and the shipments of private fortunes to Egypt,
undermined the government's own efforts, and paved the way for specu-
lation and grave price fluctuations.
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Table 6 Maintenance assigned to Fdtima, daughter o/faki Muhammad
*Awad al-Sid in 1866 by the qadi Muhammad Ahmad Jaldl al-Din.

To Fdfima:
Grain, 1 wayba per month

(40 litres i.e. 2/9 of an ardabb or 8
midds)

Meat, 4 uqqab per month
Mutton, 1 uqqa per week
Salt
Dihn (butter oil)
Perfume
Hairdresser
Clothing

Shoes
Total

To her daughter, Amina:
Durra grain, 1 murabba' per month
Indian muslim, 3 dhird\ every 6

months.
Meat, from her mother's assignment
Total

To her slave woman:
Grain, 6 midd per month
Meat, IV2 uqqa per month
Salt, 1 dawkad per month
Far da baladi, local tob, every six

months
Total

Price per unit (piastres)

20 per murabba'
(i.e. per 4 midda)

1.5 per uqqa
2 per uqqa

6 every 4 months
18 for shawl,
24 for tob
25 per pair

20 per murabba'
1 piastre 10 para per dhird'

30 per 6 midd
1V2 per uqqa
2 per dawka

10 per farda

Annual
expenses
(piastres)

480

72
101c

96
240
120

18

42
25

1,194

240

247l/2

360
27
24
20

431

Notes: a 1 midd in Berber Province may be estimated at about 5 litres. b uqqa or wuqqa, equals
1.248 kg. c 50V2 weeks in a Muslim year. d Dawka, an unidentified unit of measurement.
Source: NRO, Misc. 1/13/119.

The increasing cost of living in the northern Sudan was not the result of
too many coins in circulation, as the opposite was actually the case, nor the
result of the old Ottoman practice of debasing the coinage to lower
government expenses. In fact, the limited circulation of money was prob-
ably instrumental in keeping inflation at a relatively low level under the
prevailing circumstances. The relative official value of the various curren-
cies showed a remarkable stability after 1834, and also in relation to the
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Table 7 Wages and prices in the early 1870s (piastres)

Wages per month:
Doctor 1,500
Engineer 1,500
Clerk 1,200
Mechanic 1,500
Captain of steamer 800
Captain of bark 150
Sailor 60
Cook 40
Doorkeeper 60
Kavass (police man) 300
Tailor 300
Carpenter 1,000
Joiner 1,000
Shoemaker 600
Tin-maker 300
Agricultural worker 50
Commercial servant 100
House servant 80

Prices:
Slave boy 1,600
Slave girl 1,800
Ethiopian horse, average 900
Arab horse, average 2,000
Camel 240
Dromedary 800
Donkey 100
Donkey to ride 800
Sheep 20
Cow 100
House 10,000
Two acres of land 20
Tusk, average 2,000
First quality gum, 100 pounds 200
Second quality gum, 100 pounds 50

Source: Figures based on Southworth (1875), 170.

local strips of dammur, for example, the rate of two tobs for a dollar is
recorded over several decades. Only the iron money of Kordofan suffered
severe devaluation, from some 150 to 800 iron pieces to a dollar, until it
went completely out of use.26

The major reason for the increase in prices must be found in the
disruption of food production and the commoditisation of grain. If the
peasants had only the whims of the climate and the river to wrestle with,
their production might have been higher and more even, and the food
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markets in al-Matamma and Shendi would not have looked so miserable.
The effect of the decline in agricultural production on prices, particularly
that of durra, comes out very clearly in Brocchi, to give only one example,
who stated that the prices rose sixteen-fold between approximately 1820
and 1825.27 Seasonal variations in prices reflect the natural changes in the
availability of grain between harvests. Years of crop failures also caused
prices to rise temporarily, to the benefit of merchants and the government
granaries. In 1835-6, a bowl (2 litres) of durra cost about 15 piastres,
whereas under more normal circumstances a few years later an ardabb (180
litres) of durra cost about 15-20 piastres.28 By 1876 the price of durra in
Qadarif, a rich grain-producing area, was 50 piastres, which then was
considered cheap as the prices rose steeply that year.29 A document from a
merchant gives the price of 240 piastres per ardabb at al-Matamma at the
beginning of the Mahdiyya.30

The steady rise in durra prices, perhaps several hundred per cent, is often
concealed by the recurrent extreme peaks. The pattern is therefore easier to
follow in the case of other necessities of life, like animals and their products.
The price of sheep grew from 5 to 9 piastres to nearly 20, with the highest
price always in the central markets. Similarly, the price of a cow also
increased about 100 per cent, from around 4 to 6 to about 8 to 10 dollars.31

Tables 6 and 7 list some prices and wages relevant to the 1860s and 1870s,
which will illustrate these points.

THE J A ' A L I TOWNS IN A REGIONAL PERSPECTIVE

The Turkiyya with its military, administrative and commercial require-
ments initiated a process of urbanisation which in some cases built on older
foundations and in others on new ones. Born, in an article on urbanisation
with special emphasis on al-Ubayyid, stresses the location of military camps
as the major factor in this process, referring to the growth of Khartoum,
Wad MadanI and Kassala.32 However, the presence of a garrison did not
itself initiate urbanisation when other factors were lacking, as the case of
Shendi clearly shows. The factors which caused the decline and growth of
towns like Shendi and al-Matamma were firmly linked to the broader
political and economic framework of the Turkiyya.

Such towns were on the one hand dependent on the economy of the
producers and consumers of the surrounding countryside and on the other
hand on the regular visits by regional and international caravans. Being thus
structurally situated between the village and regional levels, they reacted to
changes on both levels in various ways.

The destruction of Shendi and part of al-Matamma in 1823 was a severe
blow to the Ja'ali economy and society. Henceforth, the Ja'aliyyin were far
more prominent in town-building outside their homeland. In fact, much of
the urbanisation in Khartoum and further south and west would have been
impossible without the thousands of Ja'aliyyln and Danagla migrants. From
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contemporary observations, it is clear that Shendi never regained its former
prosperity; al-Damir also suffered from stagnation and the same can be said
about al-Matamma, although the district administration there and some
caravan traffic breathed some life into the town. Berber, on the other hand,
prospered more than before, first because it was the province headquarters,
and secondly because it was an end station for both the river traffic and the
caravans from Egypt and the Red Sea.

Al-Matamma and Shendi continued to attract merchants from other
areas, the Ha<Jariba were still to be seen there, as were the Danagla, and the
Shayqiyya formed a dominent element in Shendi till the end of the
century.33 The size of the urban population was lower in the whole period
than before the occupation; the quality of the houses deteriorated, many
were abandoned for good, and the flat-roofed mud houses were replaced by
the simpler qutfiyyas or tukuls. This indicates the absence of a substantial
merchant class, particularly in Shendi, and the miserable state of the
markets just confirms this impression. Both towns are now also sometimes
referred to as big villages in contemporary sources. Population figures are
naturally not very reliable, but the sources indicate a population for Shendi
of around 3,000 to 4,000 people, and somewhat more for al-Matamma in the
1840s. Apparently the development thereafter was one of further decline.

Some trade continued with the Red Sea, Dongola, Kordofan and Egypt.
Animals, animal products, coffee, tobacco, spices, henna, cloth, cutlery
and slaves were bought and sold. Russegger commented upon the local
production of leather goods, whips, mats, gold and silver work in Shendi.34

Hoskins observed that merchants from Shendi and Sinnar furnished Berber
with soap, rice, Mocha coffee, mirrors, glass beads, shells, cotton articles,
tobacco, pipes, crockery, cooking dishes, etc., as they passed through to
and from Egypt.35 In addition came grain, vegetables and salt; the craft
industries provided the peasants with sdqiya pots, ropes and wheels,
implements, shoes, cotton and linen cloth, and basketry. Al-Matamma
relied mostly on its cotton cloth exports and more merchants were found
there than in Shendi, but the appearance of the town did not indicate much
prosperity. By the mid-century, Taylor gives a very gloomy picture of the
sister-towns, concluding that 'El Metemma and Shendy are probably the
most immoral towns in all Central Africa.'36

For the rest of the Turkiyya Shendi, and to a minor extent also
al-Matamma, suffered a gradual loss in population, which also shows that
the migrants from the countryside did not go to the local towns, but moved
further away. In 1885 the population of al-Matamma was 3,000, which
decreased to 2,500 at the end of the Mahdiyya. At the latter point of time,
Shendi housed only 500 people, mainly Shayqiyya, and al-Damir 700, all
Ja'aliyyln.37

The growth of other commercial centres and caravan routes attracted
people and trade away from Shendi and al-Matamma. The role of Khar-
toum was crucial in this process; growing from a small village, it had in
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about 1860 around 30,000 to 40,000 inhabitants, of whom the majority came
from the north. It became a natural point of departure for the White Nile
expeditions, and consequently a place where equipment, rations, and
exchange goods were bought, and boats, crew, soldiers and agents were
hired.38 To the west, al-Ubayyid became a vital export market for gum,
ivory, slaves, feathers and hides to Egypt by the way of Dongola. Further
west, in Dar Fur, independent till 1874, the commercial centre of Kobbei
remained a transit point of some importance, linking areas further south
and west to the Nile Valley and Egypt. Many riverain jalldba moved there
during the Turkiyya, and after 1874 people of Ja'all stock came to dominate
commercial life there.39 On the Blue Nile the growth of al-Masallamiyya
was outstanding, attracting trade away from Wad MadanI and Sinnar.
Further south and east, markets grew up that traded in Ethiopian goods and
local grain and cotton, such as Karkoj, al-Qadarif, also known as suq
Shaykh Abu Sinn, Qallabat, sometimes also called al-Matamma after the
town on the Nile, and Kassala which traded mainly with the Red Sea Coast.
The Ja'aliyym constituted a substantial part of the population of these
towns.40

This new urban pattern was closely connected with Turkish export policy.
The towns on the Blue Nile and southern Butana exported locally produced
grain and cotton.41 The main arteries of trade within this network tended to
skirt around both Shendi and al-Matamma. Caravans from Khartoum to the
Red Sea followed the Blue Nile and passed via Abu Haraz to Qadarif and
Kassala to the coast, or they crossed the Butana to Qoz Rajab on the Atbara
and then to Sawakin, or they took off from the Nile at Berber, to which
commodities were first shipped from Khartoum on the river. Trade between
Egypt and Khartoum was conducted either on boats between Khartoum
and Berber and then on camel-back across the desert, or caravans might
cross the Bayuda from just north to KararT to Dongola. Fewer caravans now
took the old land route along the Nile through Dar al-Ja'aliyyin, or used
al-Matamma and Shendi as desert harbours as under the Funj, and the river
traffic between Berber and Khartoum had little or no stimulating effect on
the two towns.

Large western caravans made directly for Khartoum or north to Dongola,
if they carried goods destined for Egypt. There was also a direct route
between Dar Fur and Dongola. Al-Matamma and Shendi were thus left
with the smaller caravans from Kordofan and Dongola on the one hand and
from Berber and the Red Sea on the other. The opening of the White Nile
only strengthened Khartoum and the western trade centres and routes.

Obviously the picture was not entirely one of gloom; the role of Shendi
and to a greater extent al-Matamma as administrative and military centres
brought about some economic activity. Transactions between nomads and
peasants continued; crafts and manufactures activated both men and
women, the cotton yarn and dammur found customers all over the Sudan,
palm-leaf mats were exported as far as Egypt, whips, ropes, saddles and
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leather bags were produced for the caravans as well as for local use. In
certain places the salt industry flourished again and Khartoum became the
main importer along with the Ethiopian borderlands. Thus Dar al-Jafaliyyin
exported certain attractive commodities, both raw and manufactured, in
exchange for smaller commodities such as utensils, essence and spices,
perfumes and kohl, mirrors, dates, wax, honey, Indian cottons, coffee,
sugar, durra and slaves.

The postal service and the telegraph had no profound effect on the local
economy, but at least they did connect the sister-towns more closely with an
international network, and a document from 1882 suggests that these
services were used to transmit information about the Sudanese market
situation to commercial partners in Egypt.42 When the time came to plan
the railway, it was argued that Shendi and al-Matamma would be suitable as
the final station after crossing the Bayuda, probably due more to their
geographical position than to their economic importance.43

OLD AND NEW TYPES OF TRADERS

The stereotype figure most frequently associated with Sudanese trade is the
jalldbi (cl. Ar. jalldb, pi. jalldba) who is usually defined as an 'itinerant petty
trader'. The root j.l.b. has the meaning of bringing or importing goods.
However, prior to the Turkiyya, the term jalldbi meant 'caravan trader'
both in Egypt, Sinnar and Dar Fur. Walz has discovered contracts in Egypt
from the latter half of the sixteenth century, in which merchants entered
into partnership or commenda with travelling jalldba who frequented the
roads between Egypt and the Sudan. Walz's definition of the jalldba as
'merchants who transported goods between Egypt and the interior, either
on their own account or on that of an associate', holds true also in a
Sudanese context.44

A seventeenth-century reference to the jalldba arriving in Egypt
described them as dark skinned, indicating a Nubian or Sudanese origin.45

Later contemporary references to them leave no doubt as to the participa-
tion of 'Nubian' jalldba trading in Upper Egypt and Cairo. The products
they brought were slaves, ivory, rhino-horn, feathers, civet and gold.46

In the nineteenth century the characteristic features of the jalldba
underwent some crucial changes in response to the new economic and
political environment. The jalldba were mainly recruited from the Ja'a-
liyyln, the Danagla and other riverain groups. In the diaspora and market
places visited by them, as far west as Lake Chad, the term jalldba became
synonymous with people or 'strangers' from the Nile, variously also called
bahhdra (river people), awldd al-bahr (sons of the river), awldd al-balad
(village or town dwellers). Also today, as among the Hassaniyya on the
White Nile, bordering upon Kordofan, jalldbi means 'stranger' (from the
north). Merchants who conducted caravans and operated over wider areas,
often in the service of the Funj or Fur sultans and preferably with Egypt as
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part of their network, were always referred to as jalldba. A jalldbi who
advanced in experience and status might become royal caravan leader with
the title of khabir (pi. khubard'). It seems that before the Turkiyya, being a
jalldbi referred more to the geographical scale of operations than to the
commodities carried. In other words, the term had not yet become
synonymous with 'slave trader' and 'petty trader'. Today in the west and
south, jalldbi means riverain merchant or shopkeeper.47 Generally speak-
ing, in the Turkiyya the people so described by others ceased to use the term
jalldba when referring to themselves.

The government monopoly system forced the jalldba out of various
prestigious forms of long-distance trade and into the non-monopoly slave
trade and short-distance petty trading. The economic power and social
standing of the jalldba diminished accordingly and increasing competition
both among themselves and with the foreign traders when the monopoly
was ended, made it impossible for the majority to rise above the level of
small scale trading.48 As the government ghazwas (slave hunting expedi-
tions) came to a halt around 1850 and private trading and slave hunting on
the White Nile gained widespread popularity, many jalldba soon moved
from junior partners to leading slave traders. Big and small traders, fakis
and adventurers, impoverished northern peasants, hunters and former
soldiers, flocked to the south, bringing beads, cotton, salt and other items to
barter for slaves and ivory, or bringing firearms with which to spread terror
and enslavement to ever larger areas.

From the 1850s onward a new upper and less mobile stratum of Sudanese
merchants started to crystallise, distancing themselves from both the status
and the name of jalldba, and all the other categories of average middlemen.
They associated with the Turks, obtained capital through partnerships and
agencies with foreign merchants, organised and financed long-distance
trade ventures through partners and agents and preferred to be addressed as
tujjdr (sing, tdjir, merchant) or as khawdjdt, which was even more pres-
tigious.49 Even those big merchants whose whole business consisted of slave
hunting and trading, such as the Ja'ali merchant prince and later pasha,
al-Zubayr, would have been grossly offended if they were called jalldba.50

This tendency among the big merchants to dissociate themselves from the
label of jalldba in the central areas of the Sudan where their set-backs had
been most devastating, was not so noticeable among the Egyptians and
Nubians who conducted caravan traffic between Egypt and the Sudan.51

The degradation of the jalldba was also closely connected with changes
within the lower echelons of the merchant class. Following the campaigns of
the Daftardar, the market and roads of Sinnar, Kordofan and Dar Fur
swarmed with dispossessed Ja'aliyyin, traders and peasants alike. This
meant a dramatic increase in the number of traders in relation to commodi-
ties and customers, a situation which in addition was made much worse by
the trade restriction of the monopoly system. The jalldba represented the
upper echelons of this heterogeneous body of traders, but distinctions were
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often difficult to make; mobility and the possession of a single slave or more
for sale was usually the distinctive criterion.52

Slaves were largely obtained by regular visits to the south. Travelling in
the south around 1870, Schweinfurth distinguished between the following
three categories of jalldba who were in the slave trade either as agents or
independent traders in the Bahr al-Ghazal:
(a) The small traders with a donkey or an ox, who arrived in January and

return by March and April.
(b) The agents and companions of bigger merchants in Kordofan and Dar

Fur, who have settled in the zaribas (fenced stations) and who may also
operate as fakis.

(c) The sedentary slave traders with their own soldiers, territories and
stations further west, who make regular excursions into the interior.53

Pallme and many others give colourful descriptions of market places
and traders, but few actually bother to distinguish between categories.
Marketing was described above as a natural part of primary production,
either by the producers themselves or by middlemen. Women were often
seen offering foodstuffs for sale. Similar products tended to be exposed
for sale in the same section of the market, but there were also traders who
moved around in the market place carrying their commodities, such as
textiles, trying to raise the bids. The jalldba, when about to leave for
Egypt, competed to buy up slaves and thus caused the prices to rise. On
their return, they offered various items of foreign origin, which they
would lay out for sale themselves or hire a broker (simsdr, pi. samasra or
dalldl, pi. daldlin) to take care of the tedious work of finding the highest
bidder, as has been described by Pallme.54 The market place exhibited
both a remarkable degree of specialisation in the case of larger or more
expensive commodities, but on the other hand a whole variety of small
articles could be exposed for sale by a single trader. The petty traders
seem to have bought and sold the same set of articles over long periods of
time.55

The traders who operated on a small scale, both in terms of goods and
number of markets visited, and who formed the majority of the itinerant
traders, were called sab aba (sing, sabdbi), tashshdsha (sing, tashshdsht), or
more often mutasabbibln (sing, mutasabbib). The latter were referred to as
musabbabin in the sources, a term which is not recognised today and is
therefore probably a corruption of mutasabbibln which means retailers.
They were almost exclusively Ja'aliyyin and seen everywhere, with their
donkeys and small selection of commodities. Poncet calculated that in
Khartoum around 1860 there were around 4-5,000 mutasabbibln, nearly all
Ja'aliyyin. They bought merchandise on six or twelve months' credit, such
as red and blue-bordered fardas, cheap jewellery (agates), empty bottles,
sandalwood and odiferous oils from the Hijaz, which they sold in the Upper
Blue Nile and Kordofan, passing from one village to another. They
returned after a period of up to a year.56 These traders should not be
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confused with the jalldba, although Marno says that the jalldba were both
pedlars and slave-traders.57

In the more prosperous villages, the first stationary retailers appeared in
this period, among whom were also found women. They brought farm
produce to the nearest town or chief marketplace, to exchange for various
necessities for the rural areas or they returned with commodities obtained
from a wholesale merchant on credit. In the early Condominium every
village might have two or three retailers of this type.58 Some of the more
entrepreneurial among them imitated and cooperated with town-based
merchants to take advantage of the fluctuating prices and seasonal avail-
ability of grain, and capitalise on the urgent demand for grain and seed
among peasants before the next season. Speculation of this kind was more
the domain of merchants in the big villages and towns, but the small village
retailer was one helpful link in tying the subsistence and market economies
together.

Among the traders and middlemen not associated with the tujjdr and the
jalldba, we may therefore distinguish five types:
(a) simsdr, a broker who operated within the market and who negotiated

buying and selling on behalf of others.
(b) dalldl, a crier or auctioneer, stationary or moving about in the market

place, trying to obtain higher bids for his slaves or retail commodities
(for example, clothes) which he offered for sale on behalf of a
merchant.59

(c) sabbdbi, a small trader or village retailer, who brought farm produce to
the market town in return for commodities retailed among the villagers.

(d) tasks has hi, itinerant small trader, today often associated with spices.
(e) mutasabbib, small itinerant retailer carrying a variety of commodities,

obtained on credit, between towns and villages.

RECRUITMENT AND NETWORKS

Recruitment to the profession of trading, from the simplest peddling to the
large-scale operations, took place through family connections; the neces-
sary skills and initial capital and credit were obtained from the older
generation of fathers, uncles, grandfathers and patrons. It is, of course,
difficult to generalise, and what follows is mostly concerned with traders
who operated above a certain economic level and geographical scale. All
beginners, whether or not they were sons of peasants, traders, fakis or
craftsmen, would have to work for a period as servants and agents of a
patron; in fact, among the established trading families, to work as a
travelling agent was often a necessary training stage before entering into
business on one's own.60 Among the Ja'aliyyln and other northern groups,
every family or lineage had some connections with part-time or full-time
trade, which would make the preliminary steps beyond village retailing and
small scale marketing for a young apprentice relatively easy. In the
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Turkiyya, it was possible to move to Khartoum and become clients of fellow
Ja'aliyyin or of the foreign merchants, and use the period of service to
accumulate some capital, and learn the basic techniques of trade, before
one obtained one's first assortment of goods on credit.

Small-scale trading was seasonally defined and operated in the grey zone
between production, marketing and trade. The complex occupational
pattern meant that the same persons might engage in cultivation, crafts,
marketing and trade at different parts of the year. Most people marketed or
bartered part of their own production in the market in exchange for money
or other goods, and they would not be called traders under any circum-
stances. However, both cultivators and craftsmen can be said to act as
part-time traders when they used the slack season to bring their own and
neighbours' locally produced dates, tobacco, salt, cotton cloth, basketry,
etc. to other areas to profit from the price differences. Progress from the
categories of peasants, craftsmen and manufacturers to that of full-time
trader went through stages, depending on skills, luck, family ties and
personal inclination. The desire to have a family member engaged in trade
was motivated by the objective need to supplement diminishing household
income and to earn cash with which to pay the taxes. Extra income was also
needed at certain critical moments to repay family debts, to regain
mortgaged land, and to put together a proper dowry in preparation of a
marriage contract, which was all the time becoming more expensive.

For a small trader or travelling agent with long-term trading ambitions, a
decisive stage was reached when one was able to obtain a few slaves to sell
further north.61 Those with a peasant background who saw their capital
increase in this way were less likely to revert to active farming themselves,
unless indirectly through investments in wheels, land and agricultural slaves
in the diaspora. Back home in the north, the family farms were attended to
by women, children, slaves and the old people, and supported by remit-
tances. A migrant trader might invite his wife to settle in the diaspora, or he
might marry again and establish new families in the main market towns he
frequented.

The large-scale shift from agriculture to trade and other professions
among the Ja'aliyyln in the Turkiyya altered the pattern of recruitment in
that numerous Ja'aliyyln, evicted from their land, made their first experi-
ences in trade without the traditional structural support and period of
apprenticeship. In the same way as baskets and mats enabled women to
engage in local trade, so did salt and cotton cloth enable a man to start off in
trade.62 Dammur from al-Matamma was famous throughout the Sudan and
always yielded some profit to the one who took it south and west. Cotton
strips continued to function as media of exchange, usually at the rate of two
tobs to a doljar. Thus the Ja'aliyyln could to some extent make their own
currency as before. However, circumstances were not favourable for all to
obtain a stake in commerce. Many flocked to Khartoum to earn a living;
various services were needed there, including that of driving caravan
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camels. Big merchants there of both foreign and local origin provided many
Ja'aliyyin with commodities on credit, which was a popular career possi-
bility. In this way imporated goods were brought out and exchanged for
Sudanese products suitable for export.63 From the 1840s the demand for
sailors and private and government soldiers for the White Nile increased,
and the wages earned in this way, though small, in addition to the possibility
of bartering on one's own, enabled many to gain enough capital to invest in
the Nile expeditions, to form partnerships or to start off independently in
petty trade.64 A part of this process was observed by Mar no, who said that
only a few dollars were necessary to obtain a donkey and then some tobacco
to pound and mix with natrun to sell as a form of snuff. Other commodities
were dates, peanuts (ful Dar Furl), perfumes, kohl, dilka, dammur and
wood. Without reflecting much on the deeper causes of depopulated
villages, Marno was of the opinion that the desire to trade had caused the
land to remain uncultivated or in some cases left to be worked by slaves.65 In
Cairo, the Northern Sudanese (Nubians) were also known to form partner-
ships and invest a part of their capital earned in household service in the
Sudan-bound trade, and sometimes to engage personally as jalldba in the
caravans.66

Trading was far more organised and much less individualistic than foreign
observers were able to see on the surface. The traders were bound together
as patron-clients, as partners and agents, as debtors and creditors, and as
members of the same religious brotherhoods and tribes. When a family
business grew out of the local level, members would move to strategic
market centres in the diaspora to form strong networks in order to handle
themselves the flow of investments, letters of credit and commodities over
longer distances, collect information on price fluctuations, and particularly
to be present in frontier areas where the exchange of import and export
articles was most profitable. This was the era of the 'family incorporated' as
Jay Spaulding rightly says.67 The family network was supplemented by
tribal networks with basically the same functions; people from the same
locality and tribal group used to live together in their own quarters in the
diaspora, and business cooperation was more likely to happen within than
across ethnic boundaries. The Ja'aliyyln and the Danagla were reputed
arch-rivals in this respect both before and under the Turkiyya. Thus
ethnicity had both commercial, social and political functions in the diaspora
networks.

The foreign merchants and firms, with their headquarters mainly in
Khartoum, were major competitors with the Sudanese traders. However,
strong as they may have been in terms of capital, the foreigners could not
really beat the Sudanese at home. Lejean assures us that any European firm
that arrived at Masallamiyya or Qallabat with perhaps 100,000 francs,
would find themselves driven out of business by the trading networks of the
Danagla and the Hadariba, the richest of whom possessed no more than
1,500 dollars. In his opinion, lack of credit and credit institutions led to the
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formation of such ethnic networks, but it is also true to say that the
extension of credit was made easier through them.68

The most prominent ethnic networks around 1860 were the Danagla, the
Hadariba and the Ja'aliyyTn. The Hadariba were not numerous, but active
and influential as in Shendi before the Turkiyya, with their origin at
Sawakin they established branches and agencies at Masallamiyya (the most
important), in Khartoum, Kassala, al-Matamma, Berber, and Jidda across
the Red Sea (from the latter place they traded with India). The Danagla
were most active in Khartoum and Kobbei, in Dar Fur). From the latter
place they conducted caravans to Asyut in Egypt, as did also the Ja'aliyyin.
In Khartoum the Danagla were closely associated with Egyptian commer-
cial houses, like those of ?Abd al-Hamld, 'AH Abu * Amur! and al-?Aqqad.
In al-Ubayyid, the house of the Dongolawl Sughayarun was famous for its
wealth and influence. He possessed hundreds of slaves and was head of the
merchants there in 1858, and acted as the host of Munzinger in 1862.69 The
Danagla traded mostly in ivory, arms, beads, dates and cotton cloth.
Whereas many of them joined or followed the Europeans on the White
Nile, some preferred to operate within Khartoum market, mainly as
brokers in ivory from the White Nile. They were also engaged in the slave
trade; others went up the Blue Nile and traded in grain from Masallamiyya,
gum from Karkoj, gold from Fazughli, sesame from the area of Sinnar,
Galla slaves from Qallabat and Fadassi. Their operations in this area were
facilitated by the numerous Danagla settlements there.70 However, feeling
the competition from foreigners and the exactions of the government, many
found the sultanate of Dar Fur more tempting, trading from there to Wadai,
Kordofan and Egypt.

Generally speaking the Ja'aliyyin followed the same pattern, except for
the brokerage business in Khartoum, and observers did not always distin-
guish between the northern traders, whom they often called Danagla
without distinction. However, for various reasons Ja'ali traders operated at
a lower level than their Danagla counterparts till around 1860. Contrary to
the Ja'aliyyln the lower echelons among the Danagla migrants did not trade,
but became servants, sailors, soldiers, boat builders and small farmers. It is
difficult to say which group had the largest number of migrants, but it seems
clear that the percentage of traders among the migrants was higher among
the Ja'aliyyln. The trading networks of the latter covered a much larger
geographical area, from Massawa on the Red Sea to far into the areas of
Lake Chad and Central Africa.71

From around 1860 some Ja'all diaspora careers made the Ja'aliyyln
surpass their rivals in many respects. Thus a Ja'ali merchant, Ilyas (Pasha)
Umm Birayr, who had reached some prominence in al-Ubayyid already in
the 1850s, was appointed governor of Kordofan by Gordon in 1878 for a
short time. His appointment secured the employment of many Ja'aliyyln in
the administration of the province, and ironically they managed to outdo
the Shayqiyya as ruthless tax-collectors.72 Further south and west, and
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largely beyond government controlled territory, another Ja'all, al-Zubayr
(Pasha) Rahma Mansur, carved out a slave hunting and trading empire on
the Bahr al-Ghazal, with his fellow lieutenants and slave troops. After being
appointed governor of the new province, to confirm a fait accompli, he set
out to add even more territory to the Turkish Sudan and conquered Dar Fur
in 1874. The government hurried in to reap the fruits of conquest and evict
the powerful and ambitious merchant prince al-Zubayr from the leadership
of the province.

In conclusion then, ethnicity played a vital role on many levels, from
making recruitment and advancement easier, to providing credit and
security in the diaspora, and finally to keeping up ties and the area of origin.
The Turks found it convenient to deal with merchants of any town through
the appointed chief merchant and below him through the chief merchants of
each ethnic group represented there.73 There were definitely great differ-
ences in wealth among Ja'ali traders, but the ethnic (and religious) networks
secured that the less fortunate would find support, employment and credit
among fellow migrants of the same tribe and sometimes also of the same
brotherhood. We may therefore add ethnicity to an old cliche and say that
trade, ethnicity and religion went hand in hand.

THE CAREER OF ABD ALLAH BEY HAMZA

From the 1850s onward a merchant by the name of *Abd Allah Hamza
flourished in al-Matamma. His long and eventful life (c. 1824—1937) has not
yet been recorded, but an outline relevant to the Turkiyya will here be
given, based upon documents left by him and information provided by his
son, Sulayman.74 *Abd Allah was the son of Hamza, who was mentioned
above as an investor in indigo production in al-Matamma. In many ways
?Abd Allah, and to some extent his father, typify the new features of the
merchant class. If we distinguish between (a) travelling merchants who took
commodities from one place to another to profit from geographical price
differences, and (b) the stationary holders of stock who profited from
seasonal price variations, and (c) the stationary organising merchants, who
financed and organised trade through partners and agents,75 fAbd Allah's
grandfathers would come in the first category and he himself and his father
would come closest to the second and third. fAbd Allah's career and the
unique documents he left offer an extraordinary insight into most of the
themes discussed in this chapter. The fact that he was not a Ja'all but an
'AbdallabI, and that al-Matamma was first a sort of diaspora in the family
network, does not detract from this reality.

Sometime in the eighteenth century fAbd Allah's great-great-grandfa-
ther, f Abd al-Mula from Khandaq established himself as khablr in Kobbei
in Dar Fur, a position he transferred to his sons Abbakr and Shadhul. Their
main trade route was the darb al-arba'in to Egypt, but they kept close
connections with Khandaq, an important riverain port for much of the Dar
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Fur and Kordofan trade before the Turkiyya. A grandson of Shadhul,
Muhammad $alih, became one of Muhammad 'Uthman al-MIrghani's first
khalifas, and guided the religious figure and founder of the Khatmiyya
brotherhood from Dongola to Bara in Kordofan in 1816 on his first visit to
the Sudan.76 Musa, a son of Abbakr, traded as a jalldbibetween Kobbei and
Egypt, and two sons of his, Abbakr and Hamza took up the same
profession. Sometime in the early part of the nineteenth century, Hamza
moved to Khandaq because of the disruption of the darb al-arba'in trade.
The presence of the refugee Mamluks in Dongola from 1811 did not make
commerce much easier there and Hamza moved on to al-Matamma where
he built a proper rectangular mud house with a hosh wall. At that time
al-Matamma (like Shendi) was emerging as a vital commercial centre and
therefore attractive to merchants with interests in long-distance trade.
Hamza's network stretched from Dar Fur to Egypt and south to Kararl,
where he had a second wife, ?Ajba bt. al-Shaykh Na§ir, daughter of the last
king of the 'Abdallab.

His brother Abbakr, although it is said that he came to take up residence
in al-Damir, continued to keep up close relations with Dar Fur and at the
time of the Turkish conquest he brought a letter from the sultan of Dar Fur
to Mohammad f All.77 Hamza happened to be in Egypt during the conquest
and the subsequent revolt of the Ja'aliyyln. Abbakr is said to have sided
with makk Nimr, but in the early 1830s he was living in Khandaq, where he
invited Cadalvene and Breuvery to his wedding celebrations. When Cuny
visited Khandaq in early 1858, the famous Abbakr was dead, but the
memories of his riches and large-scale trading with Dar Fur were still
vivid.78 His son al-Nur traded in Kordofan.

During Hamza's absence in Egypt, his wife in al-Matamma gave birth to
Ahmad, f Abd Allah's elder brother. Returning from Egypt, Hamza found
al-Matamma ruined by the Daftardar, and he therefore took his family and
settled at Dabbat al-'Abdallab near Kadaru, where fAbd Allah was
subsequently born in about 1824-5.

When security was restored, Hamza returned to al-Matamma and
engaged in trade. We have already mentioned his investments in indigo
production in around 1840, and there are clear indications that he also
invested in land and thereby laid the foundations to the family's landed
estates. A contract shows that he bought land in al-Matamma in 1849.79

It is interesting to note howf Abd Allah and his brothers divided up and at
the same time always coordinated their commercial enterprises. They had
inherited a family name of wide reputation and creditworthiness, an
international commercial network with affiliations to the government-
friendly Khatmiyya brotherhood, and the necessary skills and 'know-how'.
These assets were worth far more than mere capital.

Al-Matamma, an administrative centre which regained some, if not all, of
its earlier commercial standing in the Turkiyya at the expense of Shendi,
remained the key centre in the network of the sons of Hamza. Khandaq was
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another important entrepot, Khartoum became another point, while al-
Ubayyid and Kobbei continued to be the chief source of merchandise
forwarded by them to Egypt, such as gum, ivory and feathers. The following
outline will give an idea of the movements of the brothers, their associations
and range of economic activities. The relevant brothers here are Hasan,
Muhammad Ahmad, 'Abbas, Ahmad and Khayr.

*Abd Allah's son, Sulayman, says that his father started as a trader,
without trying any other occupation first and that he settled in Khandaq.
There his main job was to forward merchandise from his brothers to Egypt.
The brothers also helped each other by extending credits and loans and by
repaying loans to a third party and making payments for commodities on
behalf of each other. The extra-family third party were Sudanese, Turkish
and Egyptian business associates, partners, etc., who, once mutual trust
was established, tend to occur more than once, over several years and in
different capacities in the documents.

The earliest document concerned with ?Abd Allah so far recovered from
the collection was written in 1856-7, being a certificate of repayment of a
debt of 400 piastres owed by f Abd Allah.80 The documents from the 1860s
are largely concerned with similar matters, the discharging of debts or
promising repayment of debts. However, the roles are reversed so that in all
cases except one it is ?Abd Allah who is the creditor. The amounts due to
him varied from 350 piastres to 18,670 piastes, to be repaid within a
specified time, ranging from five to seven months. Of course, no interest
rate is mentioned, but then neither is the initial loan or credit, so that the
recorded sums to be repaid probably incorporate a hidden interest.

The predominance of credit and promissory notes in ?Abd Allah's favour
in this period indicates that he had become a substantial merchant and
moneylender. At an early stage he cultivated a good relationship with the
government, to their mutual benefit. He might enter into commenda
(sleeping partnership) contracts with Turkish officials, as he once did with
the son of the governor of Berber, in which the latter provided capital
(1,000 dollars) andf Abd Allah the trading expertise, which resulted in a net
profit of 1,130 dollars.81 On other occasions he lent money to the Turks, and
in his capacity as big merchant he was also obliged to provide them with
certain commodities and give them presents.82

At least three of the brothers lived in Khandaq at various stages in their
careers. Thus towards the end of the Turkiyya, f Abd Allah seems often to
have been in Khandaq, and the epithet al-Khandaqawi appears frequently.
A letter from the Mahdl (June 1885) to fAbd Allah, Hasan and a nephew
Imam Muhammad Ahmad was sent to Khandaq.83 In a letter from the Ja'all
leaderf Abd Allah w. Sa'd in 1874-5,f Abd Allah now living in al-Matamma,
is referred to as "umdat tujjdr bildd al-sudan, which may be translated as
'head of the merchants of the Sudan', but it is uncertain whether he really
occupied such a position or if this was only an expression of politeness. In a
letter from the same author in 1878 he is referred to as the 'head of the
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merchants of al-Matamma\ "umdat tujjdr al-Matamma.S4 Hasan and
Muhammad Ahmad used Khandaq more or less as their permanent base.
Another brother, Khayr, was a merchant in Khartoum, while still another,
al-Tahir and a nephew, Ahmad w. al-Bashir Hamza, represented the family
in Dar Fur.

Successful merchants put more efforts into organising business
operations and tended more often to leave the caravan transportation of
their commodities in charge of others. However, for various reasons the
conditions of the Sudano-Egyptian trade made the big merchants accom-
pany their commodities themselves at certain periods.85 Thus *Abd Allah
appears sometimes in Kordofan, in Khandaq or in Egypt.

Any Sudanese merchant or association of merchants with international
pretensions would seek to establish contacts with foreign merchants, either
in Egypt or in Khartoum. The Egyptian link was well-established in this
family before the occupation, and passed on to the sons of Hamza. Their
Egyptian partner was no minor figure, namely 'Abd al-Ghani al-Tayyib
al-Tazi, a Moroccan merchant in Cairo, who on one occasion obtained
permission from the Khedive Isma'Il to trade with Dar Fur.86 In around
1869-70, *Abd Allah and 'Abbas were conducting business with him, and it
does not seem to be a recently established relationship. A few years later
the role is taken over by his son Sulayman f Abd al-Ghanl and now Hasan
also enters into the network, living at Khandaq.

It is clear that the documents do not give a full picture of the partnerships
and other transactions between f Abd Allah and f Abd al-Ghanl and Sulay-
man. The letters between them often refer to previous business operations.
But they introduce a new dimension into our understanding of the organi-
sation of long-distance trade between Egypt and the Sudan.

From the latter half of the 1860s, gum arabic became the most important
export article from the Sudan, a development which ?Abd Allah was ready
to take advantage of. Several documents confirm his involvement in gum,
and although he included commodities like feathers, it seems that gum was
his staple export commodity and probably that of his brothers as well.
Among the imports we find textiles. In addition to family matters, the
documents show that much business was transacted between the brothers,
acting as each other's representatives in forwarding commodities and bills
of exchange. Credits and loans were also elements in their relationships, but
so far no evidence indicates that formal commercial partnerships were
contracted between them.

A factor which cemented the corporateness of the family was their many
landed estates, to which they must have added substantially and which were
administered partly jointly and partly individually. From the eighteenth-
century estates were acquired in Khandaq and Kobbei, to which were later
added estates in Kordofan, al-Matamma and finally in Egypt. Investment in
land was seen as a means of security as well as a source of revenue. f Abd
Allah was also involved in grain trade and we may assume that his two boats
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at al-Matamma and six in Dongola were used for the transport of grain and
other commodities.

Apparently *Abd Allah was not in a hurry to answer the letter from the
Mahdi in June 1885, in which he was forgiven for his alliance with the Turks
and asked to come and join the Mahdi. Anyway, the Mahdi died shortly
afterwards before 'Abd Allah could have managed to reach him in Omdur-
man, and at the end of the year (1885)f Abd Allah had chosen exile in Egypt.
His properties in the Sudan were confiscated by the Mahdists, and hoping he
would get compensation from the government, he made four claims listing his
losses, and wrote a letter about his property to the commander-in-chief of the
Egyptian army. In al-Matamma he claimed to have lost a house, furniture,
carpets, livestock, grain, two boats, and jewellery to the value of 20,400
dollars. In Dongola, he lost, together with Imam Muhammad Ahmad,
houses, goods, cattle, furniture, carpets, and six boats to the value of 37,925
dollars. In Kordofan he lost 15,000 dollars in cash, and gum, feathers and
other commodities, its total 116,250 dollars. In Dar Fur, together with
al-Tahir Hamza and Ahmad al-Bashlr Hamza, he lost a house, livestock and
goods to the value of 12,000 dollars.87 He hired a lawyer and promised him a
quarter of the sum, if he managed to regain it.88 The result of the case remains
to be investigated. The claims were referred to here to show the immense
richesf Abd Allah had acquired as a merchant at the key points in his trading
network. In addition came the value of the landed estates which were kept
out of the claims, either because compensation for them was unlikely, or
because landed property would be regained at an eventual reoccupation.

f Abd Allah had started to invest in land also in al-Rammadl in Upper
Egypt in the 1870s, and that is where he stayed while in exile. His
commercial connections with Egypt and his leanings towards the Khatmiyya
brotherhood, would make it difficult to continue to trade on the basis of the
network outlined above under a government hostile to Egypt. From the rise
of the Mahdi in 1881 to the fall of Khartoum in January 1885, documentary
evidence shows that fAbd Allah continued to ship gum to Egypt as if
nothing was happening.89 In 1885-6 the Khedive Muhammad Tawflq
conferred upon him the title of Bey.90

Babikr Bedri was a prisoner of war in Daraw in Upper Egypt under the
Mahdiyya, and there he received letters from *Abd Allah Bey inviting him
to come to see him in al-Rammadl. Bedri has devoted some paragraphs to
him in his autobiography and this is the only known contemporary descrip-
tion. 'Abd Allah's documents from this period confirm Bedri's impressions,
namely that the former was deeply involved in trade, agriculture and
horse-raising. fAbd Allah cross-examined Babikr about the prices in
Daraw. His extensive fields made him a substantial grain merchant and
enabled him to provide the prisoners of war with free rations of durra each
month. He maintained a large household, which is confirmed by his son
Sulayman, and is described as very rich, possessing many horses, and
enjoying a cosmopolitan way of life.91
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After the reconquest of the Sudan in 1898,f Abd Allah started to wind up
his affairs in Rammadi and sold off a part of his land there to free capital for
new ventures in the Sudan. The last fadddns reverted to his heirs in due
time, but in the 1950s the land was expropriated by the new regime of
Gamal *Abd al-Nasir (Nasser). My informant Sulayman went to al-
Rammadl at that time to reclaim the land but was thrown into jail and had to
return empty-handed.92

Back in al-Matamma in around 1902, *Abd Allah Bey started a series of
land purchases, particularly from women, which lasted over several years.
How and to what extent he regained his earlier landed possessions, is not
yet clear. He was the first in the area to import a British steam-powered
irrigation pump, a wdbur, which was shipped to the Sudan with the aid of
the exiled al-Zubayr Pasha.93 This was a major step forward in enhancing
the family's agricultural incomes, and an inspiration for other merchants
and big landowners to give up the old sdqiya and invest in pump schemes.
The wdbur may still be seen on the bank of the Nile at al-Matamma, in the
shadow of a huge diesel pump belonging to the family today.

Being only a few years older and born in the same area, ?Abd Allah knew
al-Zubayr, the famous Ja'ali slave trader and conqueror of Dar Fur, before
their exile in Egypt. However, it does not seem that they had any
commercial dealings with each other during the Turkiyya. 'Abd Allah was
in Kordofan at the time of al-Zubayr's occupation of Dar Fur (1874), but
did not follow the many, like Ilyas Bey Umm Birayr, who accompanied the
government army to take hold of the new province. Their areas of interest
differed widely both in terms of commodities and geography. Whereas
al-Zubayr made his fortune in the Bahr al-Ghazal, mainly in slaves and
ivory, which he forwarded to Dar Fur, Kordofan and Khartoum, fAbd
Allah's network of markets and associations covered the Northern Sudan
and Egypt, often directed and organised from al-Matamma, and excluding
slaves almost completely. The different business patterns and careers of
these two men who came from the same socio-economic environment may
perhaps be attributed to their backgrounds. fAbd Allah grew up in a
merchant family and found a firmly established framework to build on.
Al-Zubayr, a son of a minor chief, followed the footsteps of some older
relatives and joined the White Nile traders, first as an agent and later as an
independent trader.

It is noteworthy that a successful commercial career in the Sudan in the
nineteenth century did not have to depend on or derive from slave trading,
as is usually assumed. In fact the numerous jalldba who went south and west
and dealt in small-scale slave trading, rarely made more than a modest
profit, because the risks, losses and customs dues were so great. Indepen-
dent success in the south required private armies to subdue hostile popu-
lations and fight off competition from rival 'companies' and zariba owners.
f Abd Allah operated in more stable and less dangerous regions, chosing to
conduct business within the Turkish domains rather than on the outer
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frontier. After all, the family estates to which he wanted to add more were
located there, and there were also his debtors and creditors. These two
career patterns required different forms of organisation to facilitate long-
distance operations, but both of them utilised similar systems of networks
and associations, and both of them facilitated the expansion of the Western
market into the Sudan.

It was in the sector of commerce that the largest capital accumulation was
generated in the Turkiyya. Some of his capital was naturally channelled out
of the country, for the benefit of the world market and/or the Egyptian
treasury, for private investments abroad, and much was squandered on
luxury and conspicuous consumption. However, a substantial part of the
surplus was reinvested in trade, in commercial agriculture and farm slavery,
in loans, rural credit and currency speculations.

CONTRACTS AND PARTNERSHIPS IN TRADE

The nineteenth-century Northern Sudan produced a substantial body of
private legal documents, most of which are lost for ever. Recent discover-
ies, however, indicate that there are still documents privately held along the
Nile. Islamic law emphasises the usefulness - if not the duty - to record
transactions and agreements, 'for fear of forgetfulness', as some documents
phrase it. The science of writing documents, Him al-shurut, appeared early
in Islamic jurisprudence. In the Sudan it was generally the faki who acted as
the notary. It must be noted, however, that signed and witnessed docu-
ments were not legal proofs in themselves, unless witnesses to the trans-
action or to the signatures could stand up and confirm them whenever
necessary.94

What kind of private transactions were recorded? Beginning with the
family, $addq documents figure prominently, being marriage contracts
which list the assets to be transferred as dowry from husband to wife,
normally by two instalments. Most of the stipulations of the $addq contract
did not become operative before divorce or death, when the wife had the
right to receive the remaining dowry. If she herself had asked for divorce, as
might happen, she had no claim on the remaining dowry.95 Sadaqas or
testamentary bequests (alms) and wa$iyya or deeds of inheritance are also
expressions of legal rules governing family relations with regard to the
transfer of property. As a corporate unit the extended family possessed and
administered a body of property that was transferred in portions and over
time from the elder to the younger generation.

A different category of documents are bills of sale, mortgages, certificates
of indebtedness, promissory notes, quittances, land surveys, claims to
property, records of disputes, and so on.96 These documents emanated both
from the peasant and the merchant classes, and in many cases reflected the
widening gap of social inequality in the nineteenth century. We meet
peasants of moderate means who pooled their capital to buy shares in vital
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productive factors, creditors and debtors, and smallholders selling land to
the big farmers and/or merchants. The merchant class produced yet another
group of documents which emanated from the institutions of long-distance
trade, commercial cooperation and partnership, i.e., letters of credit and
partnership contracts. Long-distance trade did not only depend on institu-
tions for transferring commodities but equally important were legal instru-
ments which transferred capital, payments and credit over long distances.
Two instruments were available for such purposes, the hawdla, which was
an assignment which provided a mandate either to collect or to pay, to fulfil
an obligation already existing (also termed 'delegation of credit'). The
suftdja or letter of credit (cheque) was a form of money-loan to B in order
that he may pay it to A in another place, or rather a loan of money to avoid
the risk of transporting coins to distant places. They gained the same
importance as similar institutions had in Europe in the Middle Ages, for
example the Italian tratta without which long-distance trade would not have
been able to function. The travel literature as well as the documents give
examples of such money transactions by way of letters of assignments and
credit.97 The following discussion will be confined to the partnership
contracts.

In spite of the differences between the legal schools, Islamic Law
distinguishes between four broad categories of contractual partnerships,
*aqd sharika or sharika al-'aqd (societas), and put the sleeping partnership
or partnership of profit (known in Arabic as qirdd, muddraba or muqdrada,
and in Italian as commenda) in a category of its own.98

Contractual partnerships or 'societas':
1 The unlimited commercial partnership (mufdwada) with full power and

liability for each partner and which involves the whole property of both
partners. (In its broadest definition it is only acceptable to HanafI jurists.)

2 The limited liability and investment partnership (*indn). It may be general
or specific with regard to the trade engaged in and the number of
operations, but whereas it implied mutual agency, it did not stipulate
mutual surety.

3 The partnership of crafts, most often designated as sharikat al-sand'f
wa'l-taqabbul, in which the partners' skilled labour in some manufacture is
the input capital, for the joint pursuit of a craft or related crafts.

4 The credit cooperative, sharikat al-wujuh, in which the partners bought
commodities on joint credit, in order to share the profit after the resale.

The sleeping partnership or 'commenda':
1 The commenda combines capital or commodities from one of the partners

with the input of trading skills, labour, travelling and time from the other,
and the latter is not responsible for the possible loss of the capital, and the
profit is to be shared on an equal basis, 50-50.

In the papers left by f Abd Allah Bey Hamza there are examples of both
contractual partnerships in the "indn variety and of commendas. In the
medieval East and West the commenda was the most important instrument
for the financing of commercial ventures, particularly suitable to the
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requirements of long-distance trade. Its significance for long-distance
trade has been documented by Goitein in his analysis of the medieval
Geniza documents, by Walz in his study of Egyptian/Sudanese trade in
the eighteenth century, and by Postan in his book on medieval trade and
finance in Europe." It 'combined the advantages of a loan with those of a
partnership; and while containing elements characteristic of both, it
cannot be strictly classified in either category.'100 It was particularly the
freedom of the travelling agent, the tractor, in the use of the capital
provided by the commendator in the pursuit of profit, and the freedom
from any liability in the event of the partial or complete loss of the
capital, that tempted him to engage in such ventures. The commenda
brought capital and labour together in such a way that capital bore the
losses, but in the case of profit, capital received only 50 per cent of the
profit, the other 50 per cent going to labour. The commenda is termed
muddraba in Hanafi law, qirdd and muqdrada in MalikI and ShafTl law.101

Investors in a commenda were either merchants or other people with
ready investment capital. The agent was normally a merchant who sought
more capital, or as in the case of industrial commendas (defined illegal by
the Malikists), it could be an artisan. The commenda varied therefore
from a simple contract of service to a more elaborate contract of invest-
ment and finance.

Islamic legal tradition in the Sudan was dominated by the MalikI school.
The Ottoman Turks followed the Hanafi school. There was probably no
conflict here; the Sudanese continued to regulate affairs among themselves
according to MalikI and customary law, but when dealing with the local
Turks or with people in Egypt, Hanafi law was adhered to. Thus in the
commenda contract between * Abd Allah Bey Hamza and a Turk in Berber
the Hanafi term muddraba is used, but in a similar contract between two
Sudanese, the MalikI term qirdd is used.102 A striking difference between
these two schools is that MalikI law prohibits the use of goods and
merchandise as investment in a commenda, which in theory prevents a
merchant from shipping his merchandise with an agent to another market
under the rules governing a commenda. To overcome this difficulty, and still
adhere to MalikI law, the merchant sold his merchandise to a third party,
gave the money to an agent as a legal investment in a commenda,
whereupon the latter repurchased the merchandise and set off. The
practicalities of long-distance trade would count for more than theoretical
rules.103

In the case of contractual partnerships, MalikI law restricts the scope of
the mufdwada and the "indn to the joint capital of the partners. Each partner
confers upon his colleague full authority to dispose of their joint capital in
any acceptable manner which will benefit their partnership. The MalikI
Hndn partnership is the narrowest in scope, confined to a single commodity
or a single transaction and the mutual mandate is also restricted. Further-
more emphasis is put on proportionality or balance between the input of the
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two partners, which can be in cash, goods or work. As for the cash, it has to
be in gold or silver coins, and it has to be present at the contracting of the
partnership in order to be physically mixed, one sum with the other. There
are also examples of such partnerships in the collection off Abd Allah Bey.
Work partnerships, combining labour and cash between persons of the
same profession, are allowed, but not credit partnerships.104

In the following analysis socio-economic data and context will be con-
sidered, leaving aside diplomatic structure and legal formulations.
Partnership institutions were not confined to trade and crafts, but lay at
the core of the organisation of agricultural production as well.105 The
jointly owned means of production can be seen as proprietary partner-
ships {sharikat al-milk), forming the basis of the partnerships in pro-
duction. Partnerships in production came about in two ways, first when
the share-owners worked and produced together, secondly, when external
specialists were invited to put in skills, labour, animals, implements and
seed. Partnerships in agriculture were not Islamic in origin, but grew out
of centuries of socio-economic adaptations. They were not committed to
writing and have left few traces of earlier formal rules. In Islamic culture
the widespread use of partnerships in almost any economic enterprise that
required more than one man, was a way to avoid the somewhat repugnant
direct paid employment, although some of the work partnerships and
industrial commendas came very close to it. It was also a way to avoid
borrowing money for commercial investments. When the Nubians became
Arabised Muslims, they did not find these cultural attitudes and legal
rationalisations completely alien to their own way of thinking about
economic cooperation. After all, wage employment is a recent (nine-
teenth century) phenomenon in the Sudan and it was more natural for
them to stick to partnerships than it was in the far more developed and
monetised central areas of the Middle East.

The idea of partnership and its application to various economic sectors
was therefore not alien to the riverain societies when commercial connec-
tions abroad acquainted the Sudanese traders with Islamic commercial law
and the legal instruments (commendas and contractual partnerships) avail-
able to them. Walz has shown how Sudanese jalldba long before the
Turkiyya obtained capital and merchandise from big merchants in Egypt
under both the commenda and the commercial partnership forms of
cooperation.106 Interestingly enough, Egyptian and Sudanese commercial
terminology does not always make a clear distinction between these two
main types of contracts, using in both cases the term *aqd sharika or sharikat
al-'aqd.

THREE CONTRACTS FROM THE ARCHIVE OF ABD ALLAH BEY HAMZA

The following is a commentary on three commercial contracts. The trans-
lations can be found in the Appendix.
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1 Berg: NI363. 15/91 (13 Shawwal 1299/28 August 1882)
The two parties were together in Egypt at the time of the writing of the
contract. fAbd Allah was to act as the travelling agent (tractor) for
Sulayman and was to go to Kordofan, where he was staying at that time, and
where he was to take over the capital of the joint venture, namely 10,000
tobs consigned to Ilyas Pasha, the one-time governor of the province, and
deposited there with him. With this initial capital he was to acquire
Sudanese commodities in consultation with Sulayman, and send them to
Egypt, where the latter would sell them and share the profit with 'Abd
Allah. The tobs represented a capital of 5,000 dollars, which was a fortune
in those days, and which indicates the economic dimension of this business
venture.

This is clearly a commenda contract, although that is not explicitly stated,
and although there are some features that seem incompatible with a correct
commenda. First the capital is not present at the time of concluding the
contract, and secondly the trading restrictions imposed on the tractor. The
commenda stipulations are first of all: (1) the joining of capital with
travelling and trading (2) the risk of losing the capital is completely on the
commendator, and finally (3) the profit is to be shared equally 50-50. The
introductory reference to the founder of the Hanafi school indicates that the
contract is set up in accordance with the rules of this school. Although it
might have happened frequently, it is not often stated openly in commercial
contracts, as in the present case, that each partner receives a copy. The third
contract below, however, seems to indicate that it was written in only one
copy and this was to be kept by the commendator.

The contract confirms that ?Abd Allah used to trade on Kordofan and
that he was heading for Kordofan after his present visit to Egypt. It is also
interesting to note that the contract was signed a year after the Mahdi had
declared himself and just one month before his forces laid siege to the
capital of Kordofan, al-Ubayyid, and half a year before al-Ubayyi<J fell to
the Mahdists and Ilyas Pasha went over to them. It is therefore not certain
that f Abd Allah really managed to fulfil his obligations and carry out the
transactions laid out in the contract.

2 Berg. NI383. 15/111 (15 Shawwal 1299/30 August 1882)
The present contract is an *aqd sharika, a contractual partnership, and
therefore different from the one above. It belongs to the mufdwadarindn
group of commercial partnerships, in the West known as societas. The two
partners put in an equal amount of capital in precious coins which were
mixed in front of them to become one capital. The stipulations regarding the
sharing of the eventual profit or loss as well as the duration of the
partnership follow Islamic law.

These two contracts show that both types of joint venture were utilised to
promote long-distance trade. In the first case, the travelling partner put in
travelling, time and labour, for which he received 50 per cent of the profit,
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and any loss would be on the investor. In the second case, Sulayman and
*Abd Allah were equal partners; although ?Abd Allah went to the Sudan
with the jointly owned commodities, he was not Sulayman's travelling agent
as in the previous contract, his input was cash and not work; for his work
and expenses he would be paid, and for his cash input he would receive half
the profit after the capital had been returned.

3 Berg. NI347. 15/75 (27 Shaf ban 1307/18 April 1890)
In spite of the use of the vague term sharika (partnership), this contract
which is also written in Egypt, must be treated as a commenda, and it
exemplifies a situation where *Abd Allah is the investor (commendator).
The capital invested was in pounds sterling. It was both taken and received,
two separate and necessary actions in the transfer of a loan and the standard
formula for a contract of sale. This and the examples above also show that
whenever two business partners engaged in several ventures at the same
time, they kept them separate in different contracts. A brother of ?Abd
Allah, Hasan appears here as a witness.

The present chapter has analysed some basic features of the profound
changes that took place in the commercial sector with the imposition of a
colonial regime. Most of the changes were seen from the perspective of
Shendi and al-Matamma. The analysis also focused on the trading networks
linked to the area, from an individual and family level to the larger ethnic
trading networks. Their interaction with the rulers and the foreign traders,
after the difficult years of the monopoly, was found to be a factor which
facilitated the flow of commodities into the hands of the foreigners. There
was both competition and mutual dependency between the foreign firms
and the Sudanese networks, but the latter were extremely helpful in
spreading imported coins and commodities and in bringing local commodi-
ties to the export centres. The colonisation of the south would have been
impossible without them.

The emerging Sudanese merchant class became a key factor in the
process of monetisation and the spread of rural indebtedness. This hap-
pened in two ways, first by turning foodstuffs into commodities and thereby
depriving the food producers of the customary management of their most
basic necessities; secondly, by providing the peasants with cash (as loans or
in exchange for foodstuffs) so that the Turks could collect a part of the taxes
in money. This was one of the reasons why the merchants, whether they
came from a village background or not, gained substantial interests in
agriculture, landed estates and farm slavery. In other cases the merchants
helped the Turks by taking over confiscated tribute in kind (e.g. grain and
cattle) in exchange for cash. The conclusion to be drawn from this is that
extra-commercial or semi-commercial activities of the merchants, i.e.,
outside pure buying and selling, and the infusion of merchant capital into
the agricultural sector, had profound socio-economic repercussions.
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Long-distance trade across the Sahara is usually analysed in quantitative
terms and from an external point of view. The archive left by a merchant in
al-Matamma provides new insight into the internal organisation of trade.
The collection also indicates how local merchant capital could be built up in
the period, resting on three legs, first on the old family networks, secondly
on a good relationship with the Turks, and thirdly on the connection with
foreign merchant capital.

As has been suggested above, commerce was undoubtedly the sector
where the greatest capital accumulation took place. Most of this capital was
the result of outright exploitation of the producers and the natural resources
of the country. The regional and international system of unequal exchange,
the dependence on merchant-creditors, and official price manipulations,
made the Sudanese producers economically powerless, both when they
were selling and buying, and when paying their taxes. Private commercial
exploitation went hand in hand with government exploitation, and in the
northern Sudan, both the government and the merchant class undermined
their own continued prosperity by extracting too much from the debt-ridden
peasants and driving them to flee from their farms.
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EMIGRATION

A characteristic feature of Sudanese society today is the widespread
settlements of northerners throughout the towns and villages of the central
and southern savannas. This diaspora has pushed the frontiers of Islam
further into Africa and continues to do so also today. 'One comes across
Danagla in every town in the Sudan', wrote a diarist in 1839.l From before
the Turkiyya the Danagla were among the most numerous and prosperous
immigrants to Kordofan, closely followed by the Ja'aliyyln and outnum-
bered by them in many areas during the Turkiyya. In Kordofan, the migrants
were in a somewhat freer situation, but they might still be subjected to
arbitrary treatment by the Turks and be forced to move further west or
south. Miiller observed an episode there in 1848 in which a peasant set fire
to his house in protest after being subject to maltreatment and extortion by
six soldiers; he claimed that the Turks had slaughtered his hens, stolen his
sheep, driven his camels away, made a soldier out of his son, and raped his
womenfolk. 'Now you will take nothing more from me. I will go to Dar
Fur!'2

The sources do not indicate when this process of migration started,
probably because there has always been mobility between the Nile and the
savannas, and not always from the Nile. The Arabs who intermarried with
the Nubians to form the Ja'aliyyln Group may have moved into the Nile
Valley from Kordofan where the founding father, Ibahim Ja'al, is said to
have been buried. A few tribes in the area stretching from the Nile
Confluence into Kordofan, such as the Jamu'iyya and the Jawami'a, regard
themselves as belonging to the Ja'aliyyln Group, but they are probably not
emigrants from the Main Nile.

The savanna and the sahel is largely open country across which it was easy
to move. Centralised political units dominated the Nile Valley and dis-
couraged the out-migration of peasants iipon whom the polities rested.
However, population pressure, periods of political disintegration, wars and
insecurity, made some people leave their villages before the Turkiyya also,
but never on a comparable scale. They sought the protection of the shaykhs
of the savannas and the sultan of Dar Fur, and asked for permission to trade
and cultivate within their ddrs.
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Once emigrants had settled in the diaspora, they started to attract fellow
tribesmen and relatives from the Nile and some would be encouraged to
move further afield. The local ruling classes took advantage of the services
offered by the learned strangers, who could both read and write and cure
sick people, in addition to importing luxuries for them. Thus in many cases
religious and legal expertise were as valuable assets as commercial wealth,
being rewarded by landed estates, tax exemptions and other privileges by
local rulers.3 Some migrants even married into the royal families, a step that
in some cases led ambitious Ja'aliyyln to found their own kingdoms and
dynasties.4

The Turkiyya united a vast territory which, combined with severe
exploitation of the riverain peasants, opened up for waves of emigration
from the Main Nile. The gradual southward spread of the sdqiya and the
flat-roofed mud houses south and west of the Confluence, is a clear
indication of what was taking place. The emigrants represented a serious
loss of revenue to the governors of the north, and for the same reason they
were welcomed in the central and southern districts by the Turkish
governors there. In the second phase of colonial expansion, 1840-75, the
northern migrants contributed their expertise, labour, networks and
capital, and in most cases they were ahead of the Turks and cleared the road
for them.

Commercial capital played an important role in imperialist expansion in
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Under Muhammad 'AH and his
successors, Egypt was drawn into the periphery of the expanding Western
market. At the same time and partly in response to the same development,
Egypt embarked upon a secondary imperialist expansion in Africa, sup-
ported by both local and Western capital. Despite some international
irritation over the monopoly system, which Egypt was forced to abandon in
around 1840, Western interests supported Egypt's expansion since it
automatically created what may be called a secondary periphery for the
Western market. The subsequent expansion into southern and western
Sudan xame about in a joint effort by European, Levantine, Turkish,
Egyptian and northern Sudanese merchant capital, together with govern-
ment forces and Christian missionaries. This created a tertiary periphery,
subjected to both European, Egyptian and northern Sudanese interests,
and laid the foundation for the special status of the south which became
institutionalised later under the British and which is the main reason for the
current civil war, 1955-72, and 1983 onwards.

THE CAUSES OF EMIGRATION

In describing the causes and effects of migration in Africa, Hartmann wrote
that the Ja'aliyyin suffered from real 'travelmania', Reisemanie. A genuine
Ja'ali could easily find an excuse to satisfy his lust for travelling. He could be
found all over East Africa. If he ran out of money en route he could survive
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as middleman, missionary, doctor or writer of charms and marriage
contracts. When in serious need he could even become a soldier.5 Munz-
inger had a similar impression of the Ja'aliyyin, saying that they went
wherever they expected to obtain profit.6 This un-nuanced stereotype does
not distinguish between sons of peasants and sons of merchants, who would
have different motives for leaving their villages, and it is misleading with
regard to the causes of emigration. However, Hartmann and Munzinger say
something about the magnitude of the emigration of the Ja'aliyyin around
1860, which is confirmed by many others. Although many perhaps hoped to
return one day with enough capital to get married, build sdqiyas and enlarge
the family farm and so on, others invited their family to come after them or
they established new families in the diaspora. These pockets of northerners
transmitted their culture, language and religion to the host population.
Hence the significance of the Ja'aliyyln diaspora in Africa.

Under the Funj as well as under the Turks and the Mahdists, wars, raids
and famines were the most obvious causes of emigration from the north.
The Shayqiyya have been blamed for terrorising many Danagla and
Ja'aliyyln into fleeing to Kordofan and Dar Fur in the eighteenth century.7

The punitive campaigns of the Daftardar uprooted thousands of Ja'aliyyln
who took refuge across the Ethiopian border.8

Apart from these acute causes of emigration, which are so numerous in
the sources, other economic, ecological, social, cultural and political factors
caused a steady emigration from the north (see p. 75). It is tempting to use
the modern term of 'structural violence' to define some of the less visible
causes of emigration, so often referred to in the sources as laziness and an
urge to travel. We have found that land scarcity in relation to population
was not acute in the Turkiyya. However, when people started to divide up
their holdings in earnest in response to the Sharia and the market forces,
and land also became a commodity, the unequal distribution of land and the
difficulty of access to vacant land for poor peasants, forced many debt-
ridden families out of a village even if there was plenty of land. Further-
more, emigration tended to affect every family rather than whole families,
as it was the men who left first. This led to a serious drain on the labour
force, only partially alleviated by slave labour and tedddn arrangements,
and to a general inability to exploit vacant land.

From his childhood, a boy would learn that some of his relatives lived
outside the ddr, and he would learn that to travel abroad for shorter or
longer periods was a normal part of a Ja'ali career. The growing frequency
of emigration is expressed in a Ja'all saying: The north gives birth, the
south gives manhood.' A girl back home might be told that one day a cousin
from the diaspora would come home to marry her, as was often the case.

Irrespective of period, the causes of emigration may be divided into two
interrelated categories, the 'pull' factors and the 'push' factors.9

The 'pull' factors. The positive picture of life and opportunities in the
diaspora, particularly in the sector of trade, which was undoubtedly a
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motivating force in general. The breakdown of what may have remained of
the old political and socio-cultural sanctions against migration made it
easier also to leave when life became too difficult, even if the Turks erected
new barriers against what they saw as defection. The individual perception
of the misery and lack of opportunities back home was reinforced by success
stories from the diaspora.

Success in the diaspora was usually achieved in trade, and to some degree
in religious activities. The geographical spread of the diaspora was con-
gruous with the trade routes and networks. The availability of land was also
a structuring factor, as the northern agricultural settlements in the Khayran
in Kordofan and along the Blue and White Niles clearly show. Religious
men were also tempted to try their luck in the diaspora, where the chances
of gaining a living by offering their services would be much greater than at
home. A document from al-Matamma shows how the members of a
religious family spread to various districts throughout the Sudan in this
period.10 Students as well as teachers travelled and stayed for long periods
in various places; 'shaykh-seeking' is an ancient Islamic practice. Renowned
fakis and religious shaykhs attracted students and would-be members of the
religious brotherhoods they represented.

The 'push' factors. The most obvious causes of emigration ranged from
natural calamities to political insecurity and war. In the Turkiyya the
regular harassments by the unruly soldiers were naturally enough to make
people leave, but the role of structural factors has been emphasised
previously (p. 76-81), and the incompatibility between a market directed
agricultural and fiscal policy and the local subsistence economy. Cash crops
were found to have exhausted the soil, the animal motive power, and the
wheel, and limited the space and time left for food production. The cutting
of trees to clear land for government schemes, to build boats and to get fuel
for the steam-powered river boats was another serious attack on, the
eco-system.

Contemporary observers and finally also the rulers themselves saw, albeit
reluctantly, a clear connection between high taxes, the methods of collec-
tion and emigration. The amount to be collected each year did not fluctuate
with or correspond to the annual farm output, and with decreasing returns,
the weight of taxes grew proportionately. The demand for taxes in cash
caused special difficulties, as it forced the peasants to sell grain at very low
prices and to borrow from local merchants. Outstanding taxes and debts
were therefore a main 'push' factor.

A common denominator in the complex set of 'push' factors seems to
have been what may be termed 'incomplete reproduction'. This means in
plain words that riverain societies became unable to replace or reproduce
from one year to the next such crucial necessities as labour, soil fertility,
tools, seed, water and animals. Not only did the Turkiyya seriously interfere
with what the peasants could put aside from the harvest for future social and
economic investments, including seed for the next season, but the natural
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and necessary maintenance of the means of production in general was
hampered and in many cases destroyed.11

ABSENTEE HUSBANDS AND FATHERS

Ja'ali women and children were not completely unaccustomed to the
absence of their fathers, brothers and husbands before the Turkiyya. It gave
the wives a freer position in society but also more responsibility for the
children and the family farm. Wives of the professional long-distance
traders and camel drivers would see their husbands even less often. The loss
of farm labour and supervision which this caused, was compensated for by
slave labour, tedddn and amdna contracts and seasonal work-parties. In the
Turkiyya, large-scale emigration put unprecedented pressure on the
peasant family and particularly on the women. 'Grass-widows' became
frequent both along the Nile and in Kordofan, and destitute town women
might resort to prostitution in order to survive. Under normal circum-
stances a husband would perhaps appoint a guardian (Ar. wakil) for his wife
and children before he left, but many factors could hinder him from
returning at the promised time or from sending remittances home.12

A husband who had no farm back home to maintain his wife was obliged
to maintain her in other ways. The case of the defaulting husband from
Shendi is probably not unique, but we do not know how often destitute
'grass-widows' came to the local Sharia court to seek help, as in this case. In
1866 a woman by the name of Fatima bt. al-faki Muhammad 'Awad al-Sid
appeared before the qddi of Shendi, Muhammad Ahmad Jalal al-DIn, and
lodged a complaint against her husband who had left her to trade in Dar Fur
and Dar Fartlt, 'outside the Ottoman dominion', without providing mainte-
nance for her, her daughter and female slave. Since she had no other
income, the court granted her maintenance by specifying what she could
buy in the market on her husband's credit (see Table 6). However, her
husband failed to return, and three years later she again appeared before
the same qddi, this time suing for a divorce, which the court, considering her
difficult economic situation, granted her according to Malik! law.13

For the children of absent fathers life could be tragic, particularly when
the mother was dead. The traumas caused by absent fathers have passed
into Ja'ali folklore. A recurrent theme is that the guardian of the children
makes them do heavy work and denies them proper care. One story is about
two children whose father 'used to travel with the merchants, who took a
caravan of camels to Egypt to sell them there. The camels' owners used to
give him commission. Then he used to come [back] and wait for the next
caravan.' After the mother died, he left his children with his brother as
amdna, sacred trust. The latter, however, instigated by his wife, exploited
the children and when the father finally came back, he gave up travelling
with the caravans.14 In another story the uncle and guardian of the children
kills the nephew for eating some grain. The young girl, however, managed
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to escape and searched every passing caravan till her father finally came one
day. Learning of his son's fate, he went after his brother and killed him.15

It is therefore not surprising to note that wives might be tempted to
accompany their husbands into the diaspora and even take part in the
caravan traffic. Normally the jalldba brought concubines on their travels to
cook for them, but their legally married wives might be invited as well.16

FOUR EMIGRANTS

The travellers who visited Berber Province in the 1860s noted deserted
villages and depopulation. The local shaykhs were alarmed at the high rate
of emigration by young men and whole families. As a concrete example
from this period we may mention the case of Babikr Bedri. He was from the
Rubatab tribe of the Ja'aliyyln Group and was born near Atbara River in
1861.

And I [Babikr] remember that towards the end of the year 1283 (spring 1867)
my father left home, and there was a famine (it was general in the Sudan), and
my half-brother Sa'Id used to bring gum-arabic in his tob, for my mother to
mix with the millet flour [durra]. I remember, too, my uncle Muhammad 'All
Hamad al-SId taking us to Rufa'a [on the Blue Nile],... and we lived there in
Rufa'a till I got married. [My father had first gone] with a party of six other
men to Khartoum and beyond, in search of a living. [After a while] my father
came to Rufa'a, where we were... . That same year my father went to Karkuj
[south of Sinnar] and came back with plenty of money.17

Babikr attended a faki's Quaran school, khalwa, and became later a
staunch follower of the Mahdi, because of which he ended up as a prisoner
in Upper Egypt where he met fAbd Allah Bey Hamza. During the
Condominium he was a pioneer in the development of girls' education and
was never to return to the north. The opportunities were greater in the
diaspora.

A famous figure in the trade on Dar Fur and Wadai was a Dongolawl by
the name of al-hdjj Ahmad Tangatanga. Nachtigal travelled with him from
Wadai to Dar Fur in 1874. He was born in Dongola and had studied at
al-Azhar in Cairo before he went to Dar Fur where he stayed for some time
at the court. He then moved to al-Ubayyi<J and founded a family there. His
trading activities took him to Wadai, where he settled at al-TIniyyat, on the
road between Dar Fur and Wadai, where he traded in Egyptian commodi-
ties. However, his hospitality to numerous passing jalldba ruined him and at
the invitation of the Wadai sultan, he went to settle at Abeshr, the capital,
to act as the sultan's adviser.18

Perhaps the most famous and important of the Ja'all migrant traders was
al-Zubayr Rahma Man§ur, the conqueror of Dar Fur, whom we have
mentioned earlier (p. 124). He was born north of Khartoum in 1830 and was
sent to school in Khartoum where he studied the Quran and MalikI law. At
about sixteen years of age he joined a trading expedition up the White Nile,
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and after working for some time as an assistant of the Egyptian trader f All
Abuf Amuri, he decided to go independent. He recruited a large slave army
and appointed Ja'aliyyin, such as ?Abd al-Rahmanw. al-Nujumi, as his
generals and lieutenants. Having established himself in the Bahr al-Ghazal,
he came into conflict with Dar Fur, whereupon he launched an attack upon
the sultanate and conquered it in 1874.19

It seems appropriate to end this short gallery of emigrants by sketching
the early career of a Dongolawi who was to unite the different anti-govern-
ment forces across ethnic and social boundaries and bring about the fall of
the Turkiyya. His name was Muhammad Ahmad b. ?Abd Allah and he was
born in Dongola in about 1844.20 His father was a boat-builder, a common
occupation among the Danagla, and claimed to descend from the Prophet.
As the supply of timber shrank in the north, the family moved to Karari,
near present-day Omdurman, where the father died. Muhammad Ahmad
did not take up boat-building as did his brothers, but devoted himself to
religious studies. He studied under various shaykhs and became himself a
shaykh of the Sammaniyya brotherhood. When his brothers moved to Aba
Island in the White Nile where timber was more plentiful, he accompanied
them and soon students started to gather around him.

In around 1880 he visited al-Ubayyid where there was much agitation
between the pro and anti-government factions, particularly among the
Ja'aliyyin. From being an ally of the Turks, Ilyas Pasha after his dismissal
as governor in 1879 became the leader of a large group of anti-govern-
ment Ja'aliyyin in Kordofan together with 'Abd al-Rahman Ban al-
Naqa.21 His opponent was another Ja'ali merchant, Ahmad Bey Daf
Allah who supported the new Turkish governor, Muhammad Sa'id Pasha.
Muhammad Ahmad's contacts with the opposition groups in Kordofaji
initiated a formidable alliance between religious and commercial interests.
Gordon's anti-jalldba policy a short time before had sent numerous desti-
tute and remorseful northerners back north to Kordofan. Many waited for
the expected Mahdi, al-mahdi al-muntazar, to deliver them from the
hands of the infidel Turks and Christians. It came therefore as a relief
rather than as a surprise when the pious and ascetic Muhammed Ahmad
announced in spring 1881 that he was the expected Mahdi. For a second
time he contacted the Ja'ali opposition in Kordofan and they swore
allegiance to him.

THE RETURN: HARVESTING THE WHIRLWIND

In contrast to most of the people back home, the jalldba of the diaspora had
at least the opportunity to win wealth, self-confidence and power. Some
took up farming also in the diaspora, or gained a living asfakis, teachers and
notaries, many remained petty traders known as mutasabbibin, but in
combination with those who made conspicuous commercial, religious and
political careers, they became a considerable force. The military experience
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gained in the Bahr al-Ghazal and Dar Fur was to become crucial in the
coming confrontation with the Turks.

As a first step against the slave trade, Gordon forbade the formation of
private armies, but a remnant of al-Zubayr's forces under the leadership of
his son, Sulayman, and outside the reach of the government, continued
their slave raids in the Bahr al-Ghazal. Sulayman therefore could not be
controlled easily, and one might as well appoint him Turkish governor
(1877) of the province, as his now exiled father also had been. A rival of
Sulayman, the Dongolawi Idris w. Abtar, subsequently challenged his
authority and after a revolt, Gordon switched his support to Idris, who then
became governor. Serious unrest now spread among the Ja'aliyyin in
Kordofan, Dar Fur and the Bahr al-Ghazal, and Romolo Gessi, an Italian,
was sent to crush Sulayman, who was killed in July 1879.22

The government appeared to be winning over the free-booting jalldba,
but a group of al-Zubayr's former lieutenants under the leadership of Rabih
Fadl Allah, with their remaining slave army, decided to seek their fortune in
the west, where they toppled chiefs and kings all the way to Lake Chad.
After conquering the kingdom of Borno, in present-day north-eastern
Nigeria, Rabih set himself up as the new ruler when the French colonisers
were just around the corner. In the ensuing battle in 1899 at what was later
to become Fort L^my (Ndjamena) he was killed.23 This terminated the
momentum of a unique outburst of Ja'ali emigration towards the west.

An effective measure against the jalldba was to instruct the tribal shaykhs
of southern Dar Fur and Kordofan to expel to the government posts any
jalldbi found in their territories. This order from Gordon was apparently
received with enthusiasm. The traders were hunted down and plundered of
all they had and the news of their treatment aroused consternation, not only
in the west but amongst their kinsmen in the valley of the Nile. In this
harrying of the jalldba the Ja'aliyyln were perhaps the principal sufferers.'24

The return of the jalldba to Kordofan and further north naturally intensi-
fied political agitation and unrest throughout the country. It was no coinci-
dence that Muhammad Ahmad, after declaring himself the Mahdl, and
being attacked by Turkish troops at Aba Island, moved to Jabal Qadir in
Kordofan, where he felt more secure among his natural allies and followers,
the jalldba. As a religious leader he was able to unite people irrespective of
tribal affiliations against a common enemy. He even managed, temporarily,
to make the Ja'aliyyin and the Danagla forget their rivalry, and the jalldba
forget their maltreatment by the Baqqara, who became the most important
force in the Mahdist camp, and from whom was recruited the Mahdi's
successor, the Khalifa 'Abdullahi. The Mahdl appealed both to those who
were outraged by what they perceived as Turkish corruption of Islam, to
those who saw in the Mahdl a leader who could free them from heavy
taxation and arbitrary injustices, to those whose slave trade business was
seriously hampered by government interference, and to those who had
personal grievances of various kinds against the Turks.
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The government proved unable to deal with the situation, although it had
a better equipped army. The lack of resolution must also be attributed to
the British occupation of Egypt in 1882, which detracted attention away
from what was building up in the Sudan. Al-UbayyicJ fell to the Mahdists
after a long siege in January 1883. After this success the Mahdists were well
prepared to meet the expedition of Hicks Pasha in the autumn, which they
crushed at Shaykan. The road was now open to Khartoum. For the third
time the Egyptian government called upon Gordon to assist them, and he
arrived in the Sudan in the early part of 1884. His mission was apparently to
evacuate Khartoum, but this was not made known in order not to dis-
courage the still loyal people of the north. It seems also that Gordon himself
hoped to turn the tide or at least keep the Mahdl from gaining more
territory. Husayn Pasha Khalifa was reinstated as governor of the combined
provinces of Berber and Dongola, substantial tax-reductions were
announced, slavery was not to be abolished after all, and Gordon promised
that the Sudan would henceforth be governed by the Sudanese themselves.
Rather than pacifying the people of Berber Province, Gordon's unclear
mission convinced many that the Sudan was to be evacuated and given over
to the Mahdl. That Gordon later announced that he had actually been
appointed governor-general of the Sudan, did not make much impression
on the Sudanese.

Until the arrival of Gordon, Berber Province had been relatively quiet,
the people there expected probably that the Turks would regain power.
Gordon, however, who had crushed so many of their jalldba relatives, was
not the right man to assure the Ja'aliyyin that the government was still in
control and had only good intentions. After he had reached Khartoum,
support among the Ja'aliyyin for the Mahdist cause became widespread,
under the leadership of *Abd Allah w. Sa'd and his brother, 'All, and
Ahmad w. Hamza.25 In March the Ja'aliyyin cut the telegraph line between
Khartoum and Berber, and it was cut again north of Berber. By April the
whole province was ripe for revolt; the Turkish garrison at Shendi
demanded more money, ammunition and grain, and panic broke out in
Berber.26 Towards the end of April, the future Mahdist amir of Berber and
former teacher of the Mahdl, Muhammad Khayr, was sent to join the
rebellious Ja'aliyym and lead them to take the town of Berber. As he
advanced downstream, the villagers rose and joined him. The remaining
troops at Shendi offered little effective resistance, and the same may be said
about the followers of the Khatmiyya brotherhood there.27 After a siege
of seven days, Berber fell on 19 May. Husayn Pasha submitted and was
sent to Omdurman, from where he later managed to flee to Egypt. Gordon
was now trapped in Khartoum, and was killed by the Mahdists when they
stormed the town on 26 January 1885. A leading general in the assault was
al-Zubayr's former general, fAbd al-Rahmanw. al-Nujuml, a Ja'ali.

The Mahdist uprising occurred in a most decisive period in world history
and this fact has coloured and distorted contemporary as well as later
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understanding of the phenomenon. 'Darkest Africa' was about to be
divided between the European powers, and here they were already faced
with the first genuine African resistance movement. Although some
observers expressed understanding of the hatred felt against the Turks, the
general attitude against the Mahdiyya was one of condemnation and
outrage. It was thought to represent the victory of barbarism and fanaticism
over the forces of civilisation, inspired by an imposter and 'false prophet'.

The events leading up to the fall of Khartoum and the killing of Gordon,
the subsequent anti-Mahdist propaganda war and the re-occupation, made
it difficult to search for the causes of the revolution beyond the slogans of
'Islamic fanaticism'. Seen in retrospect, however, it was only natural that
the protest movement should adopt Islam as its unifying ideology. What
alternatives were there? It was also natural to propagate the coming
political and social changes in the language of religious reform, rather than
to fight for a meaningless return to the happy old days of the Funj Sultanate.
There is no reason to doubt the seriousness of the Mahdi when he expressed
his disgust of being ruled by the immoral and irreligious Turks and their
European 'infidel' partners. For him and mapy of his followers, fighting
against the Turks and calling for religious, political and social reform were
inseparable.

From this analysis of economic and social change as result of and response
to a colonial regime, it follows that the causes of the Mahdist revolution can
be found in the growing feeling of despair and hatred in the population
against dislocation, arbitrary rule, physical oppression and disregard for
Sudanese mitral and religious sentiments. The early revolt of the Ja'aliyyln
and subsequent 'disturbances' showed that both the peasantry and nomads
were against the regime and that local, spontaneous revolts by the poorer
classes against oppression were futile. This situation had changed dramati-
cally around 1880. Now the government had managed to alienate large
sections of the religious and trading middle class, who consequently allied
themselves with the peasants and nomads and, armed with capital, military
training and a strong religious conviction, gave the opposition groups the
unity, ideological direction, courage and strength they needed. The cross-
ethnic nationalist ideas about being 'Sudanese' were now formulated for the
first time. The Mahdist uprising was not the revolt of the poorest and the
most oppressed peoples and it did not start in the poorest areas of the
Sudan, but on the contrary in Kordofan and along the Blue and White
Niles. The Mahdi entered the historical stage in response to the historical
situation and the expectations of the people.

The present study has described and analysed the political, economic and
social changes that the northern Sudan underwent in the nineteenth century
up to 1885. It has mainly followed the history of the Ja'aliyyln in this period
and their two main towns, Shendi and al-Matamma, but it has tried always
to situate them in a broader historical context. It was not meant to be a
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history of a tribe. In the analysis of peasants and traders, it was sought to
break out of the somewhat artificial tribal framework and see their history
also in terms of cross-ethnic social groups. By relating the various phenom-
ena we are studying to a concrete population group, however, we are able
all the time to tie our abstractions and generalisations to the concrete
history of a people, a social group, a family or a town.

Ample evidence has shown how an alien economic policy with emphasis
on cash crops and taxation in marketable crops and in cash, undermined the
eco-system and the subsistence peasant economy and society. A collaborat-
ing class of merchants contributed to surplus extraction by providing the
peasants with cash with which to pay their taxes, but which also tied them
permanently to the merchant-creditors. Many peasants and traders emi-
grated in this period as a result of the diminishing economic possibilities in
the north and discovered that the areas further south and west offered a
variety of new options.

Although the decline had begun before, and despite all the efforts at
'economic development', the Turkiyya struck the final blow at the political
and economic vitality of the Nile Valley north of Khartoum. Thencefor-
ward, the north acted and continues to act as the birth-place of many
prominent religious, political and intellectual figures, whose careers have
unfolded outside their homeland. The regularity of emigration has made its
heavy imprint on social organisation and world-view, and is frequently a
theme in local folk-tales. A Ja'ali saying expresses in a nut-shell how the
people have come to regard emigration as a fact of life: 'The North gives
birth and the South gives manhood.' The north has become a source of
cheap labour, tenants on government schemes, civil servants, teachers and
engineers for the rest of the Sudan, for Egypt, Libya and the Gulf States.
And finally the north has continued to produce merchants, particularly in
the Shendi area, who handle much of the commodity trade in the Sudan.
The present study has shown how this lop-sided development started, and
how the more central areas became the economic and political gravity point
of the modern Sudan.
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Appendix: Three contracts from the
archive of Abd Allah Bey Hamza

1 Berg. NI 363. 15/91 (13 Shawwal 1299/28 August 1882)

A paper for guarantee, conditions and agreements and similar docu-
ments without a stated sum, its price [stamp duty] being six piastres.

61

Abu Hanlfa al-Nu'man, may God be pleased with him.
On the blessed day of Monday the 13th of the month of Shawwal 1299 - one
thousand two hundred and ninety nine - [28 August 1882] a blessed
partnership contract [*aqd sharika] took place between the honourable
Shaykh Sulayman 'Abd al-Ghani, living in Egypt [or Cairo], and Shaykh
f Abd Allah Hamza of the merchants of al-Matamma, staying in Kordofan,
concerning those profits realised on goods sold in Egypt by Shaykh
Sulayman f Abd al-Ghani, and bought in the Sudan under the supervision of
the aforementioned Shaykh 'Abd Allah Hamza. Its [the partnership's]
capital is constituted by ten thousand safariyya tobs from the capital of
Shaykh Sulayman ?Abd al-Ghani, consigned to Ilyas Pasha upon [his]
receipt of them in Kordofan, free [of] all expenses. The retail price is one
riydl for two tobs according to the instructions of the said Shaykh Sulayman
?Abd al-Ghani. Shaykh 'Abd Allah Hamza has no share in the capital,
rather he is to receive half of the profit of the sale of the goods in Egypt as
has been mentioned, and he is not responsible for any losses. Shaykh 'Abd
Allah Hamza has no right to dispose of what Shaykh Sulayman ?Abd
al-Ghani sends him from Egypt, except according to the price which he
learns from him, and with his permission according to his instruction, either
by telegraph or letter. Likewise he is not to buy anything from the Sudan
except at the behest of and with the consent of Shaykh Sulayman f Abd
al-Ghani. Likewise Shaykh f Abd Allah Hamza is to inform Shaykh Sulay-
man 'Abd al-Ghani immediately about the prices of goods in the Sudan in
order that he may authorise him to buy what should be bought. Shaykh
?Abd Allah Hamza may not sell anything on credit but only for ready cash.
As for what he buys of goods and sends to Shaykh Sulayman f Abd al-Ghani
from the Sudan, whether by sea or land, and any of these goods are lost,
God forbid, it will not be counted against Shaykh fAbd Allah Hamza in any
way, after a confirmation that they have been sent by him. In accordance
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with what has been mentioned here, let there be content and agreement
between the two. Done in the presence of the witnesses mentioned below.
Two copies were made, each having a copy in order that he may proceed in
accordance with it. And God Most High is the best of witnesses.

The undersigned Sulayman By the testimony By the testimony
fAbd Allah rAbd al-Ghanl of <Abd Allah of al-Sayyid
Hamza [2 seals] al-Falali. Seal Muhammad al-
[seal] Ghali al-Husayni.

By the testimony of . . . Seal, [seal]
I witnessed it, I witnessed it, I witnessed it,
with my signature, with my al-Hdjj fAbd al-Salam
Muhammad signature, al-Nanl.
'AH Miyas 'AH Mas'ud Seal, [seal]

2 Berg. NI 383. 15/111 (15 Shawwal 1299/30 August 1882)
A paper for guarantee, conditions and agreements and similar docu-
ments without a stated sum, its price [stamp duty] being six piastres.

6
On the blessed day of Wednesday the 15th Shawwal 1299 [30 August 1882]
the two men, sound of mind and of legal age, came together. The two
referred to, being in a state of legal competence, and whose names and seals
appear on it [the document] below, are the honourable Shaykh Sulayman
?Abd al-Ghanl, resident in Egypt, and al-hdjj *Abd Allah Hamza, resident
in al-Matamma. They have agreed and consented to a partnership that, if
God is willing, may be profitable. The said honourable Shaykh Sulayman
has contributed from his personal capital a sum of one hundred and fifteen
Egyptian gold pounds, and likewise the said Shaykh ?Abd Allah has
contributed from his personal capital the sum of one hundred and fifteen
Egyptian gold pounds; the total sum contributed by the two parties, being
thus two hundred and thirty Egyptian gold pounds, have been mixed one
with the other and become one capital. We purchased with it goods from
Egypt and all the goods were delivered to al-hdjj fAbd Allah Hamza, the
partner, in order that he should take them to the Sudan to sell and buy with
them with his [Sulayman's] knowledge so that after the sale it would be
possible to acquire, as a result of exchanging them, goods from the Sudan,
with his [Sulayman's] knowledge. These should then be sent to the said
Sulayman mentioned for him to dispose of in Egypt with his [f Abd Allah's]
knowledge. The partnership contract will last for a complete year starting
from the date below [sic!], and after the completion of the said year, each of
them will be free to continue or not. And the stipulations of the partnership,
in so far as God provides some profit, from the proceeds of the Egyptian and
Sudanese goods, after settling the capital and expenses, are that in so far
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that God provides some profit, half will go to the said Shaykh Sulayman and
the other half to al-hdjj 'Abd Allah Hamza. If the opposite should happen,
may God forbid, the losses will be divided equally. To this they have agreed
without duress or compulsion, in the presence of the witnesses named
below, and [the document which contains] these stipulations, will remain in
the hand of the honourable Shaykh Sulayman [to the benefit of?] the two
parties. And God, may He be exalted, is the best of witnesses.
I witnessed it, The guarantor The guarantor of
Ahmad *Abd Allah of its validity. its validity.
al-Falali. Seal. Sulayman fAbd Allah Hamza

[seal] f Abd al-Ghani Musa [seal]
[seal]

I, the undersigned Taha I, the undersigned
Yusuf, witnessed it. 'All Mas'ud, wit- The testimony of al-

nessed it. Sharif Muhammad al-Ghali
al-Husaynl. Seal, [seal]

I, the undersigned Muhammad 'All MIyas, witnessed it.

3 Berg. NI 347. 15/75 (27 Shaban 1307/18 April 1890)
A document for up to forty five thousand piastres to fifty thousand
piastres, its price [stamp duty] being hundred piastres.

100
In the presence of the witnesses below, Muhammad Mahmud *Abd
al-Rahim of the people of Binabana [?], sound of mind and of legal age,
acknowledges and confirms and swore personally, without anyone else, that
he took and received from His Excellency f Abd Allah Bey Hamza of the
merchants of the Sudan, now living in RammadI a sum in the amount of 117
afranki pounds - one hundred and seventeen afranki pounds - each pound
being equal to ninety seven and a half piastres of standard state currency, in
the hope of successful trade. And as to what the Creator, He being praised
and exalted, allows in terms of profit, Muhammad Mahmud shall receive half
of the profit and His Excellencyf Abd Allah Bey will receive the other half, in
addition to his original capital, the sum whose amount was stated above,
namely one hundred and seventeen afranki pounds. This sum is separate
from the earlier partnership [contract] preserved among the papers in [his]
hands, namely 'Abd Allah Bey's. And the duration of the partnership will be
as long as he wishes and until he chooses to terminate the accounts. And this
took place before witnesses. And God is sufficient as a Witness.
The guarantor of its 27 Sha'ban 1307 I witnessed it,
validity, Muhammad [18 April 1890] Ibrahim Hamid
Mahmud f Abd al- Masha * Abduh
Rahim [seal] [seal]
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Three contracts

I witnessed it, I witnessed it, I witnessed it,
the undersigned Muhmud *Abd al- Hasan Hamza,
Muhammad [Ibrahim?] Rahim [seal] the merchant

[seal]
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widow, Mrs Elizabeth Ryder, to whom I am most grateful for a copy. For another copy
which lacks the sketch map, see SAD 400/8/1-25.

26 NRO, Intel. 8/1/2, Land tenure among Arab tribes in rain cultivations.
27 Hill (1970), 54; NRO, Siv. Sec. 38/3/17, Land tenure in Fung Area. For more on measures

and measurements, see Cailliaud (1826), ii, 297, 290-1; Brocchi (1843), v, 420, 449, 463-4;
Douin (1933-41), iii/3B, 1180.

28 Ryder, MS, 66-7; SAD 400/8/14^16; NRO, Siv. Sec. 38/4/22, Seluka Land in Berber; and
Saeed M. A. El Mahdi (1976), 83-7.

29 Spaulding (1982a), 3.
30 Tothill in Tothill (1948), 210-21.
31 See for instance Holroyd in Bowring (1840), 88; Hill (1970), 29-30.
32 Churi (1853), 152.
33 For a study of the Sudanese sdqiya, see Abu Sallm (1980). For the Egyptian sdqiya, see

Menassa and Laferriere (1974).
34 For more details, see Burnett in Tothill (1948), 289; El Haj Bilal Omer (1985), 37-8.
35 The stages of the growth of the durra and the calamities that might occur, are described in

Jackson (1919a), 1-16. See also Burckhardt (1822), 129.
36 Bj0rkelo (1982).
37 See Bond (1925), 97-103; Nicholson (1935), 314-22; Paul (1936), 346-49; Burnett in Tothill

(1948), 300-1.
38 Wituki (1967), 24.
39 Paul (1936).
40 Riippell (1929), 38, calculated that those dependent on a sdqiya had a net income of 1,000

piastres at their disposal for a full year (in Dongola 1823-5). With the introduction of indigo
cultivation, the income of a sdqiya was reduced to 637 piastres a year, according to Hoskins
(1835), 232, in the early 1830s. Ruppell estimated the harvest of a sdqiya to be between 17
and 20 Cairo ardabb (exclusive of the seed required for the next sowing), bringing the
annual harvest up to between 34 and 40 ardabb of grain with the market value of between
1,000 and 1,500 piastres (2Vi to 3 dollars or 32V2 to 39 piastres per ardabb of 198 litres which
contained 151.2 kg of durra). If the average yield of afadddn of sdqiya land was about five
ardabbs, the average sdqiya would then irrigate three to four fadddns, which agrees with
other information; see Wituki (1967), 32.

41 Chayanov (1966); Gr0nhaug (1976).
42 Poncet in Nicholls (1913), 59.
43 Bruce (1790), iv, 526, 538.
44 Burckhardt (1822), 240.
45 Rivlin (1961), 102-4.
46 Ruppell (1829), 109.
47 Ibid., 112; Prudhoe (1835), 52; Brocchi (1843), v, 115,193,666 and Table 8; Pallme (1844),

218; Brun-Rollet (1855), 302-3; Baker (1874), 13; Hill (1959a), 53; (1970),
52-3.

48 Ruppell (1829), 112 (my translation). Military supervision and control of agricultural
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production became therefore a necessity under this system, see Cadalvene and Breuvery
(1836), ii, 265.

49 Brocchi (1843), v, 115, 192-3.
50 Hoskins (1835), 53, gives the figures of 500 saqiyas in the whole of Berber Province in 1833

and estimated the number to 800 in 1821, which must be far too low, if he is really talking
about the whole province and not Berber District. Unfortunately these figures were
reproduced by Russegger (1841-8), ii/1, 465, in 1837, without any reference to his source.

51 Hoskins (1835), 53. For comparative purposes, see also Cadalvene and Breuvery (1836), ii,
339-49.

52 Russegger (1841-8), ii/1, 465, 484.
53 Puckler-Muskau (1845), ii, 164.
54 Russegger (1841-8), ii/3, 9, 13, 28-9, 64; ii/1, 465; Puckler-Muskau (1845), iii, 146.
55 Hill (1970), 196.
56 Brun-Rollet (1855), 302; Hill (1970), 66-7, 188, 200; Southworth (1875), 172-3; Dufton

(1867), 10; Werne (1849), i, 63 and (1852), 102; Hartmann (1863), 381; Lejean (1865a),
114; Heuglin (1869), 258; Hill (1970), 69-70.

57 Thibaut in Santi and Hill (1980), 86.
58 Holroyd (1839), 184. See also Hamilton (1857), 369; Hill (1970), 133-4; similarly the
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went permanently out of use; see Cuny (1862-3), 199-200; and Hoskins (1835), 179.

60 Petherick (1861), 117-18; (1869), ii, 54; Hoskins (1835), 52-3; Santoni in Santi and Hill
(1980), 219; Brocchi (1843), v, 193.

61 Du Bisson (1868), 22; Heuglin (1869), 248-9, 260-1; Baker (1874), 386; and Douin
(1933-41), iii/1, 161-2.

62 Southworth (1875), 235.
63 Abidin Archives, Reg. 1938. Ordres superieures, piece 4, 18, to the mudlr of Berber, 9

January 1871. Ref. to in Douin (1933-41), iii/2, 477-8.
64 Douin (1933-41), iii/2, 446-7, 449-50 and n.l, 488-9. The number of 3,000 saqiyas in

Berber province in 1871 is confirmed by Abu Sallm (1980).
65 Chelu (1891), 131; Douin (1933-41), iii/2, 485-6; iii/3B, 1168ff. A critical summary of why

cotton production failed, can be found in C. Ch. Giegler Pasha (1984) (ed. by R. Hill), 54.
66 Hill (1970), 53.
67 Thibaut in Santi and Hill (1980), 84.
68 Cadalvene and Breuvery (1836), ii, 279, n.l; Russegger (1841-8), ii/3, 11; Werne (1852),

78, 99; Hamilton (1857), 369, 371; Lepsius (1852), 150.
69 Taylor (1862), 221-2, 259, 261-2, 265, 403, 438; Churi (1853), 90.
70 Hamilton (1857), 381. See also Werne (1852), 77-8, 106; Taylor (1862), 443, 468.
71 L'Isthme de Suez (1857), 91-5, 109. See also Beatty (1956), 148-9; Hamilton (1857), 382;

Merruau (1958), 318-34.
72 L'Isthme du Suez (1857), 92 (my translation).
73 Petherick, letter to Stanton, 26 December 1863, PRO, FO, 78/2253; ref. in Santi and Hill

(1980), 190.
74 Schweinfurth (1918), 19; Heuglin (1869), 18-19, 38, 248-9, 253, 259-61; Baker (1874), 13;

(1875), 11; Frobenius (1893), 98. For an example of emigration from this area during this
period, see the family of Babikr Bedri in his memoirs (1969), i, 1.

75 Lafargue in Douin (1933-41), iii/1, 440-1 (my translation).
76 Ibid., 431-2, 436.
77 Ibid., 488-9.
78 Hill (1959a), 41.
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79 Estimates based on Stewart (1883), 17. Stewart reports that there were 1,442 abandoned
saqiyas in Berber province at that time, but it is uncertain whether they should be counted
among the 3,000 or not. The worst interpretation of these data is that nearly half of the
counted saqiyas were actually out of work. The next chapter will explain why broken
saqiyas were still kept in the ledgers of the taxation officials.

80 Ruppell (1829), 25-9.
81 Hasan A. A. Ahmed (1980), 112.
82 Dawkins in Alford and Sword (1898), 160.
83 Puckler-Muskau (1844), iii, 149-2. See also Saml Amln (1916-35), in, 646.
84 Hamont (1843), i, 150; Russegger (1841-8), ii/2, 53 and ii/3, 40-3, 48-9.
85 Russegger (1841-8), ii/3, 66-7.
86 Hamont founded and was in charge of the Egyptian veterinary service in the 1830s and

1840s and wrote a very critical report about the project to Muhammad 'All, (1843), i,
140-51.

87 OTahey and Spaulding (1974), 103.
88 Santoni in Santi and Hill (1980), 217. For references to small-scale trading in slaves along

the Nile, see SAD 465/2, H. C. Jackson, Safaria Notes (December 1924); and Spaulding
(1982a), 11.

89 Holroyd (1839), 185.
90 Holroyd in Bowring (1840), 88-9; Hill (1970), 29-30.
91 Chelu (1891), 131; Douin (1933-41), iii/3B, 1145-6, 1262, 1271.
92 Burckhardt (1822), 290; Russegger (1841-8), ii, 1, 493; see also ii/2, 20.
93 Buchta (1888), 28, 89.
94 Southworth (1875), 212.
95 Williams (1884), 152; Thibaut in Santi and Hill (1980), 86, 91; Santoni in Santi and Hill

(1980), 217.

5 TAXATION

1 Interviews Cl, C2 and others. See also Ohrwalder (1892), 284.
2 Kremer (1863), ii, 18.
3 Spaulding (1985), 79-91.
4 Interview Cl.
5 Rivlin (1961), 121; on taxation and finances, see 119-36.
6 Hill (1970), 43.
7 Linant de Bellefonds (1958), 79; Makhtufa, 88; Douin (1944), i, 272, 291; Cailliaud (1826),

iii, 90; Hill (1959a), 41.
8 Douin (1944), i, 273; Cailliaud (1826), 75ff.; Makhtufa, 88, 90.
9 Funj Chronicle in MacMichael (1922a), ii, 287, and Makhfuta, 89-90. Shuqayr (1903), iii,

11, gives somewhat lower rates, namely five dollars for a slave, half a dollar for a cow, a
sheep or a donkey.

10 Douin (1944), i, 276-8; Cailliaud (1826), iii, 88, 91.
11 Douin (1944), i, 279.
12 Ibid., 283-4; Ta'rikh, 23; Shuqayr (1903), iii, 12; Linant de Bellefonds (1958), 142.
13 Douin (1944), i, 277, 296, 281, 284; Makhtuta, 88; Shuqayr (1903), iii, 12.
14 Actually the fiscal year followed the Coptic calendar until 1876, when the Christian

calendar was introduced. Kremer (1863), ii, 31, says it commenced on 10 September. In the
first Coptic month of the year, Thot (29-30 September to 27-8 October), the provincial
accounts were closed as the new tax estimates were worked out and the revenues of the last
year were entered into the books as far as they had been collected. SAD 404/10 [AR].

15 Letter of 27 August 1822 from Muhammad 'All to the governor of Berber. Abidin Archive,
Ma'iyya saniyya, Reg. Turc. 19, piece 360; quoted in Douin (1944), i, 298 (my translation).
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16 Cailliaud (1862), iii, 94; Douin (1944), i, 275; Deherain (1898), 176; English (1822), 137-8.
17 In 1840, The concession for the sale of liquor in the canton [district?] of al-Matamma is

fixed at 10 purses a year,' Hill (1970), 196. The French diarist says furthermore that the
customs revenues of Berber District had been assessed at 416 purses a year, ibid., 195. The
year before we learn from Thibaut that the customs contract was increased to 300 purses,
farmed out to a merchant from Aswan, who was made to make up for a deficit of 70 purses;
Thibaut in Santoni and Hill (1980), 84. 1 purse (kls) = 500 piastres.

18 Piickler-Muskau (1844), iii, 40-1; Hill (1970), 166-60.
19 Quoted in Brun-Rollet (1855), 367.
20 Quoted in Deherain (1898), 168, note 2. (My translation and emphasis).
21 Ibid., 168; Melly (1851), travelling downstream from Khartoum in 1851, noted depopu-

lation along the Nile as a result of 'heavy taxation' and that the nomads had started to
invade agricultural land with their flocks. In Berber (Province), 6,000 purses were collected
annually, and as there were only 5,000 persons (families or taxation units?), who could pay,
that meant £6 (c.600 piastres or 30 dollars) from each on average; see also Santi and Hill
(1980), 89-90.

22 Brocchi (1843), v, 78-9, 314-15. See also Cailliaud (1826), i, 355.
23 Hill (1970), 43-4, 53-5; Brocchi (1843), v 306-7, 479-80, 666-7. In 1825-6, a good milking

cow cost 8 dollars (c.12 piastres), a bull 5, a donkey 3 to 4, a sheep half a dollar, a transport
camel 12 dollars and slaves from 20 to 30 dollars; see Russegger (1841-8), ii/1, 493; ii/2, 20
and 536.

24 Brocchi (1843), v. 479; Cadalvene and Breuvery (1836), ii, 164-5, say that the capitation or
furdat al-ru'us was unknown in Nubia; see also Petherick (1861), 130. This tax was
originally meant for non Muslims and was apparently an innovation for the Muslims in
Egypt as well; see Rivlin (1961), 133.

25 Brocchi (1843), v, 487, n.b.
26 Riippell (1829), 26-7.
27 Ibid. ,24-9. See also Cadalvene and Breuvery (1836), ii, 167. If carried out, this would have

seriously affected indigo cultivation as it was known from Egypt that a sdqiya devoted to
indigo required nine men working continuously for eight months a year; Richards (1981), 48.

28 Thus the increase in the number oisdqiyas in Dongola given by Cadalvene and Breuvery,
(ii, p. 167), refers to the ideal rather than to the reality. More reliable figures are given by
Abu Salim (1980), 230, in which we learn that in 1834/5 the number of saqiyas in Dongola
was 5,416. The most dramatic decrease occurred in al-Mahas District, namely from 775 to
292 saqiyas; see, for instance, Reboul in Santi and Hill (1980), 51. As for Arqu Island, see
Ruppell (1829), 40; Cadalvene and Breuvery (1836), ii, 339; Hamilton (1857), 381-3;
Hartmann (1863), 156-7.

29 Ruppell (1829), 27-8,37-8,43; Melly (1851), 183, says that about a quarter was paid in cash
and the rest in kind, estimated according to government prices. Hoskins (1835), 128, says
that 75 per cent or 300 piastres were paid in cash. See also Cadalvene and Breuvery (1836),
ii, 166-7.

30 Ruppell (1829), 37-8; Hoskins (1835), 232.
31 Ruppell (1829), 26, 43; Brocchi (1843), v, 315, 478, 480, 666-7.
32 Piickler-Muskau (1845), ii, 174; Russegger (1841-8), ii/3, 49, 66.
33 Brocchi (1843), v, 667; see also Hill (1970), 7.
34 NRO, Misc. 1/27/386.
35 Bredin (1961), 39.
36 Hill (1970), 45.
37 Ibid., 46; see also Lefevre in Santi and Hill (1980), 59. We are also informed that the

Kabablsh camel nomads, who nominally paid 6 piastres a head of camel, had offered to pay
1 dollar a head and be rid of the extra contributions, an offer which the Turks flatly
rejected; Hamilton (1857), 382.
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39 Ibid., 108-9; Thibaut in Santi and Hill (1980), 84. In order to break the monopoly of the
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40 Hoskins (1835), 38, 178; Puckler-Muskau (1844), Hi, 39 or (1845), ii, 173; Russegger

(1841-8), iii/1, 443-7; Petherick (1861), 105; Hartmann (1863), 220; Hill (1970), 202, 205.
41 Baker (1875), 53; Puckler-Muskau (1845), ii, 173.
42 Taylor (1862), 443, 468; Hamilton (1857), 381-3.
43 Taylor (1862), 443, 468.
44 Beatty (1956), 148-9; L'lsthme de Suez (1857), 109.
45 L'lsthme de Suez (1857), 91-5.
46 Petherick (1861), 130ff.; Cuny (1862-3), 199-200; Munzinger (1864), 570; Lejean (1865a),

110; Baker (1874), 52; Douin (1933-41), iii/1, 133-4.
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48 Grant (1885), 24,33; Petherick (1869), ii, 21; Hill (1959a), 112-13; Du Bisson (1868), 53-5,

258; Douin (1933-41), iii/1, 139; Lejean (1865a), 48, 60, 137-8; Southworth (1875), 172.
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(1980), 190. Heuglin (1869), 18-19, 248-9, 260-1. According to Brownell (1862), 318, the
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50 Douin (1933-41), iii/1, 139-40; 175-6, 229; Hill (1959a), 107.
51 Douin (1933-41), iii/1, 213, 215, 217-18; Hill (1959a), 112.
52 Douin (1933-4), iii/1, 218, 221-3, 226.
53 Ibid., 140, 228-9, 433-5; iii/2, 455.
54 Ibid., iii/1, 436.
55 Ibid., 439-41.
56 Baker (1874), 11; Schweinfurth (1918), 19.
57 Baker (1874), 11; Southworth (1875), 234-5; Douin (1933-41), iii/2,473,476,488,543. It is

said that he managed to persuade as many as 5,000 to return; Abu Sallm (1980), 217.
58 Giegler (1984), 12-13; Douin (1933-41), iii/2, 458, 480-1.
59 Ibid., 477-8, 485; Letters from Husayn Bey, 15 November 1870, Abidin Archive, Reg.

1849, Ma'iyya saniyya, piece 4, 13; 2 December 1870, Reg. 1849, piece 7, 15; 2 December
1870, piece 8, 15. Before the reductions in 1881, the tribute from the nomads reached
800,000 piastres; Stewart (1883), 22.

60 Compared with the revenue for the previous year, Douin (1933-41), iii/2, 477, n.7, gives
2,346 purses as the deficit, while a deficit of about 2,200 purses may be deduced from the list
provided by Stewart (1883), 45.

61 Douin (1933-41), iii/2,477, note 7; Isma'Il Ayyub's letter of 20 April 1874; Abidin Archive,
reg. 1875, Ma'iyya saniyya, piece 22, 88.

62 Ibid., 489.
63 Ibid., 482-5, 491.
64 SamI Amln (1916-35), iii, 646.
65 Douin (1933-41), iii/2, 528, 584, 601-2; iii/3B, 1095ff.
66 Ibid., iii/2, 594.
67 Giegler (1984), 13-14.
68 Douin (1933-41), iii/3B, 1099.
69 Letter from Husayn Bey of 11 June 1774, in Abidin Archive, Reg. 24 Arr. Abd., ref. to in

Ibid., iii/3B, 1101-3. Husayn spent his exile in Upper Egypt, but was reinstated as mudir of
Berber 1884 by Gordon, only to surrender Berber to the Mahdists in May the same year.
From Omdurman he shortly afterwards made a narrow escape to Egypt, where he was
accused of cooperation with the enemy.

70 Ibid., iii/3B, 1112, note 1; 1118, note 1.
71 Slatin (1896), 4.
72 Hill (1959a), 154-5; Abu Sallm (1980), 220-1. Mumtaz' efforts to promote cotton
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production in the east had the Khedive's enthusiastic support but, as in Berber, they did not
meet expectations. However, thereafter for a long time 'the name of Mumtaz was used as a
synonym for cotton', Holt and Daly (1979), 81. A still optimistic Khedive transferred him
to Khartoum (1871) after the deposition of his rival and 'anti-cottonist' Ja'far Pasha Ma?har
and the abolition of the bikimdariyya, but within a year Mumtaz was deprived of his
position because of grave irregularities; Hill (1967), 37-8.

73 Abu Sallm (1980), 221-2; Stewart (1883), 14-15.
74 Stewart (1883), 14. Stewart was sent by the British, rulers of Egypt since 1882, to report on

the alarming situation in the Sudan.
75 Ibid., 14-15.
76 Ibid., 13-14.
77 Ibid., 21, 17-18,36.
78 Giegler(1984),Map2.
79 Holt (1977), 33; Holt and Daly (1979), 89; Shuqayr (1903), iii, 109-12.
80 Boserup (1965), 32-42; Rivlin (1961), passim; Abu Sallm (1980), 213-14; Richards (1981),

46-52.
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2 Bj0rkelo (1984).
3 Ruppell (1829), 27; (1836), 169-70; Russegger (1841-8), ii/2, 768; Hamont (1843), i, 42; ii,

591; Thibaut, MS, Bibliotheque de la Societe de Geographie, Paris, 9-10, 16; Cailliaud
(1826), ii, 57; Linant de Bellefonds (1858), 152.

4 Churi (1853), 142-3; Santoni in Santi and Hill (1980), 225.
5 Hamilton (1935), 61; Shukry (1935), 130; Gray (1961), 21.
6 Holt (1977), 39; Wilson and Felkin (1882), ii, 285; Ohrwalder (1892), 12, 35; Slatin (1896),

133, 142, 144-5.
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in Du Bisson (1868), 50-1; Stewart (1883), 12; SAD 404/10 [AR].
8 English (1822), 204; Cailliaud (1826), i, 365, ii, 116-17; Finati (1830), ii, 360, 385, 410;

Puckler-Muskau (1845), ii, 152.
9 Cailliaud (1826), ii, 116-17.

10 Waddington and Hanbury (1822), 53, 81, 83.
11 Cadalvene and Brauvery (1836), ii, 168; Russegger (1841-8), ii/1, 494; ii/2, 36; Hill (1979),

150-2; Rivlin (1961), 329.
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13 Russegger (1841-8), ii/1, 494. Berg. NI 477. 15/200 (15 $afar 1266/31 Dec. 1849).
14 Hill (1970), 163, 167.
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16 Hill (1959a), 38; Junker (1889-92), i, 159-60; Job (1920), 163-96.
17 Giegler (1984), 63; see also Hartmann (1863), 144.
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(1933-41), iii/1, 170-2.

24 Marno (1874), 441.
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26 SAD 281/3, Notes on the History of Kordofan, 24; Ruppell (1829), 139; Pallme (1844), 303;

Lauture (414/15); O'Fahey (1980), 134.
27 Brocchi (1843), v, 667.
28 Russegger (1841-8), ii/2, 240; Bj0rkelo (1983), 136, Table 1.
29 Junker (1889-92), i, 158, 176.
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34 Russegger (1841-8), ii/1, 494.
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(1865a), 27, 35; Lesseps (1857), MS., 3. On the history of Khartoum, see Edwards (1922);
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39 Slatin(1896), 107-8.
40 See for example Junker (1889-92), i, 123.
41 Lejean (1865b), 294-300; Chelu (1891), 105, 144.
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1882); See also Lejean (1865b), 277.
43 Southworth (1875), 367-80; Cox (1952), 199.
44 Walz (1979), 71-2.
45 Petti Suma (1964).
46 Le Mascrier (1740), i, 50-4, 261; ii, 338ff.
47 Abbas A. Mohamed (1980), 116; Sarkassian (1913), 40; L. O. Manger (personal communi-
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48 Gamier in Douin (1933-41), iii/1, 161.
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50 In a letter from the sultan of Dar Fur, Ibrahim Qarad (1873-4) to al-Zubayr Pasha, the
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52 Cadalvene and Breuvery (1836), ii, 149; Marno (1874), 236.
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APPENDIX! THREE CONTRACTS FROM THE ARCHIVE OF fABD ALLAH BEY
HAMZA
1 This 'heading' is stamped on the paper and indicates that such paper could be bought for the

purpose of setting up contracts. The following contract has a heading with exactly the same
wording, whereas the third contract also indicates the limits of the partnership's capital and
has cost the partners 100 piastres in stamp duty, as opposed to the 6 piastres of the two first. It
may also be noted that the same circular seal with some unreadable text has been impressed
without ink into the paper on top of all the three contracts, which also indicates that we are
dealing with officially issued paper for the writing of contracts.
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The primary source material utilised in this study can be divided into four main
categories: travel literature, government archives, private collections, and inter-
views. These are familiar categories to any historian working on Africa and the
Middle East, and their historical value will be discussed here only in so far as the
nineteenth century in the Sudan is concerned. Each category poses specific
methodological problems, particularly with regard to origin, nearness to the events
reported, human biases or hidden motives. There is also the problem of com-
pleteness in the sources, which means that an area is not covered continuously over a
long period of time. This is most commonly the case with the travel literature which
has left both geographically and diachronically scattered information. The authors
of travel books naturally followed the caravan routes across the deserts or along the
Nile, they were more or less compelled to visit the administrative and economic
centres without seeing much of the remoter villages and nomadic camps. These
considerations were, of course, important when the present author chose to study an
area of the Nile Valley which is relatively well covered in the historical sources,
compared to most other areas in the Sudan. The source situation may also account
for the concentration on Shendi rather than on al-Matamma and al-Damir, and the
concentration on the riverain communities to the near exclusion of the neighbouring
pastoral nomads. However, to be guided to an area and a historical period by the
available sources is not the same as adopting the perspectives, values and themes
prevalent in them.

A fundamental rule in dealing with travel literature, and indeed with most written
sources and interviews, is to separate the normative from the cognitive elements.
The first may be of high value in a study of the author's background, ethos and
worldview, when his writings are studied as a remnant of the past. Our concern has
been to extract data based on the author's own observations or on what he has
learned from others. Data from different sources have been compared as far as
possible in order to enhance the reliability by discarding or at least qualifying
unconfirmed information.

The author has consulted six archives: (1) the National Records Office in
Khartoum; (2) the Sudan Archive in Durham; (3) the Public Record Office in Kew,
London; (4) the Bergen Archive at the Department of History, University of
Bergen; (5) the Folklore Institute, University of Khartoum; (6) the Mahkama
Archive in Shendi. Some material was sent to me from the Bibliotheque Nationale
de Paris, the Bibliotheque de la Societe de Geographie, and the Bibliotheque de
TArsenal, all in Paris. The archive in Shendi contains registers of land sales, some of
which date from the nineteenth century. The NRO has much more land-sales
contracts, chronicles and other manuscripts originating in the period under study.
The Mahdiyya papers and the Condominium Archives are also housed there. The
latter have been used extensively in order to become acquainted with socio-
economic features on the local level. They also contain numerous reports by British
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officials on local customs, politics, and history, particularly with regard to the
Turkiyya. This information was collected from interviews and from material left
from the Turkiyya, and must, of course, be subjected to the same precautions as the
travel literature.

Several officials wrote books about Sudanese history and their personal experi-
ences there. They kept private archives and wrote diaries and drafts for articles and
books; much of this material is now deposited in Durham University.

The Egyptian archives in Cairo have not been consulted partly because much of
the relevant material would be in Ottoman Turkish, with which I am unfamiliar.
However, some information has been obtained from the body of sources translated
into Arabic and published by Sami Amln.

Under the heading of private collections comes Arabic documentation in private
hands in the Sudan. These are letters, contracts and religious and historical
manuscripts, which are continually being located, photographed and transferred to
the NRO. Much material has been found during fieldwork by R. S. O'Fahey and
J. L. Spaulding, who have deposited copies both at the NRO and at the Department
of History, University of Bergen. Of particular importance to the present study is
the collection of papers discovered by the author in al-Matamma in the possession of
the decendants of a rich merchant,f Abd Allah Bey Hamza, who started his career in
the latter half of the Turkiyya. Only a fraction of the more than 230 documents
photographed in 1980 and 1984 have been used in the present study. They will form
the basis of a separate work. The most original documents are commercial contracts
on the classical Islamic pattern. The other interesting category are land sale
contracts which testify to the extent of the commercialisation of the agricultural
sector.

As part of the fieldwork in 1980 a series of interviews were conducted in order to
obtain historical and socio-economic data. The informants were chosen among
people reputed to be knowledgeable in history. However, I soon discovered that the
transmitted information on the nineteenth century was on many points inconsistent
and unreliable. Some information could also be checked against written evidence,
which worked as an important yardstick of the value of the interviews. On the other
hand, in the fields of agriculture, trade and crafts, society, religion and culture, the
interviews as well as the continuous informal discussions were crucial sources of
information which cannot be found in any archive or book.

The voice of the Sudanese themselves has also survived in a few edited and
published manuscripts written by local authors, such as Wad Dayf Allah's Tabaqdt
and the Funj Chronicle (also known as Makhtuta Kdtib al-Shuna). The first
collection of tribal genealogies, religious and historical manuscripts to appear in
English was MacMichael's two-volume work A History of the Arabs in the Sudan
from 1922. The voluminous work from 1903 by Shuqayr, Ta'rlkh al-Sudan, draws
also heavily upon Sudanese sources (written and oral) as well as on Turkiyya
material and ought to be rated among the primary sources.

ABBREVIATIONS

A AS Asian and African Studies
BSG Bulletin de la Societe de Geographie de Paris
BSOAS Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies
El 2nd edn Encyclopaedia of Islam
IJAHS International Journal of African Historical Studies
JAH Journal of African History
JAL Journal of African Law
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JAS Journal of the African Society
JESHO Journal of the Economic and Social History of the Orient
JRGS Journal of the Royal Geographical Society
MEJ Middle East Journal
MES Middle Eastern Studies
NAV Nouvelles Annales des Voyages
PM Petermann's Mitteilungen
SNR Sudan Notes and Records
Berg. The collection of Sudanese Arabic documents at the Department of History,

University of Bergen
C Tape cassette recording
IF Institute of Folklore, Khartoum
NRO National Records Office, Khartoum (formerly Central Records Office,

CRO)
PRO Public Record Office, Kew
SAD Sudan Archive, Durham

ORAL SOURCES

Muhammad Nimr Jamal al-DIn, age 85 (in 1980), village shaykh in Hosh Ban Naqa village.
Interviews: (1) Cl, 19 February 1980 in Hosh Ban Naqa; (2) C9/A, 6 March 1980 in
Shendi; (3) Notes, 20 April in Hosh Ban Naqa.

Al-fakl al-Amln Yusuf, age 70, teacher at the Quran school (khalwa) of Old Shendi.
Interviews: (1) C2/A, 21 February 1980 in Shendi; (2) C4, 26 February in Shendi.

Sharif Hamid Mahmud, age 89. Interview, C2/B and C3, 24 February 1980 in Shendi.
Muhammad 'Uthman Nur, age 70, retired railway officer, now merchant. Interview C5/A, 27

February 1980 in Shendi.
Surra bt. *Abd Allah w. Sa'd, age 85, and Al-Zayn w. Sa'd w. fAbd Allah w. Sa'd, teacher,

interviewed together, C5/B, 27 February 1980 in Shendi.
Abbashir Majdhub, age 60, teacher. Interview, C6, 28 February 1980 in Shendi.
Muhammad Khayr (Al-'Umda) age 50, post office employee. Interview, C7, 1 March 1980 in

Shendi.
Muhammad w. al-Bashlr Muhammad 'Uthman, age 44, merchant. Interview, C8, 3 March

1980 in Shendi.
Al-Shul bt. al-Shaykh Sirrur, age late 80s. Interview C9/B, 10 April 1980 in Shendi.
Sulayman 'Abd Allah Bey Hamza, age 81, farmer and builder. Interviews (1) C10, 9 March

1980 in al-Matamma; (2) Cll , 18 March in al-Matamma.
Muhammad Hamid al-Jamri, retired army officer. Interview, C12/A, 14 April 1980 in

Shendi.
Al-Shaykh al-Muzammil, age c.70, religious shaykh in Misiktab village. Notes.
Muhammad al-Tum Ziyad, village shaykh of Basabir village, and head of the Basablr

Shayqiyya. Notes, 4 March 1980 in Shendi.
Al-faki Ahmad Jabbur, age 100. Notes, 28 April 1980 in Shendi.
Muhammad Babikr 'Abd al-KafT, age 59, former farmer from 'Allab, now ferry captain.

Notes, 1 May 1980 in Shendi.
Tijanl al-Mardl, age 80, merchant. Notes, 24 October 1978 in Omdurman.
IF Oral material collected by and deposited at the Institute of Folklore in Khartoum.

PRIVATE PAPERS

A typed MS by Col. Ryder, in the possession of the family, pp. 57-82 (Great Britain).
Brownell's Diary (1862). A typed MS in the possession of the family (United States).
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ARCHIVAL MATERIAL - IN EUROPEAN LANGUAGES

La Bibliotheque de la Societe de Geographie, Paris
G. Thibaut, uncatalogued MS, 'Aperc,u du commerce du Soudan'.
G. Lejean (1862), 'Rapport adresse a son Excellence M. le Ministre des affaires Etrangeres,

par M. G. Lejean, charge d'une mission dans la region du Haut Nil'.

La Bibliotheque Nationale de Paris
F. de Lesseps (1857), MS, 'Rapport.'

La Bibliotheque de VArsenal, Paris
C. Lambert (1842), Tar if des monnais en Egypte, MS, Fonds Enfantine No. 7740.

University of Nottingham
Mansfield Parkyns, MS. a copy of the Funj Chronicle, PA. X3, copied 1847, 143 folios/pages.

SAD (Sudan Archive, Durham) (Condominium sources)
SAD 110/2/3: Abyssinia-Sudan Frontier. An account of Me [sic] Nimr and his sons on the

Abyssinian Frontier.
SAD 110/2/4: A full account of the military revolt of the 14th Sudanese Battalion (1865), as

related by Mahmud El Mahallawi and corroborated by several other eyewitnesses.
SAD 178/5-6: El-Obeid. Siege 1883. Fr P. Rossignoli's account.
SAD 195/7: Sudan Correspondence 1915. Na'um Shuqayr, History of the Majdhubiyya

Tariqa.
SAD 245/7: Chronology for Wingate's Draft, 1883, 1918.
SAD 281/3: Notes on the History of Kordofan (MacMichael).
SAD 292/18: Report on the Sudan by Lieutenant-Colonel J.D.H. Stewart, presented to

Parliament in 1883; published as Command Paper 3670, London, 1885.
SAD 294/18/4: H. A. MacMichael, Reminiscences of Kordofan, 1906.
SAD 303/12: Letter from Johann Hedenborg, 10 October 1835.
SAD 400/8/1-25: Part of Col. Ryder's typed memoirs, pp. 48-75 (see above, private papers).
SAD 404/10 [AR]: Anonymous History of al-Ubayyid from about 1863 to 1883. Arabic text

and English translation.
SAD 406/2: Sd. Yusuf b. al-Sayyid Ahmad, born 1200/1785-86. History of the Awlad Hindi.
SAD 444/8/4: Chronological Table of Events, 1849-94.
SAD 465/2; H. C. Jackson's Safaria Notes. December 1924.
SAD 542/3: Notes and reports by MacMichael.
SAD 542/6/1-48; Report on Berber land commission (1904), by J. F. Kershaw.
SAD 542/7/49-75: Report on certain lands on the Atbara. Reports on the Karru Lands in

Shendi (1906), by S. A. Tippetts.

NRO (National Records Office, Khartoum, formerly Central Records Office,
CRO)
Condominium sources
The following groups have been consulted: Northern Province, Kordofan Province, Dakhlia I

(Interior), Intelligence, Cairint., Civil Secretary, Miscellaneous (see section under Arabic
documentation below). A detailed list of these files can be found in my thesis, 1983,
395-400.

ARCHIVAL MATERIAL! SUDANESE ARABIC DOCUMENTATION

1 NRO, Miscellaneous, which includes private Arabic documents from the nineteenth
century.
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2 Dar al-Wathd'iq al-Misriyya. (The Egyptian National Archives). Awdmir 'arabi, daftar 1,
no. 3, p. 3. A document concerning 'Abd al-Ghanl al-Tayyib al-TazI.

3 Berg., which includes photographic copies of Arabic documents deposited at the Depart-
ment of History, University of Bergen, Norway. The majority of the documents have been
found and photographed by R. S. O'Fahey, J. L. Spaulding and the present author. Some
are copies of documents in the NRO, Misc. collection. The documents are catalogued
according to owner of the respective archives and province of origin. NI stands for Nile
Province (the old Berber province), and NO stands for Northern Province (the old
Dongola province); the two collections are the most relevant to the present study.

4 SOAS, Holt's Papers. Holt Box 1 1/2 120 1315. A letter from the Khalifa (1897).

THESES, MIMEOGRAPHS, PAPERS AND FORTHCOMING ARTICLES

Abu Sallm, M. I., 'Al-Murshid Ha watha'iq al-Mahdl\ mimeograph, Khartoum, 1969.
Bj0rkelo, A., 'State and society in three Central Sudanic kingdoms, Kanem Bornu, Bagirmi

and Wadai', MA thesis, University of Bergen, 1976.
'From King to Kashif: Shendi in the Nineteenth Century', PhD thesis, University of Bergen,

1983.
'al-Matamma', forthcoming in El2.
'The buying and selling of land in the Northern Sudan, c. 1770-1910', unpublished article,

77pp.
Ewald, J. J., 'Leadership and social change on an Islamic Frontier: The Kingdom of Taqali,

1780-1900'. PhD thesis, University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1982.
Farah Hassan Adam, 'Contribition of land tenure structures to agricultural development in the

Sudan through incentives, knowledge and capital', PhD thesis, Iowa State University, 1965.
Hargey, T., 'The suppression of slavery in the Sudan, 1898-1939', PhD thesis, University of

Oxford, 1981.
Hurreiz, S. H., 'Ja'aliyyln folktales. An interplay to African and Islamic elements', PhD thesis,

University of India, 1972.
Kapteijns, L., 'Mahdist faith and Sudanic tradition. History of Dar Masallt, 1870-1930', PhD

thesis, University of Amsterdam, 1982.
Karrar, A. S., 'The Sufi Brotherhoods in the Sudan until 1900. With special reference to the

Shayqiyya region'. PhD, University of Bergen, 1985.
Kjerland, K., 'The fetters of memory. The changing pattern of marriage among the Ja'aliyyln,

1915 to 1981', MA thesis, University of Bergen, 1982.
Kuhn, M. W., 'Markets and trade in Omdurman, Sudan', dissertation, Los Angeles, 1970.
Lee, D. R., 'The geography of rural house types in the Nile Valley of Northern Sudan', PhD

thesis, 1967.
Salih Mohammad Nur, 'A critical edition of the Memoirs of Yuslf Mikha'Tl', PhD thesis,

University of London, 1962.
Shukry, M. F., 'The Khedive Ismail and slavery in the Sudan', PhD thesis, University of

Liverpool, 1935.
Spaulding, J. L., 'Kings of Sun and Shadow: A history of the fAbdullab Provinces of the

Northern Sinnar Sultanate, 1500-1800 AD', PhD thesis, Columbia, 1971.
Wituki, L. A., 'The transformation of agriculture in the Merowe area of Northern Sudan',

PhD thesis, University of Wisconsin, Madison, 1967.
Yusuf Mikha'Il, see above, Salih Mohammad Nur.

TRAVEL LITERATURE AND OTHER PRIMARY SOURCES

Abbate, O. (1858), De VAfrique Central ou voyage de S.A. Mohammad Said Pacha dans ses
Provinces du Soudan, Paris.
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Alford, H. S. L. and Sword, W. D. (1898), The Egyptian Sudan, Its Loss and Recovery, New
York, repr. 1969.
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